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Goal optimization has long been a topic of great interest in computer science. The literature contains many thousands of papers that discuss methods for the search of optimal solutions to complex problems. In the case of multi-objective optimization, such a search yields iteratively improved approximations to the Pareto frontier, i.e. the set of best solutions contained along a trade-off curve of competing objectives.

To approximate the Pareto frontier, one method that is ubiquitous throughout the field of optimization is stochastic search. Stochastic search engines explore solution spaces by randomly mutating candidate guesses to generate new solutions. This mutation policy is employed by the most commonly used tools (e.g. NSGA-II, SPEA2, etc.), with the goal of a) avoiding local optima, and b) expand upon diversity in the set of generated approximations. Such "blind" mutation policies explore many sub-optimal solutions that are discarded when better solutions are found. Hence, this approach has two problems. Firstly, stochastic search can be unnecessarily computationally expensive due to evaluating an overwhelming number of candidates. Secondly, the generated approximations to the Pareto frontier are usually very large, and can be difficult to understand.

To solve these two problems, a more-directed, less-stochastic approach than standard search tools is necessary. This thesis presents GALE (Geometric Active Learning). GALE is an active learner that finds approximations to the Pareto frontier by spectrally clustering candidates using a near-linear time recursive descent algorithm that iteratively divides candidates into halves (called leaves at the bottom level). Active learning in GALE selects a minimally most-informative subset of candidates by only evaluating the two-most different candidates during each descending split; hence, GALE only requires at most, $2\log_2(N)$ evaluations per generation. The candidates of each leaf are thereafter non-stochastically mutated in the most promising directions along each piece. Those leaves are piece-wise approximations to the Pareto frontier.

The experiments of this thesis lead to the following conclusion: a near-linear time recursive binary division of the decision space of candidates in a multi-objective optimization algorithm can find useful directions to mutate instances and find quality solutions much faster than traditional randomization approaches. Specifically, in comparative studies with standard methods (NSGA-II and SPEA2) applied to a variety of models, GALE required orders of magnitude fewer evaluations to find solutions. As a result, GALE can perform dramatically faster than the other methods, especially for realistic models.
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Notation

The notation and the symbols used throughout this document are as follows:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{SE} : Software Engineering
\item \textit{SBSE} : Search Based Software Engineering
\item \textit{EA} : Evolutionary Algorithm
\item \textit{GA} : Genetic Algorithm
\item \textit{MOEA} : Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
\item \textit{MOO} : Multi-Objective Optimization
\item \textit{SOO} : Single Objective Optimization
\item \textit{MOP} : Multi-Objective Problem
\item \textit{SOP} : Single Objective Problem
\item \textit{NSGA} : Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
\item \textit{SPEA} : Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm
\item \textit{JMOO} : Joe’s Multi-Objective Optimization
\item \textit{POM} : Portman Owens Menzies
\item \textit{GD} : Generational Distance
\item \textit{HV} : Hypervolume
\item \textit{CDA} : Continuous Descent Approach
\item \textit{norm} : Normalization
\item \textit{log} : Take natural logarithm
\end{itemize}
Chapter 1

Introduction

Goals are valued objectives; goal optimization then, is a search strategy that can be applied to identify optimal solutions that can attain such goals. Such search strategies are performed every day by ordinary people everywhere: for example, in choosing what kind of car to buy (maximize miles per gallon, minimize cost), deciding how to manage their dietary needs (get the most proteins, least calories, etc), navigation through a city (shortest path, shortest time), and many more. In more advanced scenarios however, the search is a much more critical one important to economic values such as how to most productively build the cheapest and nicest house, or how to build a car with low cost and high mileage per gallon (MPG) of fuel consumption.

The study of such strategies has been a topic of increasing interest since the early 1950’s [1] and [2]. Coello lists over 8,500 research papers that discuss and experiment with optimization methods since the 1970’s, and continues to add resources to that list [1]. One interesting field of interest is Search-based software engineering, in which search strategies for software engineering problems are studied. The chart in Figure 1.1 shows a rising interest in Search-based Software Engineering (SBSE) alongside MOO (data for SBSE comes from the Crest SBSE Repository [2]).

Software engineering comprises a lot of problems that are well-suited for search strategies because they apply designs that can be optimized to maximize some goals. In general, the idea is to generate software products that are of high quality but cost the least to build. Most of these kind of software engineering problems are usually multi-objective (as opposed to single objective) with competing goals that define an expansive trade-off curve of optimal solutions, called a Pareto frontier [3]. There are thus, many optimal solutions and not just one single best design is most

Figure 1.1: Shown in darker bars is number of SBSE papers published per year since the 1970’s. Data taken from the CREST SBSE Repository web site at the time of this writing. Shown in lighter bars are the number of papers about MOO in general (which includes the SBSE counts), taken from Coello’s web site (see footnotes). Data for recent years may be impartial.
appropriate. Multi-objective strategies thereby generate approximations to the Pareto frontier. A
decision maker must then choose one solution along that trade-off curve, and the purpose of multi-
objective search strategies is to aid the decision maker by explaining the solutions that exist along
that trade-off curve.

One common multi-objective search strategy is the genetic algorithm, sometime called a stochastic
search. Spall [4] comments that the popularity of stochastic search has steadily been growing,
especially since the use of numerical optimization methods (see background section for details).
Stochastic search engines explore solution spaces by randomly mutating candidate guesses to gen-
erate (hopefully) better solutions. This mutation policy works iteratively until the new solutions
are good approximations of the Pareto frontier.

Sayyad & Ammar have studied stochastic search tools and report that the NSGA-II [5] and
the SPEA2 [6] are two of the most popular search tools in the current literature for software en-
gineering [7]. Stochastic search tools such as these explore the solution space ”blindly”, with the
goals of a) avoiding locally optimal solutions that may entrap the search and prevent discovery of
better global optima; and b) diversifying the set of approximations to the Pareto frontier in hopes
of revealing the entirety of the optimal trade-off curve.

Stochastic search has two problems. Firstly, the search can unnecessarily be computationally
expensive due to the fact that many sub-optimal solutions are discarded in favor of better solu-
tions, and thus an overwhelming number of evaluations are conducted. Most realistic problems are
usually cpu-intensive to evaluate [8]. Lohn et al. comment that the time and resources required
for the evaluation of candidate solutions “swamps out the running time” of the underlying search
methodology [9]. Similar observations have been made in [10]: studies with a real world model
could not be repeated as often compared to standard lab problems with simple mathematical func-
tion evaluations (real-world models often consist of complex simulations and not just a series of
equations, where simulations are more expensive to run).

Secondly, stochastic search often produces too many solutions in its approximation-set of the
Pareto frontier. Harman cautions that many frontiers are very crowded; i.e. contain thousands
(or more) candidate solutions [11]. This makes the challenge of choosing just one solution among
them much more difficult [12]. Hence, post-process methods of understanding the results of search
tools need to be explored, such as the clustering technique of [12], used to identify sections of
the Pareto frontier by which similar solutions vary by tiny trade-offs. In that manner, the Pareto
frontier is reduced in size to a number of clusters and the decision maker needs only choose one of
the clusters (e.g., one of the C1, C2, etc, of Figure 1.2 to the London Ambulances Service problem
previously studied by Heaven and Letier \cite{13}). Although convenient, this is an additional step to search strategies that can avoided if the Pareto frontier was not so large to begin with.

To solve these two problems, a more-directed, less-stochastic approach is necessary. This thesis suggests Geometric Active Learning (GALE). GALE has previously been published in \cite{14} and is described in an under-review article for the IEEE TSE journal of transactions on software engineering \cite{15}. GALE is defined as a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) which manages populations of solutions and iteratively refines (each iterative pass is called a generation) them through a mutation policy to find approximations to the Pareto frontier.

GALE is an *active learner* (i.e. performs its inferences on a minimally most-informative subset of each population) that *spectrally clusters* its populations of candidate guesses (i.e. clustering on the spectral dimensions of greatest variance is better than clustering on the raw dimensions of the population) to identify a minimally most-informative subset to mutate. GALE employs the *WHERE* spectral clustering algorithm \cite{16}. WHERE is a near-linear time recursive descent algorithm that iteratively divides the candidate population into halves (called leaves at the bottom level), evaluating only the two-most different candidates in each half. Thus, GALE requires at most, only $2\log_2(N)$ evaluations per generation. GALE then *directionally mutates* the members of most promising leaves towards the better end of each leaf in a non-stochastic manner. These leaves thereby become piece-wise approximations to the Pareto frontier. (those terms in italics are all discussed further in Chapter 4.)

Such a process that finds piece-wise approximations can also identify regions of the Pareto frontier by which solutions differ only by small amounts. The post-process of Veerappa and Letier \cite{12} is therefore no longer needed. Note that GALE is different than the approach of Veerappa and Letier. It does not apply a post-process to identify those clusters. Instead, WHERE is an internal procedure that identifies the clusters as the piece-wise approximations to the Pareto frontier.

To be formal, GALE is an approach to MOO and cannot solve *every* problem. Rather, the nature of the problem by which GALE is best suited should be such that following assumptions hold true:

1. More than one objective
2. Competing Objectives
3. Non-Categorical Objectives (numeric, continuous)
4. Piece-wise linear Pareto frontier
5. Spectral assumptions (more on these in Chapter 4)
   - Spectral Dimensions must exist (i.e. real eigenvectors)
   - An accurate low-rank approximation for the candidate population must exist

6. Model Runtime:
   - GALE is most suitable when model runtime is high
   - That is, the runtime to evaluate a solution is high (and high is relative: 2ms or more)

In principle, GALE could be too naive and might fail because it utilizes so few evaluations to find approximations to the Pareto frontier. To test that, a refined experimental method was developed through a critique of various multi-objective optimization studies. That critique shows that many experimental methods lack the rigor to deliver powerful conclusions, and so several guiding principles are given by which to design rigorous experimental methodologies.

In this thesis, the results of that critique are applies to design rigorous experimental methods that perform numerous case studies on the effectiveness and utility of GALE when compared to the standard methods: NSGA-II and SPEA2. This way, a powerful conclusion regarding the results can be given. Those results show that GALE can find comparable solutions in vastly far
fewer evaluations (20-50, not 1600-4000) of the solution space, enabling the potential to explore and study realistic problems (in 6-20 minutes, not 3-5 hours) that require expensive evaluation-runtimes.

1.1 Statement of Thesis

A near-linear time recursive binary division of the decision space of candidates in a multi-objective optimization algorithm can find useful directions to mutate instances and find quality solutions much faster than traditional randomization approaches.

Specifically, in comparative studies with standard methods (NSGA-II and SPEA2) applied to a variety of models, GALE required orders of magnitude fewer evaluations to find solutions. As a result, GALE can perform dramatically faster than the other methods, especially for realistic models.

1.2 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis contributes the following points with additional explanatory sub-bullets:

1. A critique of experimental methods in the multi-objective optimization literature. A number of guiding principles are given that address the following:
   - Many experimental methods fail to properly address threats to validity which compromises the power of their conclusions
   - They often use improper statistical methods which compromise internal validity
   - They often do not utilize an appropriately variegated selection of models to explore, which is a huge compromise to external validity
   - They often do not report on computational runtimes nor number of evaluations, which is a compromise to construct validity
   - They often do not explain their choices of parameters, compromising internal validity and complicates the understanding of any underlying methods

2. Experimentation with GALE vs. popular stochastic search tools (NSGA-II, SPEA2):
   - GALE can find comparable (and often better) solutions.
   - GALE requires vastly far fewer number of evaluations (usually 20-50 evaluations, not 1600-4000: that is a factor of about 50-80 times fewer).
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• GALE greatly reduces the runtimes of complex realistic models (e.g., runtimes for CDA were reduced from 3-5 hours to 6-20 minutes)
• GALE derives its success from the potential of directed non-stochastic search

3. A study of specific real-world models:
• POM3: agile software developers could apply tools like GALE to learn task management to reduce cost and improve productivity
• CDA: tools like GALE can greatly improve upon delays and interruptions to task management in the cockpit of aircraft on approach
• CDA: GALE can consolidate change to different operating capacities of pilots without compromising efficiency

1.3 Relevant Publications

This thesis uses some content and words from the following publications or publications under-review:

Currently Under Review:


Conference Papers


1.4 Structure of Thesis

Chapter two provides an expansive accounting of any background necessary in explaining the concepts within this thesis. That background delivers an introductory view on the field of optimization as well as an historical upbringing in the maturation of the field as well as notes on the current heuristic-based search approaches and evolutionary algorithms. Chapter 3 builds upon experimental techniques by critiquing the literature. Chapter 4 discusses the details of GALE. Chapters 5 and
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6 discuss methods and models used in experimentation. Chapter 7 discusses the details of JMOO implementation and a guide to its use. Chapter 8 discusses the experiments constructed by JMOO, with results and analyses that follow. Chapter 9 discusses any threats to validity that might exist in those experiments. Chapter 10 gives final closing remarks.
Chapter 2

Background

*True optimization is the revolutionary contribution of modern research to decision processes.* –George Dantzig, Father of Mathematical Programming

In this chapter, background information regarding research to optimization is given. Much of the discussion in subsequent chapters will relate back to the topics found in this chapter, so it is convenient to pool those topics in one place. First, the formalities that mathematically define search based optimization are discussed, with a few examples that relate the theoretical concepts to the real world. After that, some classical and more recent methods for performing optimization and search for optimal solutions are discussed; these range from the older, more classical numerical optimization tools up to the more present-day evolutionary algorithms employed today. Thirdly, some background information regarding Search Based Software Engineering is given. Lastly, open issues that arise from these methods are given, which give the main motivations behind GALE.

2.1 Formalizing the Optimization Problem

George Dantzig is often considered the Father of Mathematical Programming, where Mathematical Programming is a phrase synonymous with that of Goal Programming or Goal Optimization. In general, whenever words are used like MOO, search, optimization algorithm, the reference is to the topic of this section.

Dantzig was an impressive individual. The story of him solving two famous unsolved problems in statistics is an interesting one that deserves retelling: arriving late to one of his classes, he saw three problems drawn on the board that he assumed were homework assignments. Several days afterwards, Dantzig turned in solutions to those three problems, apologizing for his tardiness and
commenting that the last one was rather unusually difficult to solve [17].

Optimization is a mathematical search method for finding global optima. Dantzig writes a mathematical program that describes some linear relationships (i.e. a response surface) between dependent(output) and independent(input) variables [17]:

\[
\text{maximize } f(x) = y, \text{ with respect to } g(x) > 0 \text{ and } h(x) \leq 0 \tag{2.1}
\]

In some terminology more up-to-date with current optimization literature, \( f(x) \) is a transformation function that maps \( x \) to \( y \), or in other words, \( f(x) \) maps the decision space (set of all possible inputs) to somewhere in the objective space (set of all possible outputs). \( x \) is sometimes called a candidate, or a decision or a solution to the mathematical program (i.e. problem). \( g(x) \) and \( h(x) \) are called the constraints and solutions that do not satisfy them are called infeasible. A “best” objective value identifies the (perhaps many) optimal solution(s), and the goal of linear programming is to search for that (or those) optimal solution(s) as efficiently as possible.

Note that optimal solutions have one of two “directions”**: to maximize, or to minimize. This dichotomy need not be confused: the two can be used interchangeably without affecting the search with the simple use of a negative weight to the objective. For example, searching for a maximal cost is the same as searching for a minimal savings, because cost is the negative of savings, and vice versa. The rest of this thesis makes little effort to divulge details on such nuances on this understanding.

A mathematical program can be classified in terms of its constraints, number of objectives and number of decisions. The above problem (Equation 2.1) has only a single decision, a single objective function and two constraint functions. Hence, Equation 2.1 is considered a Single Objective Problem:

**Definition 1** (Single Objective Problem). A single objective problem (SOP) is a mathematical program consisting of only a single objective by which to optimize.

As the optimization problem becomes more complex, the number of decisions or objectives
increase. Equation 2.1 can then be expanded to allow such cases as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{maximize } & f_1(\vec{x}) = y_1 \\
\text{maximize } & f_2(\vec{x}) = y_2 \\
\ldots \\
\text{maximize } & f_k(\vec{x}) = y_k
\end{align*}$$

with respect to:

$$\begin{align*}
g_1(\vec{x}) & > 0 \text{ and } h_1(\vec{x}) \leq 0 \\
g_2(\vec{x}) & > 0 \text{ and } h_2(\vec{x}) \leq 0 \\
\ldots \\
g_c(\vec{x}) & > 0 \text{ and } h_c(\vec{x}) \leq 0
\end{align*}$$

(2.2)

Hence, Equation 2.2 is considered a Multi-objective Problem.

**Definition 2** (Multi Objective Problem). A multi-objective problem (MOP) is a mathematical program consisting of more than one objective to optimize.

Note that the functions in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 are unspecified. For examples of specific problems, see Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.4, which model the following examples.

For example, consider the fairly simple farming plot problem: with at most 400 feet of fencing available to protect a plot of land, what are the optimal dimensions (constraining the plot to rectangular plots) by which the fencing can maximize the most area of land? \( x_1 = \text{Width} \) and \( x_2 = \text{length} \) of the farm plot are two decisions to the problem that some farmer (decision maker) must give. A constraint to this problem exists in the footage of fencing available, and can be formalized as \( g(X) = 2 \ast x_1 + 2 \ast x_2 \leq 400 \). The single objective to this problem is in maximizing the square area of farm plot; in other words: \( \text{maximize } f_1(\vec{x}) = x_1 \ast x_2 \). Refer to Equation 2.3.

There is exactly one optimal solution in the dimensions of (100, 100), which evaluates to an area of \( f(X) = 10,000 \text{ feet} \).

$$\begin{align*}
\text{maximize } & f_1(\vec{x}) = x_1 \ast x_2 \\
\text{with respect to:} & \begin{cases} 
x_1 > 0 \text{ and } x_1 \leq 400 \\
x_2 > 0 \text{ and } x_1 \leq 400 \\
2x_1 + 2x_2 \leq 400
\end{cases}
\end{align*}$$

(2.3)

Another class of problems that can be defined depends on the existence of constraint functions. It is generally always the case for individual decision inputs to have their own constraints (upper and lower boundaries). However, when some collection of those decisions must together satisfy some constraint functions, the problem is known as a Constrained Problem, and otherwise, an Unconstrained Problem.

**Definition 3** (Constrained Problem). A constrained optimization problem (COP) is a mathematical program consisting of constraint functions that apply to all of the decisions collectively.
Some solutions may not be feasible in constrained problems. For example, in Equation \ref{eq:2.3} the input dimensions (200, 200) are infeasible as a solution because they require 800 feet of fencing when only 400 feet are available, thus violating that constraint.

An addition of objectives further complicates the problem. Consider the addition of a second objective to the previous farming plot problem of Equation \ref{eq:2.3}. Say, the cost of digging the plot costs 100 dollars per row or column foot - whichever is smaller, because some digging machine can make a number of foot-wide swipes in the cheaper orientation. Refer to Equation \ref{eq:2.4} to see those updates. That is, \( f_2(X) = \text{Cost} = 100 \times \min(x_1, x_2) \). (And, \( f_1(X) = \text{Area} = x_1 \times x_2 \) and before.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize } f_1(\bar{x}) &= x_1 \times x_2 \\
\text{minimize } f_2(\bar{x}) &= 100 \times \min(x_1, x_2)
\end{align*}
\]

with respect to:
\[
\begin{align*}
x_1 &> 0 \text{ and } x_1 \leq 400 \\
x_2 &> 0 \text{ and } x_1 \leq 400 \\
2x_1 + 2x_2 &\leq 400
\end{align*}
\]

(2.4)

With the addition of the second objective on cost, the problem becomes a multi-objective one in which there is no single optimal solution, but instead a wide array of optimal solutions along a trade-off curve called a Pareto frontier. The name Pareto comes from an 1896 paper by Vilfredo Pareto \cite{pareto1896cours}. To visualize the Pareto frontier, refer to Figure \ref{fig:2.1} (graphic taken from \cite{figure}). In that figure, the solid points are not as optimal as the hollow points that constitute the Pareto frontier. Another visualization is available in Figure \ref{fig:1.2}: the green markers identify an approximated Pareto frontier, and the red markers are discarded in favor of the green markers.

**Definition 4** (Pareto Frontier). The Pareto frontier of a multi-objective problem is a set of equivalent solutions by which no other solution is better.

The previous optimal solution of (100, 100) to Equation \ref{eq:2.3} evaluates to an area-cost of \([f_1(X) = 10000, f_2(X) = 10000]\) in Equation \ref{eq:2.4}. While area can be maximized, it is also maximizes cost! Tradeoffs like these are often interesting to explore: for instance, a decision maker might be interested in paying that much if it means more profit down the road (an aspect un-modeled by this problem). It is essential to explore the Pareto frontier to offer such alternatives \cite{explore}. Slightly cheaper solutions can be found in the dimensions of (50, 150), which evaluates to an area-cost of \([f_1(X) = 7500, f_2(X) = 5000]\). At the trade-off of just 2500 feet of plot area, the cost is cut in half. For decision makers unwilling to pay too much up-front, this solution is perhaps more preferred.
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Equation 2.3 is classified as a single objective problem because it has only one objective function to maximize. It is however, rare for such a real-world application to be single-objective. Many authors have commented that most realistic domain problems are multi-objective [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Hence, it can be more important to study multi-objective optimization rather than single-objective optimization.

One last classification of problems is the Many-Objective Problem. It is however, disputed as to the exact specifications. In [25], the authors describe Many-Objective Problems as those having more than 5 objectives. However in [26], the authors say more than 4 objectives instead. Most popular perhaps, is 3 objectives, as described in [27], [28] and [29]. Thus, we adopt the following definition:

Definition 5 (Many-Objective Problem). A many-objective problem is a mathematical program consisting of strictly more than three objectives.

This section discussed some formalities that outline the basics and terminology for optimization problems throughout this thesis. In the next section, early approaches to optimal search are discussed from a historical perspective.
2.2 Early Approaches

This section serves simply to set the stage for optimization. The conclusion drawn from reading into early approaches is that they are very nuanced approaches with respect to so many requirements and parameters. For example, linear programming techniques only work when the Pareto frontier is linear. Convex optimization only applies when the Pareto frontier is convexly bending inward on the feasible region. Many of these approaches require differentiability. None of them can handle non-functional (i.e. simulation) evaluation approaches.

In this section, the approaches of linear programming and interior point methods are discussed. Two algorithms that offer innovation to this thesis are the Simplex Search and the Karmarkar’s Algorithm, which geometrically explore solution spaces.

2.2.1 Linear Programming

Linear Programming considers the linearity of the Pareto frontiers. For example, in Figure 2.2, the feasible region of solutions for a two-objective problem is shown. In that figure, the Pareto frontier is linear, and so hence, that problem is a linear problem. An important property of linear problems is that the optimal solutions lie along corner points or vertices of the Pareto frontier [30].

The simplex search, first introduced by Dantzig shortly after the second World War [31], takes advantage of that property, exploring only those vertices along the Pareto frontier. In general, simplex search begins by prescribing a polyhedron (called a simplex) around the feasible space of the data. The simplex is then iteratively modified, via growing (adding vertices to the simplex) or contracting vertices, until a path (along the vertices on the exterior of the simplex) is found leading to an optimal solution. For linear problems, the Simplex search enjoys success because optimal solutions lie on such vertices. For certain normal distributions of the data, the simplex method can perform in usually just a few iterations in polynomial time [32]. Klee and Minty (1972) show that such a search can reach exponential complexities in runtime: the search can possibly visit every vertex before it finds a solution.

Efforts have since then been made to improve the simplex search, with some success made in 1979 by Khachian and an Ellipsoid method [33], based on proposals for a non-linear algorithm. Although that method had enjoyed success for improving upon the computational complexity, it performed poorly compared to the simplex method [34].

The contrast of linear problems are non-linear problems, as is the case when the Pareto frontier
Figure 2.2: A linear Pareto frontier. Taken from [30].
Figure 2.3: A non-linear Pareto frontier. Taken from [30].

is comprised of a curve instead of straight lines. The problem in Figure 2.3 is an example of a non-linear problem, since a constraint imposes a non-linear shape that defines the Pareto frontier. The property of corner points and vertices which held for linear problems does not hold for non-linear problems, and thusly makes problems of this type harder to understand and solve. Non-linear problems typically make use a different property which states that if the search is unable to find a promising direction to search, then the search is currently at an optimal solution [30].

A modified version of the simplex method was proposed by Nelder and Mead in for non-linear problems [35]. As a non-linear optimization technique, they describe a simplex which “rolls downhill” to optimal solutions along a non-linear Pareto frontier. Barton comments that [36] for high dimensionality or when the problem produces stochastic output, the simplex method of Nelder and Mead tends to terminate prematurely around local optima.

### 2.2.2 Interior Point Methods

An alternative to the Simplex methods addressed previously are the so-called Interior Point methods which traverse the interior of a simplex prescribed on the strict boundaries of a feasible
set defined by strict inequalities [34]. When the work of Karmarkar implemented a polynomial
time algorithm (in both the best and worst case) in 1984, [37], which was about 50 times faster
than the original simplex method, a remarkable shift in focus was noted by Forsgren [34] and
according to [38], more than 1300 papers had been published on interior point methods.

Interior point methods have enjoyed great success for two reasons: 1) they can solve problems
in polynomial time, and 2) they have great success with large-scale problems [39]. Despite these
positive points, they still can only handle single objective problems and many better techniques
have since superseded them [40] as the field matured.

Many of the techniques previously discussed are mathematical processes that are in general,
not meant to be solved by hand without the aid of computers - although it has been done. Manual
search computations often “miss” many solution and can be an extremely arduous process [41],
perhaps due to the likelihood of human error and oversight of possible alternative solutions. Many
of the methods that will be discussed in the next section are much more computational. Valerdi
notes that it can take days for human experts to review just a few dozen examples in the software
engineering domain [42]. In that same time, an automated software tool can explore thousands to
millions to billions more solutions.

Additionally, many of these traditional methods are specific methods for different kinds of
problems, e.g. linear problems or non-linear problems, convex problems or concave problems,
etc. In the next section, a more evolved class of search tools are described in which the lack of
generality of the previous numerical optimization approaches are addressed by approaches that
aim to optimize a heuristic instead of the objective function.

2.3 Heuristic-based Search

The heuristic search-based literature lists many methods for exploring trade-offs between com-
peting objectives. Some of the simplest strategies are partially heuristic local search strategies that
in general, fail to identify global optima.

2.3.1 Hill Climbing & Tabu Search

Hill Climbing is a local search algorithm (meaning that solutions are adjusted locally, by chang-
ing only parts of the input instead of perturbing the entire input individual). Hill Climbing is a form
of greedy local search in which the inputs are modified according to the part that would most im-
Figure 2.4: A search space problem with one objective and many local extrema, but only single global extrema.

A standard single-optimization chart is given for local search in Figure 2.4. In that chart, a number of local and global extrema are identified. The problem with hill climbers is that they refuse to modify inputs whenever such a change would negatively impact the search towards worser solutions. As such, hill climbers can get stuck at local extrema.

Tabu search is a similar type of local search in which a window of working memory, called a Tabu List, tracks the last several local modifications performed. Steps that have already been previously attempted in the working memory are forbidden. Searches in this manner can temporarily allow the tool to allow inferior solutions in order to explore more of the solution space. Although not as bad as hill climbers that always refuse inferior solutions, tabu search is dependent on the size of its working memory.

Perhaps, a better search strategy is that of Simulated Annealing, which works to avoid becoming entrapped at local extrema, and enables a broader study of the overall solution space. Simulated Annealing is discussed in the next subsection.
2.3.2 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA) solves the local extrema escape issue, allowing for the greater exploration of the search space. Inspired by the cooling phenomenon of crystal structures that attempt to attain some equilibrium of energy, Simulated Annealing uses a ‘temperature’ variable that allows for the algorithm to accept inferior solutions at decreasingly probable rates until the temperature has “cooled off” to zero chance at backtracking [46]. This allows for an expansion of the search towards finding better local extrema that are more likely the optimal solution to the problem.

In Figure 2.5, a ball is rolled downhill to intuitively describe simulated annealing visually. Ignoring physics, the ball begins with a velocity (temperature) that describes a percent chance that the search should accept inferior solutions in favor of finding better solutions beyond - as the ball continues to roll, it loses velocity until its motion settles in rest, where it then backtracks to the best seen optima.

Other important searches include the swarm algorithms: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [47], which is based on the swarm behavior of flocks of birds, and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [48] algorithms that are inspired from the swarm behavior of ant colonies, as discussed in the next
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subsection.

2.3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [47]. PSO operates by two main operations: velocity update and position update: the basis PSO algorithm begins by initializing random positions and random velocities for some number of particles. Then, in every iteration the particles are propelled in their directions and velocities. They then evaluate their fitness scores based on where they are positioned. The globally best seen solution is tracked, and the best locally seen solution by each individual particle is also tracked. The velocities of every particle are thereafter updated according to internal policies of the algorithm define how much a particle should trust its own local knowledge (and swarm with stronger velocity towards it) or swarm towards the global best solution. Particle swarm optimization can be used for multi-objective optimization [49], as well as for tuning of parameters for other optimization strategies [50].

In Figure 2.6, a basic PSO approach shows the behavior of particles which swarm to find the two labeled points, A and B. In the first iteration, about half of the particles have swarmed to point A, and half to point B. However, depending on the better point as depicted by the branch in iteration #N, the particles all end up swarming to the better point.

That is, all particles have a position and velocity that allow them to swarm based on each particles observation of both their own best-seen local solution and the global best solution of the entire flock. This allows particles to listen to other particles who may have found better local optima, as shown in Figure 2.6.

Although Particle Swarm Optimization offers a powerful strategy for search, it is dependent on its parameters. For instance, studies show that a population size of 20-50 are common [52], and that the constants that control the swarming velocities (towards local or global optima) need to be chosen with care. Because of this, a number of construction policies for choosing those constants are given as guidelines [53], [47].

2.3.4 Ant Colony Optimization

Ant Colony Optimization was introduced by Dorigo in 1992 [48] as a strategy for combinatorial optimization problems (e.g., such as the Traveling Salesman Problem [54], Shortest Path Search, Integer Programming [55], etc. refer to [56] for a good overview). ACO algorithms are one
Figure 2.6: Demonstration of PSO with a local optima distraction. Taken from [51].
implementation of swarm intelligence which draws its inspiration from the pheromone-laying trails of ant colonies.

In biological ant colonies, ants randomly move about to find food, leaving behind pheromone trails by which other ants are attracted to follow. The more dense a pheromone trail, the more attracted the ant [57]. In Figure 2.7 ants solve a shortest-path problem while on the hunt for food.

In the next subsection, Scatter Search algorithms for optimization are discussed.

2.3.5 Scatter Search

Another area with some success is the area of Scatter Search. For example, [59–61], describe search algorithms that adopt the Scatter Search template first described by its creator, Glover [62]. Scatter search methods typically begin with defining a population of diverse solutions with a diversification method. Those solutions are updated with an improvement method and an archive of the best solutions are kept. A number of those best solutions are combined with the improved solutions to reform the subsequent generation of search. These scatter search methods are stochastic methods which cause the over-exploration of solution space.
2.3.6 Bayesian Optimization

One approach that worked to minimize the over-exploration problem is Bayesian optimization [63–65]. These approaches model approximations to solution evaluations as a response surface approximation.

Approximations can replace a lot of evaluations at the risk of poor approximations. In [65], Gaussian Processes are constructed which yield information on what decisions to try next. The trouble with these approaches is their complexity in modeling the Gaussian Processes that inform the search on what decisions to try next.

The trouble with most of these approaches is that they are very complex models that involve the computation of priors and posterior distributions that can swamp the running time when many approximations are necessary. Kuss comments that Gaussian Processes have a cubic complexity $O(N^3)$ [66]. In the literature listed in this subsection, runtimes were never mentioned or compared in the papers.

In the next subsection, a discussion on stochastic search is given. In general, all of the heuristic based methods are applications of stochastic search, and so a few conclusory passages are given that cover those methods in the context of random search.

2.3.7 Stochastic Search

The statement of this thesis is that random search is unnecessarily computational with respect to exploring much of the solution space. This subsection shows that stochastic searches have been around for a long time and that they are not only popular, but effective and have generally been tried and tested against deterministic search processes that all seem to fall short. This thesis however offers the GALE algorithm as an approach that does not fall short.

Stochastic search processes have been around for 60 years. Some of the earliest methods track back to [1] and [2] in 1951 and 1952. Many of the methods discussed throughout this chapter are stochastic. It continues to be a well-studied topic and much success has been seen in many areas of research [67], due to its capability of expanding randomly around a neighborhood of solutions with a strong heuristic. In that paper, it is noted that more carefully designed less-stochastic algorithms are not as effective.

The most often used stochastic search algorithms in the literature of today are the NSGA-II and SPEA2 [7]. These methods are discussed in their own chapter later in this thesis, because they are used in experimentation that compares them to GALE. It seems strange that the simplicity
of GALE was overlooked in all the research leading to this thesis. To defend against that, the experimental methods addressed later in this thesis are refined very carefully through a critique on the experimental methods found on stochastic search methods throughout the literature.

Those experiments show that GALE has similar runtimes to NSGA-II when the models are small. But for larger models, the runtimes for GALE are astronomically less than that of SPEA2 and NSGA-II (4-10 minutes versus 4-7 hours). This remarkable speedup begs the question of solution quality - so much that an entire section on methods for gauging quality and preferring solutions is given.

Before moving onward, it is important to discuss a key issue with any multi-objective search algorithm: how to prefer solutions. In the next section, solution predicates are discussed. As a sister topic to solution preference is population-based assessment metrics, which are discussed in the section thereafter.

### 2.4 Predicates for Solution Preference

A key issue in any MOEA (such as GALE, NSGA-II or SPEA2) is how to prefer one solution over another. These preference criteria are implemented in the domination predicate, from which the MOEA can infer the Pareto frontier - the set of all non-dominated solutions.

Non-dominated solutions are never worse than some other solution. Dominated solutions should be discarded in favor of the non-dominated solutions. It is important to define domination more carefully.

Care is given to distinguish between traditional standard domination (also known as boolean domination or bdom), and a newer approach called continuous domination (cdom). While GALE uses the latter of these two, NSGA-II and SPEA2 use the former. These two predicates and a number of other solution predicates are given below along with a discussion to determine their value and appropriateness.

#### 2.4.1 Scalarization

Sometimes called aggregation, this refers to the compression of multi-objectives into a single objective. Generally, some linear combination of weights are used to sum the objective scores together. Although it can greatly simplify a problem and enable to use of simple single objective search methods, much information is lost, especially in the case where there are competing ob-
jectives [68], and performance can therefore be weak. This is usually a deal breaker, since most realistic models feature competing objectives.

An alternative to Scalarization that avoids the problems of standard linear combinations, the Chebyshev’s transformation can be used to preserve information and find good approximations to the Pareto frontier. Moffaert et al. show that this type of scalarization can be useful, but comment on the dependency of weight parameters [69]. Jin et al. have also commented on similar weight parameter dependencies for scalarization [70].

2.4.2 Lexicographical Comparison

Another naive approach is to scan each fitness vector lexicographically, reporting on the first inequality between the two vectors. This is called lexicographic comparison. Although simple in approach, the obvious pitfall of such a technique ignores information hidden behind the first inequality. As a consequence, the list-order of the elements in the vector is preferential.

Preferential ordering can be useful. Human-in-the-loop strategies can involve a decision maker directly into the optimization progress, where the human can define the preference desired. This takes away from autonomy in the system, and if the human is necessary at every step of iteration, the process can be arduous, especially with impatient decision makers.

Goal Programming is a field of optimization research that has studied this type of human-in-the-loop strategy, by automating the decision making process at each iterative step in the process. Lexicographical comparison is used after an automated decision maker provides priorities translated to weights which define how to order the objectives. Orumie and Ebong comment on the complexity and inefficiency of such approaches, arguing that they require too much runtime [71].

2.4.3 Standard Domination

Standard domination is the traditional predicate for comparison of solutions. Zitzler (2003) defined domination as in [72] as follows, where $p_1$ and $p_2$ are two individuals:

**Definition 6 (Dominate).** Dominates: $p_1$ is better than at least one element in $p_2$ and never worse.

To define that mathematically, let the objectives be $1 \leq j \leq o$ of some candidate $x_i$ be $x_i^j$. To minimize some objective $j$, it is given a positive weight $w_j = 1$ (else $w_j = -1$). Then, in standard domination, $x_1$ is ignored, in favor of $x_2$ if:
• $x_2$ is no worse than $x_1$ on all objectives:

$$\forall j \in o \begin{cases} x_2^j \leq x_1^j & \text{if } w_i > 0 \\ x_2^j \geq x_1^j & \text{if } w_i < 0 \end{cases}$$

• And $x_2$ is better than $x_1$ on at least one objective:

$$\exists j \in o \begin{cases} x_2^j < x_1^j & \text{if } w_i > 0 \\ x_2^j > x_1^j & \text{if } w_i < 0 \end{cases}$$

For example: consider four points in the case of minimizing both values:

• $P_1 = (100, 100)$
• $P_2 = (200, 200)$
• $P_3 = (2, 101)$
• $P_4 = (90, 110)$

$P_1$ dominates $P_2$ because both objectives in the former are lesser (better) than those in the latter. However, $P_1$ does not dominate $P_3$, because one of its objectives (the second one) is better. For the same reason, $P_1$ does not dominate $P_4$ because of the second objective. This is problematic when one of the objectives is dramatically lower, yet there is no domination simply because of a very small difference in the other objective.

That concern with standard domination is that it loses some information, particularly as the objective space becomes complicated. This was explored in [73] and also just recently [3] when standard domination for models with 2, 3, 4 or 5 objectives was studied. Standard domination performed as well as anything else for the 2-objective problems but very few good solutions were found for the 3, 4, 5-objective problems. The reason was simple: Standard domination only returns \{true, false\}, no matter the difference between $x_1, x_2$. As the objective space gets more divided at higher dimensionality, a more nuanced approach is required, such as Continuous Domination, discussed in the next section.

### 2.4.4 Continuous Domination

When exploring higher-objective space, the Continuous Domination ($cdom$) predicate is preferred over standard domination ($boom$) [3]. The reasons were elicited by the examples of the previous section. For example, tiny detriments to one objective can cause the algorithm to ignore huge improvements on other objectives.
First proposed by Zitzler & Künzli for their IBEA algorithm \cite{74}, $cdom$ gives a measure to preference of a solution. It is based on a $loss$ measure that reports the size of the difference between objectives. Zitzler and Künzli recommend accentuating that difference by raising it to an exponential power:

$$loss(x_1, x_2) = \sum_j -e^{(x_1^j-x_2^j)/\epsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

In the loss formulation above, the objectives must be normalized (to prevent issues with exponential functions). While the loss equation above makes the use of a summation, normalization is preserved with the divisor outside of the summation. This means that any loss values are $0 \leq loss \leq 1$ whenever $x_1$ is better than $x_2$, and $loss > 1$ otherwise. Continuous domination prefers $x_1$ over $x_2$ if the former losses less than the latter.

To be able to use continuous domination for determining preference, an $\epsilon < 1$ parameter is used. Lower $\epsilon$ values make it harder to prefer, with ties more likely. $cdom(x_1, x_2)$ answers whether $x_1$ dominates $x_2$, with respect to $\epsilon$.

$$worse(x, y) = loss(x, y) > loss(y, x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

For the reader familiar with IBEA, note that Equation 2.6 is a variant of Zitzler & Künzli’s binary qualities indicator, specialized for the case where the population has size $N = 2$. We defined Equation 2.6 this way since GALE only ever compares two individuals (see below—the discussion on poles). For a definition of $cdom$ that does not make this $N = 2$ assumptions, see Section 3.2 of the original Zitzler & Künzli paper \cite{74}.

For example: consider the same set of four points discussed for standard domination, again in the case of minimizing both values:

- $P_1 = (100, 100)$
- $P_2 = (200, 200)$
- $P_3 = (2, 101)$
- $P_4 = (90, 110)$

If we can assume that the min and max of each objective is $0, 250$, respectively (to normalize the points), then the domination tests can be conducted as shown below:

- $cdom(P_1, P_2) = 1.49$; suggests that $P_1$ does dominate $P_2$, because the value is greater than 1.
• $cdom(P_2, P_1) = 0.67$; suggests that $P_2$ does not dominate $P_1$; value is less than 1.
• $cdom(P_1, P_3) = 0.82$;
• $cdom(P_3, P_1) = 1.21$; $P_3$ dominates $P_1$. but not as much as $P_1$ dominated $P_2$.
• $cdom(P_1, P_4) = 1.0$; no domination
• $cdom(P_4, P_1) = 1.0$; no domination

These examples suggest that continuous domination is a good fit for preferring optimal solutions. Notably, the differences between $P_1$ and $P_3$ are detected and not ignored as was the case for standard domination.

In the next section, the sister-topic to individual solution preference is discussed: population-based preference, or in other terms: assessment metrics for search tools.

### 2.5 Population Assessment Metrics

It is important to discuss population assessment metrics since most evolutionary algorithms are population based (e.g. PSO, NSGA-II, SPEA2, etc). In addition to runtime and number of evaluations, there is ultimately a metric (or two) needed to assess the overall quality of solutions found by the search tool. Two main metrics to measuring quality have been proposed: measures of convergence to the true optimal Pareto front, and measures of spread of the solutions [75].

There are a number of metrics that have been proposed over the years. A good characterization of the available metrics follows from [76]. The three discussed in this thesis are:

- Schott’s Spacing Metric (Spread) [77]
- Generational Distance (Pareto Convergence) [78]
- Hypervolume (Spread and Pareto Convergence) [79]

This principle covers the problem of how to aggregate multiple objective scores and report a summary. Most often used is the Hypervolume (HV), Generational Distance (GD), and Inverted GD (IGD). Other measures are also used to measure spread, such as Schott’s Spacing Metric (SSM).

#### 2.5.1 GD and IGD

The GD measure reports the distance of the best instances found by the MOEA to their nearest neighbor on the optimal Pareto frontier as defined by Van Veldhuizen and Lamont [78].
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As mentioned before, if the location of the optimal Pareto front is not known, then the GD is not computable. Further, GD gives preferential scoring to Pareto frontiers of certain shapes— which may be an incorrect assumption for certain models. For example, Zitzler et al. [79] and Lizarraga et al. [80] caution that GD favors concavity of the Pareto frontier, since, as it typically defined, it biases towards external faces of convex curves.

\[
GD = \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i^{p_i} \right)^{\frac{1}{p_i}}}{n} \tag{2.7}
\]

While GD only measures quality of the solutions in terms of how close they are to the Pareto front, the Inverted Generational Distance also takes into account the spread of those solutions in terms of how much of the Pareto frontier is approximated.

\[
IGD = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i^2}{n}} \tag{2.8}
\]

2.5.2 HV

The HV measure reports the size of the convex hull around the generated solutions (including some reference points that include objective scores of zero), as first sourced in literature in [79].

The HV can be problematic due to the need of reference points by which to subject improvement from. If a random placement of instances can easily generate a large hypervolume, then large HV measures are no real measure of accomplishment of the MOEA. Shepperd & MacDonnell [81] argue that performance results should be compared to some stochastically selected baseline. For that reason, the alternatives given below are preferred (Relative Score in JMOO).

Also, measuring HV is not an easy task. It can be very cpu-intensive to calculate [82] (formally it is P-Hard to compute [83]). This can cause problems when the number of objectives is high, due to scale.

2.5.3 Schott’s Spacing Metric

Sometimes called the spacing, is computed as a measure of spread of the data. This value is small and close to zero when the data is well-spread. However, this metric assumes an even distribution of the Pareto frontier, and moreover, says nothing about how much of the Pareto front is covered.
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Knowles and Corne \cite{84} comment that Schott’s Spacing Metric is not specified for handling normalized distances. Since the Pareto front may be non-uniform, the use of this metric may provide little information.

\[ SSM = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\bar{d} - d_i)^2} \]  

(2.9)

2.5.4 Quality Score

In this subsection, a novel approach for assessing population quality is defined and defended, called “Quality Score”. While some papers use Hypervolume (HV) or Geometric Distance (GD), those metrics are problematic due to 1) runtime complexity issues and 2) requirement of knowing the true Pareto front. That is, those two metrics infer the goodness of solutions based on their proximity and diversity across the known Pareto frontier.

While most standard lab problems are associated with known Pareto fronts (the math functions are so simple that the true Pareto front can be calculated), most real world problems do not contain such an easily found Pareto frontier, and it can only be approximated. Such metrics are infeasible for these problems.

This thesis implements “Quality Score” for a population of individuals. JMOO calculates quality score via continuous domination, as discussed in chapter 2 (see Equation 2.5, Equation 2.6). First, a baseline of a problem is defined prior to search. The baseline contains median (the 50th percentile) objective scores after 500 random individuals have been evaluated. This provides a starting point by which to gauge improvement of the solutions from.

Using the baseline, continuous domination calculates the pairwise dominations between all members of the population and the baseline. That is, \( quality_i = cdom(\text{individual}_i, \text{baseline}) \forall i \in \text{population} \). See Figure 2.8 for the \( cdom \) code in JMOO. The quality score for the population is then the 50th percentile median among the \( quality_i \), and the “Quality Spread” of those scores is the interquartile range (75th - 25th percentile) of those qualities.

Quality score is ranged from 0 to 100%. A value closer to 100% (or 1.0, numerically) indicates no improvement from the baseline, where the baseline represents random design of solutions. A quality of score of 82% indicates about an 18% improvement from the baseline. A quality score that is higher than 100% indicates a downgrade in the solution quality. In the experiments section, Quality Score will be used to compare algorithms.

In the next section, we move the conversation to Search Based Software Engineering, in which
a lot of real-world models for software engineering are implemented. Background on the field of multi-objective optimization would not be complete without an overview of SBSE.

### 2.6 Search Based Software Engineering

This section provides some background information on Search-based software engineering (SBSE). Later in this thesis, a study is conducted on one such SBSE application, and so thus, it is useful to discuss SBSE here, in the context of optimization and search strategies.

Today, the field of Search-based software engineering is one that largely studies optimization methods. Coined in 2001 by Harman [85], the underlying concepts have been applied for software testing as early as 1976 [86], although it was not first successfully applied until 1992 as an evolutionary algorithm by Xanthakis et al. [87], again for software testing.

Formally, Search-based Software engineering is the application of optimization tools for the software engineering domain. A very large pool of literature is available in which a variety of methods are explored for many software research areas: software testing, software debugging, software maintenance, requirements engineering, project management, and many more. The CREST SBSE Repository of Publication[1] lists over a thousand relevant references to research involving the use of optimization methods. This is about 25% of the total MOO literature. The greater majority (over 50%) of those SBSE publications deal with the area of testing and debugging.

In SE, it is often necessary to trade off between many competing objectives. This task is often

---
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• **Next release planning:** Deliver most functionality in least time and cost [90–92].
• **Risk management:** Maximize the covered requirements while minimizing the cost of mitigations applied (to avoid possible problems) [93–95].
• **Explore high-level designs:** Use most features avoiding defects, with least development time, avoiding violations of constraints [96, 97].
• **Improve low-level designs:** Apply automatic refactoring tools to object-oriented design in order to improve the internal cohesiveness of that design [98].
• **Test case generation:** Adjust test suites to increase program coverage by those tests [99–101].
• **Regression tests:** Find tests that run fastest, with the most odds of being relevant to recently changed code, with the greatest probability of failing [102].
• **Cloud computing:** For distributed CPUs and disks, adjust allocation and assignment of tasks to trade-off between availability, performance and cost [103].
• **Predictive Modeling:** Tune data miner’s parameters to improve predictions of software cost [104].

Figure 2.9: Some optimization tasks explored by SBSE.

handled by search-based software engineering (SBSE) tools. For example, Rodriguez et al. [88] used a systems model of a software project [5] to search for inputs that generate outputs which most decrease time and cost while increasing productivity. That study generated a three-dimensional surface model where managers can explore trade-offs between the objectives of cost, time and productivity. In other work, Heaven & Letier [13] studied a quantitative goal graph model of the requirements of the London Ambulance Services. The upper layers of that requirements model were a standard Van Lamsweerde goal graph [89], while the leaves drew their values from statistical distributions. Using that model, they found decisions that balance speed & accuracy of ambulance-allocation decisions. Subsequent work by Veerappa & Letier (discussed in the introduction) explored methods to better explain the generated set of solutions [12]. For a list of some other SBSE applications, see Figure 2.9.

Due to the complexity of these tasks, exact optimization methods may be impractical. Hence, researchers often resort to various meta-heuristic approaches. In the 1950s, when computer RAM was very small, a standard technique was simulated annealing (SA) [105]. SA is often used in SBSE e.g. [93, 106, 107], perhaps due to its simplicity.
In the 1960s, when more RAM became available, it became standard to generate many new mutants, and then combine together parts of promising solutions \[108\]. Such evolutionary algorithms (EA) work in generations over a population of candidate solutions. Initially, the population is created at random. Subsequently, each generation makes use of select+crossover+mutate operators to pick promising solutions, mix them up in some way, and then slightly adjust them. EAs are also often used in SBSE, particularly in test case generation; e.g. \[99, 100\]. Coello comments that evolutionary algorithms play an important role in stochastic search algorithms \[109\].

Later work focused on creative ways to control the mutation process. Tabu search and scatter search work to bias new mutations away from prior mutations \[45, 59, 61\]. Differential evolution mutates solutions by interpolating between members of the current population \[110\]. Particle swarm optimization randomly mutates multiple solutions (which are called “particles”), but biases those mutations towards the best solution seen by one particle and/or by the neighborhood around that particle \[111\]. These methods are often used for parameter tuning for other learners. For example, Cora et al. \[104\] use tabu search to learn the parameters of a radial bias support vector machine for learning effort estimation models.

This century, there has been much new work on multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) with 2 or 3 objectives (as well as many-objective optimization, with many more objectives). Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms such as NSGA-II \[5\], SPEA2 \[112\], or IBEA \[74\], try to push a cloud of solutions towards an outer envelope of preferred solutions. These MOEAs eschew the idea of single solutions, preferring instead to map the terrain of all useful solutions. For example, White et al. \[113\] use feature attributes related to resource consumption, cost and appropriateness of the system. Similarly, Ouni et al. are currently working on an extension to their recent ASE journal paper \[114\] where they use MOEAs to reduce software defects and maintenance cost via code refactoring (members of that team now explore a 15 objective problem).

SE is just one field that MOO has been successfully applied to. It can be useful to know that MOO also applies to many other fields. The next section discusses a few of those.

### 2.7 Other Applications of Optimization

Software engineering is not the only area of applications for optimization, although it is one of the largest ones. Many other real world applications exist. To name a few, see Figure 2.7. For example, later in this thesis a study with Aerospace engineering is conducted with regards to safe aircraft approach to runway. Earlier in this thesis, examples were given regarding the efficient and
productive planning of a farm plot (Equation 2.3, Equation 2.4). The graph of Figure 1.2 studied the deployment configurations of ambulance vehicles. And in Figure 2.2, a most-fluid capacity, least-number of containers problem is given with respect to perhaps, either marketing of glassware or bar keeping.

### 2.8 Conclusory Remarks on This Background

Many of the methods presented in this chapter (numerical methods such as linear programming and interior point methods, heuristic-based searches, etc) all share something in common: they are all stochastic search processes. This thesis proposes a step away from the stochastic theme, by introducing a directed-search process that does not blindly explore the search space, called GALE.

GALE takes advantage of the following key points from this chapter. A stochastic search policy is not used. Instead, GALE applies a directed-search process that finds promising directions by which to mutate candidates into better solutions. Another key point lies in the active learning aspect of GALE, by which only a subset of candidates are chosen to derive those promising directions from. These two concepts (directed-search and active learning are discussed further in the chapter on GALE). Together, those concepts allows GALE to counteract the disadvantage of an expensive realistic model where evaluations are computationally difficult to obtain. A final aspect of GALE that makes it a useful search tool is in continuous domination: whereas standard domination can fail to prefer better solutions in the case of skewed-offsetting tradeoffs in the competition between...
objectives (i.e. small losses on one objective, huge gains on another), continuous domination offers a more nuanced approach which is not susceptible to such cases.

The promising pre-experimental methods suggest that GALE can greatly improve on the performance of search on realistic models. This can be a naive assertion given the simplicity of the methods utilized by GALE. Hence, in the next chapter a refined experimental method is given through a critique on various papers from the multi-objective optimization literature. The findings are stunning: many papers lack the rigor of powerful experimental methods, and a set of guiding principles are given to improve upon that power.
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Critique of the MOO Literature

The concepts behind GALE seem so simple that it is somewhat odd it has not be previously discovered. GALE requires orders of magnitude fewer evaluations and can dramatically reduce runtimes for realistic models. This level of improvement cannot be easily accepted without an extensive assessment on possible threats to the validity of the findings. Hence, rigorous experimental methods are constructed by examining and critiquing the literature of multi-objective optimization.

The details and organization of the critique is given in the following section. The conclusions from that critique are a series of principles discussed in further detail in the subsequent sections. Those principles are:

1. Models: Study lots of both lab and realistic-setting models improve External Validity.
2. Repeats: Run the experiments many times to improve Conclusion Validity.
5. Evaluations: Report the number of evaluations to improve Construct Validity.
6. Parameters: Detail and defend parameters choices to improve Internal Validity.
7. Threats: Include a threats to validity section to assess Conclusion Validity of the results.

3.1 Critique Overview

In total, 21 papers on multi-objective optimization topics in which search tools were compared were surveyed. To select them, a random methodology was applied to a boolean search for keywords of interest. Keywords included phrases such as "repeated x times", "population size", "generations", "statistics", "threats to validity", etc.
The papers found varied across different conferences, journals and domain. Some of them were well-renowned papers such as Zitzler & Kunzli’s IBEA paper [74], Nebro et al. on MoCell [127], and the NSGA-III paper recently (2013) proposed by Kessentini et al. [8].

Figure 3.1 addresses a number of key factors of interest (most of these were used as part of the boolean search query). For comparison, this thesis and its surrounding publications that use GALE are also included in Figure 3.2. Each of these are expanded throughout the rest of this chapter. Those factors are:

- repeats = Number of times search tools were repeated (for effect size)
- pop size = Population size
- gens = Maximum number of generations
- num of models = Number of models studied
- real world models? = [Yes or No] Were real-world models studied?
- number of MOPs = Number of problems the search tools explored
- num of MOEAs = Number of search algorithms employed
- uses stats? = [Yes or No] Did the comparison study use statistical methods?
- uses rigorous stats? = [Yes or No] Did the comparison assess normality assumptions and family-wise statistical error?
- has a validity section? = [Yes or No] Did the paper assess threats to validity?
- reports runtimes? = [Yes or No] Did the paper report runtimes?
- report num evals? = [Yes or No] Did the paper report number of evaluations?

The thing to note from these tables is that many of the latter columns of Figure 3.1 are full of “No”, while in Figure 3.2 there are many more “Yes” entries. This thesis took much care to ensure those “Yes” entries, as they eliminate many of the concerns on threats to validity as detailed in the following 7 sections.

3.2 Principle #1: Models

The concern of generality of the methods used to perform search are often the most cited point of concern to external validity [142], [143], [144], [145]. This section discusses how the variegation of models chosen to experiment on can reduce this threat to external validity.

The more models that are used, the better the external validity [146]. However, it is not possible to study every model, and even if it was, hundreds of new models emerge every year. Six of the
papers examined from Figure 3.1 had only experimented on just a single model; the most models studied was 12. This thesis adopts the following notations. A model is a mathematical program as in Equation 2.2. A problem is a specific implementation of the model. Search tools only explore problems, and not models. For example, POM3 is a model for agile software requirements engineering that has three implementations with varying ranges on its decisions which define three problems.

At the 2014 AAAI Formal Verification and Modeling in Human-Machine Systems Workshop, a large percentage of the presentations discussed new models. With so many new models emerging each year, there should be no reason to repeatedly explore the same models (e.g. Kursawe, Fonseca, Schaffer, etc.) as seen in the literature review of Figure 3.1. Although it is good for reproducibility of the results, those models are very small lab problems.

The purpose of exploring multi-objective optimization techniques is to be able to apply their methods to realistic models that model some real-world process, usually for economically valued reasons. Most of those standard lab problems involve complicated mathematical functions, but they remain very inexpensive to evaluate nonetheless. Real world models are typically not limited to just a few mathematica functions and are instead a simulative series of steps embedded in an algorithm for performing some arduous task, and hence, they usually are much more expensive to evaluate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>repeats</th>
<th>pop size</th>
<th>gens</th>
<th>num of models</th>
<th>real world models?</th>
<th>num of MOPs</th>
<th>num of MORAs</th>
<th>uses stats?</th>
<th>uses rigorous stats?</th>
<th>has a validity section</th>
<th>reports run times?</th>
<th>reports num evals?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500-1000</td>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100-100</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100-250</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20-600</td>
<td>300-1000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20-300</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>50-300</td>
<td>400-1500</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20-100</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Survey of Optimization Literature. DNS = Did not say. NA = Not applicable because other stopping criteria was used.
Hence, the question of whether any of the models studied were realistic models or not was also asked. Only in 7 papers were there realistic models being studied. Most papers probably do not study realistic models for their difficulty in obtaining. For instance, out of personal experience, it took two months and a trip to the NASA Ames Research Center to obtain the parts for and assemble the CDA model for aircraft approach to runway (studied later in this thesis).

A threat to external validity can be severe if realistic models are not studied. If the findings from studies on standard lab models do not hold for real-world models, then there is very little merit from studying standard lab models at all. Hence, it is important to assess the search tools for realistic models in order to extend the generality of external validity to those models.

Pragmatically, many journal and conference papers study a limited selection of models due to space limitations. Hence, it can be important not to study too many models. The research should therefore choose wisely and represent the study with a well-variegated selection of both real-world and standard lab models. Those models should also be a blend of both constrained (with constraints on the decision input) and unconstrained models, because constrained models offer an additional challenge to optimizing within the constraints. Additionally, it is good to study constrained models because the user may want to specify design constraints at any time.

This thesis therefore makes the following recommendation. To provide a reasonably variegated selection of models for study, the models should provide:

- Constrained and Unconstrained problems
- Large and Small problems (number of decisions and objectives)
- Real world and non-practical 'toy'/lab problems

To recap: models used in a study should consist of both those constrained and unconstrained problems, and they should offer a variety in number of both decisions and objectives. For example, many of the studied papers in Figure 3.1 used the DTLZ lab model, in which the number of objectives can be specified as a parameter. Lastly, at least one of the models should be a realistic model, and it should not be the only problem - it is worthwhile to also include some of the standard

---

**Table 3.2:** Listings for works involving the author of this thesis. Same format as Figure 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>repeats</th>
<th>pop size</th>
<th>gens</th>
<th>num of models</th>
<th>real world models?</th>
<th>num of MOPs</th>
<th>num of MOEAs</th>
<th>uses stats?</th>
<th>uses proper stats?</th>
<th>has a validity section</th>
<th>reports run times?</th>
<th>reports num evals?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Thesis</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 3.2: Listings for works involving the author of this thesis. Same format as Figure 3.1.
lab models for study as well.

3.3 Principle #2: Repeats

Most of the methods used for search cite their reason for performing repeats of the experiments: the results are based off of stochastic processes and it is important to rerun the tool for statistical validity [145]. However it is disputed as to how many repeats should be performed, ranging from as few as 5 and sometimes as high as 100 and even 1000.

Harman et al. [147] comment that most papers in the literature repeat their experiments 30-50 times. From Figure 3.1 that is roughly verified, with some papers performing a meager 5 repeats, and others as high as 100 repeats, sometimes 1000 for very small models that can be searched very quick [10].

In most of these papers, no reasoning was found to defend the choice of the number of times to repeat the experiment. This is alarming, since (as discussed in the next section) many of those papers use statistical methods that assume normality when according to the Central Limit Theorem [148], this number needs to be high ($\approx 30$) for the data to approach a normal distribution. However, most of the data for these studies is never normal anyway (that can be proven for the data in this thesis by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality).

Statistics can be unreliable with a sample size too small or too large [149]. Pragmatically, a small sample size is desired unless the search can be repeated dozens of times per second. While a sample size of 1 to 5 is fundamentally too small to identify any pattern or statistically significant differences in the data, a sample size of 10 may still be questionable, but from personal findings, a sample size of 20 seems to be no different than a sample size of 50. Hence, a sample size of 20 is a good medium between too-small and too-large.

3.4 Principle #3: Statistics

*Descriptive* statistics are often the values measured and averaged across a series of repeats, such as runtime or number of evaluations as discussed in the next couple of sections. Those statistics often vary from run to run, which makes the task of discerning better from worse a harder task. This section discusses the immaturity of *Inferential Statistics* used in the field, i.e. tests of statistical comparison used for discerning better from worse. [147].
According to a recent survey of papers to a recent conference proceedings by Barros & Neto [146], very few papers in the search-based software engineering literature use proper statistics for their study. Over half of the papers neglected the use of statistics for making inferences. Even fewer papers discuss their statistical methods. In the literature survey of Figure 3.1, the same findings seem to hold. About half of the papers utilized statistics, and nearly none of them had argued the proper dialog necessary to defend their choice of statistical methods.

To understand what “proper” statistical methods are, it is necessary to give a very brief introduction to the theory. Statistical methods usually begin with some null hypothesis (notated $H_0$). The findings reported by a paper are thus statements on whether or not to accept or reject that null hypothesis (e.g. $H_0$: Algorithm-1 is no different than Algorithm-2). In the case where the null hypothesis is rejected, the alternate hypothesis is accepted instead ($H_1$: Algorithm-1 is different than Algorithm-2).

**Definition 7 (Null Hypothesis).** Denoted $H_0$, the null hypothesis is a default statement regarding the relationship between two groups.

**Definition 8 (Alternative Hypothesis).** Denoted $H_1$, the alternative hypothesis states the relationship which is contrary to that of the null hypothesis.

Type I and Type II errors measures are used to assess the threat to validity of the statistical kind. Type I error assesses the chance associated with incorrectly rejecting the true null hypothesis. Type II error is associated with the incorrect non-rejection of the false null hypothesis. Type I error is usually the worser of the two errors, as commonly defended in an example; which is worse: to vote a guilty verdict on an innocent person, or to vote an innocent verdict on a guilty man? The alpha value ($\alpha$) represents the Type I error, or the chances of indicting an innocent person. Confidence is a statistical term often used synonymous with Type I error. A confidence rate of 95% is one minus alpha, where alpha is 5% ($1 - \alpha = 0.95$). In general, whenever unspecified, “error” refers to Type I error.

**Definition 9 (Type I Error).** Denoted usually with the greek letter $\alpha$, Type I error refers to the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis.

**Definition 10 (Type II Error).** Type II error refers to the incorrect non-rejection of a false null hypothesis.

The lack of accurate statistical methods is a threat to internal validity of the findings. Internal validity refers to the validity of explanations to cause and effect. Type I error threatens those
explanations. Statistical methods are used to reduce Type I error. Literature from the domain of Machine Learning has offered much insight regarding what statistical methods to use. Janez Demšar laid the groundwork in 2006 for many statistical approaches [150].

Many authors and papers have adopted the methodologies of Demšar. For example, Lessman et al. [151], Jiang et al. [152], and Aho et al. [153] are just a few exemplars.

Demšar first recommends the use of a statistical test for normality assumptions. The statistical methods that follow depend on whether or not those assumptions hold true.

3.4.1 Statistics for Testing of Normality Assumptions

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (abbreviated herein as KS-Test) can be used to check how the data is distributed, namely, whether or not the data is normally distributed. Many subsequent statistical methods assume normality, so it is important to first be sure that assumption holds. The null hypothesis states that the dataset is normal. This test is similar to any other inferential statistic as it yields a p-value: if the p-value is below some threshold, $\alpha = 1 - \text{confidence}$, then the null hypothesis can be rejected.

As mentioned in the previous section, when the KS-Test was applied to all of the data from this thesis, only once was a dataset considered normal under 99% confidence, and that finding was never supported under a 95% level of confidence. Optimization data is therefore by definition, skewed data and normality is never an assumption that can be taken without the use of a KS-Test or equivalent test.

The results of the KS-Test split do not address whether or not one algorithm is better than other. Further statistical methods are necessary and are split along two dimensions: parametric methods where normality assumptions hold (non-parametric methods otherwise) and tests for two-groups (or tests for more than two groups otherwise). Parametric and non-parametric methods can usually be discussed together without loss of generality.

Re the number of groups: for example, in this thesis, the three algorithms compared are GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2, and so hence the number of groups is 3 (and the number of blocks is the number of repeats, i.e. the sample size of 20).

3.4.2 Statistics Two-Group Comparisons

In general, Type I error only applies to tests that compare only two groups. When more groups are compared, the increase of the so-called 'family-wise' error begins to propagate to alarming pro-
portions. Family-wise error refers to the error of repeated hypothesis testing: the more a hypothesis test is repeated, the more likely the error. This subsection only discusses methods suitable for comparing two-groups, and those more suitable to treat the family-wise error are discussed next.

**Definition 11** (Family-wise Error). Repeated hypothesis testing between multiple groups can propagate the Type I error. Family-wise error refers to the error of making one or more Type I errors.

The t-test is a popular parametric test for the comparison of just two groups. When applying a t-test, a null hypothesis is constructed which states that the group means are equal. Its non-parametric counterpart is the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test. When the null-hypothesis can be rejected, the group means are different and the group means can directly be used to infer which group is better. Otherwise, the groups are said to be indifferent with respect to the descriptive statistic that was tested.

### 3.4.3 Statistics for Multi($\geq 3$)-Group Comparisons

Multi-group methods of comparison treat family-wise error, although they do not reduce them entirely. A key distinction between multi-group and two-group methods lies in the null hypothesis used. In multi-group methods, the null hypothesis states that the group means of all the groups are equal. Hence, the best that any multi-group method can say is that “there are differences in here somewhere” - to find the differences, additional post-hoc methods must be chosen with care to reduce the effect of the family-wise error. Those methods are discussed in the next subsection.

A popular parametric test for multi-group comparison is the ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) method. Demšar recommends its non-parametric counterpart: the Friedman Test, which computes the average (as in use decimals to split up ties) rank of each sample and its statistic is distributed along a Chi-Square with $G - 1$ degrees of freedom, where the $R_i$ are the average ranks of each data entry:

- Number of Groups = Number of optimization algorithms to compare = $G$
- Number of Blocks = Number of repeats of the algorithm = $B$

\[
\chi^2 = \frac{12B}{G(G + 1)} \left[ \sum R_i^2 - \frac{(G(G + 1)^2}{4} \right]
\] (3.1)
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After differences in the data are found, the following post-hoc methods can be used. Only non-parametric post-hoc tests are discussed due to the assumption in this thesis that the data should be non-normal.

3.4.4 Post-hoc Statistical Tests

Demšar discusses several post-hoc tests. Nemenyi’s Test is perhaps the simplest pairwise comparison test of significant differences. It is defined as follows, which yields a critical difference (CD) by which observed group means (averaged ranks) need to differ by in order to be labeled significantly different, where \( q_\alpha \) is the critical value for the (two-tailed) Nemenyi test, as given by Table 5 of [150].

\[
CD = q_\alpha \sqrt{\frac{G(G + 1)}{6B}}
\]  

(3.2)

Nemenyi’s Test is very easy to implement, but offers less power compared to other methods such as the Bergmann and Hommel method. While it might be preferred to employ the most powerful methods, the Bergmann and Hommel method is also one of the most complex to implement [155].

This thesis recommends the statistical methodology of Demšar. Statistical methods chosen should be noted and their choice well-defended. While the small error rates of neglecting this chore is negligible for the domain of software engineering, [147], in other realistic settings such as the study of safety-critical systems, such error rates are critical and thus, they should not be neglected. In the domain of problems studied in this thesis, it is safe to assume non-normality, but in the case of any doubt, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test should be used. For non-parametric methods, this thesis recommends the Friedman Test and Nemenyi’s Test, but if more power is desired, the Bergmann and Hommel method is recommended instead.

3.5 Principle #4: Runtime

Runtime is a descriptive statistic that measures the length of time required to complete an algorithm. Pragmatically, runtime is one of the most important aspects of an algorithm, yet only 6 of the papers surveyed in Figure 3.1 reported runtimes.

This could be due to low-level semantics of the comparisons. Johnson discusses runtimes in terms of how or when to report them. When comparing two algorithms and their absolute
differences in runtimes are just a few milliseconds, then there is no need to compare them [157].

Runtimes are measurements and any measurement is subject to possible threats to validity. One source of bias to runtime is caused by running experiments on different machines. For the purposes of reproducibility, researchers should describe the details of the machines they run their experiments on. Other biases to runtimes exist (cpu-sharing conditions, caching, pre-emptive computing, etc), and so hence, it can remain important to report the runtimes.

Runtime of a search tool for multi-objective optimization is generally associated to two main causes: the core search utilities, and the time needed to evaluate candidates. Since the time needed to make candidate evaluations is often the cause of most of the runtime [9], [8], [10], especially for real-world models, the next section argues that it is important to discuss the number of evaluations in addition to the runtime.

3.6 Principle #5: Evaluations

The number of evaluations is a descriptive statistic that refers to the number of candidates evaluated during search. Only five of the papers from Figure 3.1 reported number of evaluations. This is a source of bias to internal validity: the validity of measurements by which conclusions are derived from.

Johnson [157] contends that the number of evaluations is the most useful metric for measuring cost of the search. When the model is small and inexpensive to run, runtime has less meaning. As shown later in the experiment chapter of this thesis, the number of evaluations contributed very little to the runtime of small lab problems.

For realistic models, the number of evaluations is the most contributing source of runtime [9], [8], [10]. As discussed in the previous section, runtime can be most dominant factor to study, and can cripple the search with ridiculous computational requirements.

The number of evaluations is not often reported. Only five of the surveyed papers from Figure 3.1 reported them. Of those five, four of them were studies with realistic models. The duality of runtime and number of evaluations is sometimes reported as follows. Tan, Lee and Khor propose an Algorithm Effort (AE) metric that makes use of the number of evaluations, $N_{eval}$ with respect to a fixed amount of time to run the simulation, $T_{run}$:

$$AE = \frac{N_{eval}}{T_{run}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)
Such a metric can be more descriptive with respect to the complexity of the model. For instance, realistic models would have a high AE compared to smaller, standard lab models. This thesis recommends such a metric, or to report the number of evaluations required by the models, at least whenever the runtimes are large (more than a few seconds).

3.7 Principle #6: Parameters

Most algorithms encountered in recent optimization literature consist of many parameters. Most papers do report some of the parameters, but they fail to defend their choices. For example, population size, stopping criteria, and maximum number of generations are just a few of those parameters but no text could be found that explained the choices.

In this section, a few of those more-important parameters are discussed further in the following subsections: population size, maximum number of generations, and stopping criteria.

3.7.1 Population Size

Population size has often been the subject of interest [158], [159], [160]. Despite much interest in figuring out an appropriate population size, their findings are rarely referred upon in defense of choosing the population size parameter. In Figure 3.1 the literature survey of this thesis shows that the literature varies population size widely from as few as 20 to as high as 1000.

Larger population sizes can yield better approximations to the Pareto frontier, but the amount of gains is at some point, not worth the added computational cost to search. Sarmady notes that there is little improvement between population sizes of 100 and 200 but comments on the improvement seen from 20 to 100 [159]. In [161], population sizes less than 100 are recommended.

A small experiment was conducted to explore the effect of population size on a small subset of the models in this thesis across a range of different population sizes from 20 to 1000. Very little recognizable improvement was noted, if any at all. Often a population size of 20 was satisfactory, and at worst, a population size of 100 was necessary. Hence, this thesis recommends and defends population sizes of 100.

3.7.2 Maximum Number of Generations

Often the number of generations (i.e., the number of iterations a search tool runs for) is the stopping criteria for the search tool. Johnson [157] clamors that this kind of stopping criteria is
inadequate, because it may stop prematurely (and fail to achieve good results) or stop too late (and the algorithm would be repeating redundant work for no gains).

In Figure 3.1 this thesis reports a wide range of maximum number of generations in the literature - as few as 10 and as high as ten-thousand. Once again, no reasonable defense is given in their choices of this number. A study on appropriate maximum number of generations is planned future work for this thesis, which uses 20 generations as a maximum but also uses an algorithmic stopping criteria that tests whether or not best solutions have been found or not. Some of the surveyed papers for which “NA” is marked have employed an algorithmic stopping criteria alone. This is discussed in the next subsection.

3.7.3 Stopping Criteria

One issue with multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is that they will never stop searching for solutions [43]. A MOEA could run forever untapped, and so a stopping criterion is necessary. Typically, as noted in the literature survey of this thesis, the number of evaluations is used as a stopping criteria (e.g. stop after 100,000 evaluations have been made), but sometimes the maximum number of generations is used instead. When neither of those are sufficient, a more complex type of stopping criterion is employed, in which after each generation, conditions are tested for termination of the search.

For example, in [9] and [162], results are collected after 250 generations. In [163], 1000 generations are used instead. This ensures that the algorithm has found any optimal solutions, but it also induces the extra cost of redundant search, especially if the search had found its best solutions early, as mentioned in the previous subsection.

Appropriate stopping criteria (and it is a pragmatic assumption that maximum generations and evaluations are not appropriate) are the subject of a several papers [164]. For example, [164] uses a variance-based approach for stopping criteria. The authors of [165] use a cumulative method to measure improvement of the solutions after each generation, and stops when the improvement is small. Both of these methods require tracking of the best-seen objective scores throughout search.

This thesis defines a similar (and simple) stopping criteria called bstop(λ), which was inspired by the works of Bhandari [164] and Marti [165]. Similar to their methods, it is necessary to track the best seen objective scores of all encountered candidates. When no improvements are found for any objective (compared to the best seen objectives so far), then the algorithm begins to lose patience (λ = λ − 1). When the algorithm ‘runs out of patience’ (i.e. when λ == 0), the search
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stops trying to find improvements.

Sometimes a search never loses patience due to very tiny improvements consistently being found. In that case, this thesis combines stop with 20 maximum generations. In experiments, 20 generations is rarely met, and in those rare cases, the improvements found were good, indicating that the stopping criteria was not premature.

This thesis adopts the belief of Johnson [157], that more-involved stopping criteria should be employed for search tools. In this section, a novel approach to such a stopping criteria was presented, but it should be coupled with a maximum number of generations to enable a hard-stop should the stopping criteria fail.

3.8 Principle #7: Threats

Each of the previous principles addressed threats to validity of multi-objective optimization research. It is imperative to assess threats to validity in order to assess their impact on the data [166].

It is an astounding observation that nearly none of the papers from Figure 3.1 discussed threats to validity as a whole in light of all the possible threats that have been discussed in the previous sections. Wright et al. have made a similar observation for software engineering research [167].

This thesis addresses threats to validity more generally in its own chapter. That section characterizes, as every scientific paper should, the effects in terms of four categories: External, Internal, Construct and Conclusion. For more information, refer to that chapter on the specifics of the effects that might exist to threaten findings.

The next several chapters discuss algorithms (GALE, SPEA2, and NSGA-II), by taking care to explain all aspects and parameters necessary to the algorithms. In chapter 6, models are then detailed per principle #1 of this chapter. In chapter 7, JMOO is discussed as a means of reproducibility of the results detailed in chapter 8 on experimental methods. Chapter 9 then addresses the threats to validity as mentioned in this section.
Chapter 4

GALE: Geometric Active Learning

The previous chapter addressed experimental design concerns. Per the recommendations of that chapter, the next few chapters will discuss methods used in the experiments of this thesis. In this chapter, GALE, the Geometric Active Learner is detailed.

GALE is an evolutionary algorithm that works in iterations to evolve a population of solutions. GALE combines Spectral Learning with Active Learning and a Directional Mutator. Those terms in italics are discussed in the following sections before going in to further details of GALE.

4.1 Availability

Due to concerns with reproducibility, GALE is available on the web as part of JMOO at http://unbox.org/open/tags/JMOO/Gale. Refer to the chapter on JMOO for more details on its use.

4.2 Spectral Learning

Spectral learners re-express $d$-dimensional data in terms of the $e$ eigenvectors of that data. That is, raw dimensions are expressed in terms of the spectral dimensions [168]. To do this, a general process is to begin with finding the dimension of greatest variance in the data, and then each subsequent eigenvector found represents an orthogonal dimension of the next greatest variance. This is typically done with the covariance matrix for the data, which measures the variance between two dimensions.

Spectral learners typically do not use all of the eigenvectors, and hence, only the $e \leq d$ most
significant spectral dimensions are considered. Jolliffe discusses how many eigenvectors to keep in \[169\]; for example: keep 70-90% of the total variation and discard any eigenvectors below a certain minimum value (e.g. 1.0 is typically used).

Spectral learning has a wide application radius \[170\], \[171\], \[172\], \[173\], but its application of interest to GALE is spectral clustering, as in \[174\], \[175\], \[176\].

A popular example of a spectral learner is PCA \[177\]. However, the eigendecomposition method (by which the \(e\) spectral dimensions are found) is an expensive operation with an \(O(n^3)\) limit that makes spectral learning difficult for large datasets. This computational complexity can make spectral learning impossibly inefficient for large datasets.

To overcome that hard computational complexity, a low-rank approximation of the eigenvectors is instead used - which is achieved via the Nystrom Method. Fowlkes gives an excellent overview of the Nystrom Method \[174\], which was first introduced for integral calculus \[178\], and first presented for spectral learning in \[179\].

The Nystrom method has two assumptions in order to remain effective \[180\]. Firstly, there is an assumption that low-rank approximations of the eigenvectors are effective. For example, the work in \[181\] demonstrates poor results with the Nystrom method where that assumption was not met. Secondly, an accurate low-rank approximation must be attainable from only a small subset of the dimensions from the dataset, i.e. via sampling.

With the availability of a Nystrom method, it is possible to work with large scale datasets. A number of papers have cited the Nystrom method for enabling their studies \[182\], \[183\] and \[184\]. Furthermore, low-rank approximations are capable of filtering noise from the data \[185\]. For example, some simulations are stochastic processes that do not generate deterministic results, but instead slightly noisy results.

In the next section, a relevant application of the Nystrom method is discussed, called the FastMap procedure.

### 4.2.1 FastMap

The FastMap method \[186\] is a Nystrom method \[187\]. This method finds a one-dimensional (or more) projection of the data along eigenvectors of most variance. Beginning with a data population of points, the FastMap method connects two-most different points and projects all other points along that line (this defines a dimension of most variance):

- Given a population of data points,
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- Pick any point \( z \) at random.
- Let \( \text{east} \) be the furthest point from \( z \).
- Let \( \text{west} \) be the furthest point from \( \text{east} \).
- Let the line \( (\text{east, west}) \) be the first component.

FastMap by itself is not a Spectral Clustering algorithm, and as stated before, GALE makes use of a spectral clustering algorithm. Towards adapting FastMap for clustering; an interesting variant of PCA is Boley’s PDDP (Principal Direction Divisive Partitioning) algorithm [188] that recursively partitions data according to the median point of data projected onto the first PCA component of the current partition.

A faster variant of PDDP is the WHERE algorithm [16] that does the same recursive partitioning, but uses the FastMap heuristic for quickly finding the first component. Whereas PCA requires polynomial time, FastMap computes an approximation to the first component in near linear time. (WHERE is not an acronym, rather, the term indicates that the algorithm finds ‘where’ the most informative or most interesting data is.)

Pseudo-code is given for a Python implementation in Figure 4.1. In the next subsection, the WHERE clustering method is further detailed.

4.2.2 WHERE

WHERE extends from the FastMap method, and continues to cluster the dataset as follows. The points between \( \text{east, west} \) are projected to some \( x \) position along that line. For some arbitrarily chosen point, \( p \) on that line:

- \( c = \text{distance}(\text{east, west}) \).
- \( a = \text{distance}(p, \text{east}) \).
- \( b = \text{distance}(p, \text{west}) \).

The projection of \( p \) between \( \text{east, west} \) is then defined as:

\[
x = \frac{a^2 + c^2 - b^2}{2c}
\]  

WHERE then divides the line (of size \( N \)) into equal sized partitions, by splitting at the midpoint. After partitioning, WHERE recurses into any partition with more than \( \sqrt{N} \) instances, and if a partition is too small, it is called leaf cluster.
def fastmap(data):
    "Project data on a line between 2 distant points"
    z = random.choose(data)
    east = furthest(z, data)
    west = furthest(east, data)
    data.poles = (west, east)
    c = dist(west, east)
    for one in data.members:
        one.pos = project(west, east, c, one)
    data = sorted(data)  # sorted by 'pos'
    return split(data)

def project(west, east, c, x):
    "Project x onto line east to west"
    a = dist(x, west)
    b = dist(x, east)
    return (a*a + c*c - b*b)/(2*c)  # cosine rule

def furthest(x, data):
    "what is furthest from x?"
    out, max = x, 0
    for y in data:
        d = dist(x, y)
        if d > max: out, max = y, d
    return out

def split(data):
    "Split at median"
    mid = len(data)/2;
    return data[mid:], data[:mid]

Figure 4.1: Splitting data with FastMap
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```python
def where(data, scores={}, lvl=10000, prune=True):
    "Recursively split data into 2 equal sizes."
    if lvl < 1:
        return data # stop if out of levels
    leafs = [] # Empty Set
    left, right = fastmap(data)
    west, east = data.poles
    \( \omega = \sqrt{n} \) # enough data for recursion
    goWest = len(left) > \( \omega \)
    goEast = len(right) > \( \omega \)
    if prune: # if not pruning, ignore this step
        if goEast and better(west, east, scores):
            goEast = False
        if goWest and better(east, west, scores):
            goWest = False
    if goWest:
        leafs += where(left, lvl - 1, prune)
    if goEast:
        leafs += where(right, lvl - 1, prune)
    return leafs

def better(x, y, scores):
    "Check if not worse(y,x) using Equation [2.6]. If any"
    "new evaluations, cache them in 'scores',"
```

Figure 4.2: Active learning in GALE: recursive division of the data; only evaluate two distant points in each cluster; only recurse into non-dominated halves. In this code, \( \mu \) is size of the original data set.

Pseudo-code for WHERE is given in Figure 4.2. WHERE results in a number of leaf clusters that approximate the locally best solutions from the population. The lines between east and west of each leaf defines a promising direction for mutation. This gives the basis for directed search, as discussed in the next section.

### 4.3 Directional Mutation

Standard mutation applies generic perturbation methods that mutate candidates randomly. Mutations therefore are spread somewhat uniformly in all directions from the candidate. A directional mutation method narrows the range by which mutations can spread.

One approach which has received lots of focus for directed search is differential evolution (DE) [189], [190]. Differential evolution is a stochastic search process that combines two candi-
dates to form a new candidate, but has been used often in the literature as a basis for developing a
directed search process. Several examples include the work of Li & Zhang [191], who use DE to
improve the MOEAD algorithm [135]. Other examples include [192] and [193], where directional
mutation is used to mitigate cost by lessening the number of evaluations. Zhang and Luo directly
adapt DE in their directed-DE (DDE) [194]. Other good examples can be found in [195] and [196].

One uniform problem with all of these methods is their computational complexity and number
of evaluations. In this thesis, work is done to build a faster evolutionary too for search that makes
few evaluations. To do that, GALE uses the WHERE clustering process to extract information on
promising directions to mutate towards, while only evaluating few candidates in the process. As a
near-linear time process, this qualifies as a fast directed search tool.

Part of what makes the directed search of GALE very fast is its active learning aspect to
WHERE. In the next section, Active Learning is discussed further.

4.4 Active Learning

Active Learning is an umbrella term in machine learning for labeling data using only a most-
informative subset of the data. Typically, lots of unlabeled data is available and the task of labeling
is an expensive operation [197].

According to the perspective of Burr Settles, the key idea behind active learning is to use less
training but to allow the machine to pick the examples by which it learns [198]. This means that
Active Learning is an unsupervised method for learning in which the machine can “query” (in the
context of optimization, this is “evaluate”) unlabeled (unevaluated) data.

For optimization this translates to the following. Active learning is a technique in which the
search tool performs its inferences (directed mutation) by selecting a small subset of the data to
evaluate and learn from. The potential behind active learning is great for optimization. Zuluaga
have used active learning for their search tool in [65]. Although their algorithm shows much
promise and runs in very few evaluations, their techniques for selecting small subsets involve using
complex gaussian approximations to predict objective values and could be very computationally
inefficient. As such, their runtimes are not reported, so it is difficult to say.

In GALE, the spectral clustering algorithm WHERE uses an active learner to keep evaluations
minimal. In the next section, specific implementation details are given for GALE.
def gale(enough=16, max=1000, λ=3):
    "Optimization via Geometric active learning"
    pop = candidates(µ) # the initial population
    patience = λ
    for generation in range(max):
        # mutates candidates in non-dominated leaves
        scores = {} # a cache for the objective scores
        leaves = where(pop, scores)
        mutants = mutate(leaves, scores)
        if generation > 0:
            if not improved(oldScores ,scores):
                patience = patience - 1 # losing patience
                oldScores = scores # needed for next generation
            if patience < 0:
                # return enough candidates
                leafs = where(pop,{},log2(enough), prune=False)
                return [ y.poles for y in leafs ]
                # build up pop for next generation
                pop = mutants + candidates(µ-len(mutants))
        def improved(old,new):
            "Report some success if any improvement."
            for j in range(len(old)):
                before = # old mean of the j-th objective
                now = # new mean of the j-th objective
                if minimizing(j):
                    if now < before: return True
                    elif now > before: return True
                return False

Figure 4.3: GALE’s top-level driver.

4.5 The GALE Algorithm

GALE is organized at the high-level as shown in Figure 4.3. After an initial population is built, the core three-step process on lines 8, 9 and 18 are used to guide the search to optimal solutions. After convergence (when patience hits zero) or when the maximum number generations have passed, the algorithm concludes by running WHERE (step 1) once more.

The next several subsections define that three-step process, and then the stopping criteria is thereafter described before going into details after the termination criteria are met.
4.5.1 Step 1: Selection = WHERE

As per part one of the three-step iterative phase, GALE selects a subset of the population via the WHERE method of Figure 4.2. WHERE is a spectral learner that clusters the population into leaves with less than $\sqrt{N}$ (root population size) members. A large part of spectral learning is about using the data affinity matrix of attribute similarity within the data - hence it is important to note that WHERE operates in decision space.

Spectral learners find the eigenvectors of the data and base inference on just a few of them. A big problem of spectral learners is that finding those eigenvectors (the eigenvector decomposition problem) is an expensive operation ($O(n^3)$). Fortunately, the FastMap method is a trick that reduces that complexity to near-linear time. Platt [199] shows that FastMap belongs to the Nyström family of algorithms that find approximations to eigenvectors.

FastMap can approximate the eigenvectors of the dataset. Each subsequent eigenvector reflects on directions of greatest amount of variance, and so as such, the first eigenvector captures the direction of most variance in the dataset.

The FastMap tool (shown in Figure 4.1) approximates only the first eigenvector and projects all data onto a line. That line spreads in the direction of most variance in the dataset. The two most extreme points along this line are called the poles of the line.

Note that, to define distance, WHERE uses the standard Euclidean distance method proposed by Aha et al. [200]; that is: $dist(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i \in d} (x_i - y_i)^2} / \sqrt{|d|}$. All $d_i$ values are normalized between 0 and 1; and the calculated distance is normalized by dividing by the maximum distance across the $d$ dimensions.

FastMap finds those two distant points in near-linear time. The search for the poles needs only $O(N)$ distance comparisons (lines 19 to 24). The slowest part of this search is the sort used to find the median $x$ value (line 10) but even that can be reduced to asymptotically optimal linear-time via the standard median-selection algorithm [201].

The FastMap procedure as used here returns the data split into two equal halves. WHERE then recursively descends into each half and terminates when some split consists of less than $\sqrt{N}$ members. To visualize that, consider Figure 4.4 in which a population of 400 items is recursively clustered via WHERE. The second half of that figure shows 16 leaf clusters, each of which contains 25 cars.

To control variable selection methods for GALE, the data can be pruned to however many leaf clusters are desired. In GALE, only one leaf cluster is taken and used for mutation.
Figure a: Dividing 400 instances using just the independent variables.

```
400
| > 200
| | > 100
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | < 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | < 100
| | | > 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | < 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| < 200
| | > 100
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | < 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | < 100
| | | > 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
| | | < 50
| | | > 25
| | | < 25
```

Figure b: Dominated sub-trees are pruned via active learning techniques.

```
400
| > 200 <-- pruned
| < 200
| | > 100
| | | > 50 <-- pruned
| | | < 50
| | | | > 25 <-- pruned
| | | | < 25
| | | < 100
| | | | > 50
| | | | > 25
| | | | < 25
| | | | < 50
| | | | > 25
| | | | < 25
```

Figure 4.4: Recursive division via WHERE of 400 instances (using FastMap).
def mutate(leafs, scores):
    "Mutate all candidates in all leafs."
    out = [] # Empty Set
    for leaf in leafs:
        west, east = leafs.poles
        if better(west, east, scores): # uses \eq{cdom}
            east, west = west, east # east is the best pole
        c = dist(east, west)
        for candidate in leaf.members:
            out += [mutate1(candidate, c, east, west)]
    return out

def mutate1(old, c, east, west, γ = 1.5):
    "Nudge the old towards east, but not too far."
    tooFar = γ * abs(c)
    new = copy(old)
    for i in range(len(old)):
        d = east[i] - west[i]
        if not d == 0: #there is a gap east to west
            d = -1 if d < 0 else 1 #d is the direction
        x = new[i]* (1 + abs(c)*d) # nudge along d
        new[i]= max(min(hi(i),x),lo(i))#keep in range
        newDistance = project(west,east,c,new) - project(west,east,c,west)
        if abs(newDistance) < tooFar and valid(new):
            return new
        else: return old

Figure 4.5: Mutation with GALE. By line 7, GALE has determined that the \textit{east} pole is preferred to \textit{west}. At line 23,24, the \texttt{project} function of Figure 4.1 is used to check we are not rashly mutating a candidate too far away from the region that originally contained it.

4.5.2 Step 2: Directional Mutation

GALE’s mutation method is shown in Figure 4.5. Most MOEA tools perform mutation in a random manner with genetic operators. It is recognized that random mutation can actually lead to over-exploration by evaluating many solutions that eventually get discarded. Hence, GALE uses a smarter mutation policy that employs a directional mutation method.

GALE inspects the geometry of the data by reflecting upon the line running between the two poles of the data in each cluster to be mutated. That is, mutation in each cluster is a model of many local Pareto frontiers as many linear models.

Each mutation perturbs the decisions of all solutions in the leaf cluster according to a cluster magnitude that tells the mutator how far to mutate it. To protect from over-mutation, that distance
is constrained with the $\gamma$ parameter. See lines 15 and 25 of Figure 4.5.

### 4.5.3 Step 3: Maintaining Population Size

To maintain population size, since after GALE runs WHERE, it might select a subset strictly less than the size of the population, it is necessary to rebuild the population. To do this, GALE simply generates new random solutions to refill the population. It is important then, to note that summary scores may be affected if they measure the entire population, which may now consists of many random members. In Figure 4.3 refer to line 18.

### 4.5.4 Stopping Criteria with bStop

GALE is controlled via a stopping criteria called bstop($\lambda$). As discussed in chapter 3, bstop is based upon the works of Bhandari [164] and Marti [165]. In using bstop however, it is commented that not much work was found regarding stopping criteria, and that it is an underdeveloped area of research in the multi-objective optimization literature. Hence, bstop is a novel technique, but it draws strength from its simplicity to understand.

To remain consistent with NSGA-II and SPEA2, the same stopping criteria is employed. Every search begins with a set amount of patience ($\lambda = 3$). Whenever a new generation reports objective scores that have not improved on anything, the patience is decremented. To prevent the loss of patience, the search must find improvements from the best seen objective scores for at least one objective. If patience is never decremented, the search tool could theoretically run forever in light of finding tiny mitigations in each generation. Thus, a maximum number of generations (20) is also used as a hard stopping criteria.

In Figure 4.3 lines 11 and 12 handle the test for improvement, and if there is no improvement, then patience is decremented. On line 13, the best objective scores are updated if necessary. And on line 14, a test is performed to see if the search has run out of patience (if patience = 0). Once the search depletes its patience, lines 15 and 16 perform the search conclusion operations, as explained in the subsection below on ”Post Evolution”.

### 4.5.5 Post Evolution

Since after step 3 in the final population, there are many random members, it is necessary to run WHERE one last time to select a subset of members that are returned for final score summarization.
That subset is used as the final output as well, by which the decision maker would then need to choose one solution from. In Figure 4.3, refer to line 15 and 16.

### 4.5.6 In JMOO

JMOO implements GALE as follows using an evolutionary framework that is identical to that of SPEA2 and NSGA-II (discussed in the next chapter). JMOO provides reproducibility to the results, and is discussed later in chapter 7.

1. Build initial population, $P_0$. Initialize the generation number: $t = 0$.
2. Repeat until stopping criteria is met:
   
   (a) Run WHERE (with pruning) to select $R_t$ = members of dominant leaves from WHERE.
   
   (b) Perform directed mutation on the members of $R_t$.
   
   (c) Copy $R_t$ into $P_{t+1}$ and generate new random candidates until new population is filled.
   
   (d) Increment generation number $t = t + 1$.
   
   (e) Collect Stats and evaluate stopping criteria
3. Run WHERE (without pruning) to select $R_t$ = members of dominant leaves from WHERE.
4. $R_t$ contains the approximations to the Pareto frontier.

### 4.5.7 GALE Assumptions

GALE makes a number of assumptions regarding the nature of the problem being solved. It is important to note these and that they may not serve as limitations, but rather points of interest to possible future work in determining where GALE fails. In general however, the following should be true:

1. More than one objective
2. Competing Objectives
3. Non-Categorical Objectives (numeric, continuous)
4. Piece-wise linear Pareto frontier
5. Spectral assumptions (refer back to section on Spectral Learning):
   
   • Eigendecomposition (extracting eigenvalues from a covariance matrix) is possible
   
   • A low-rank approximation of the covariance matrix is appropriate
6. Model Runtime:
• GALE is most suitable when model runtime is high
• That is, the runtime to evaluate a solution is high (and high is relative: 2ms or more)
Chapter 5

Search Algorithms

This thesis studies the use of three MOEA tools: NSGA-II [5], SPEA2 [112] and GALE. Since the details of implementing NSGA-II and SPEA2 are somewhat specific to the research they are implemented within, those details are given here.

5.1 NSGA-II

In this section, an overview of the NSGA-II and its history are discussed before detailing the algorithm. Lastly, a JMOO subsection adapts the algorithm for inclusion in the experiments of this thesis, by detailing the specifics of its implementation.

5.1.1 History & Overview

NSGA-II is an improved version of the original prototype (plainly NSGA), assembled by Kalyanmoy Deb. Its prototype, NSGA, stands for Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm, and was originally proposed in 1994-1995 by Srinivas and Deb [202] as one of the first evolutionary algorithms for solving non-convex and non-smooth multi-objective problems.

Since then, the original NSGA had received much criticism that can be summarized in three groups. 1) High computational costs due to an $O(MN^3)$ algorithm complexity (M is the number of objectives, N is the population size) made search very slow and these high costs occurred during every generation. 2) At the time, elitism was shown to be a powerful tool for speeding up search and it became apparent that NSGA should be adapted to include elitism [203] [204]. To define elitism: after mutation of a population, the parent elements that are better than their child mutants
should be considered for the next population. That is, their elitism should be preserved. 3) Lastly, the NSGA has a “sharing” parameter that needs to be described, and some entire works have been the subject of tuning that parameter. That parameter would control diversity of the generated solutions; most traditional approaches during that time also utilized a sharing parameter.

The NSGA-II approach addresses each of those three issues. 1) NSGA-II provides an $O(MN^2)$ algorithm with faster performance results over its predecessor. 2) An elitist-preservation operator is used. 3) And lastly, a parameterless crowding-distance function is provided to ensure diversity through density estimation (called niching) of the solutions and replaces the need for a sharing parameter. More details on these below.

## 5.1.2 Algorithm Details

Here the original NSGA-II algorithm is detailed. The implementation specifics for this thesis are slightly different and discussed in the next subsection. As an overview, the NSGA-II process is graphically detailed by Figure 5.1.

Initially, a random population of solutions is generated, called the initial population, or $P_0$. That population is then sorted via the fast sorting operation of Figure 5.2 into bands, where $band_i$ is better than $band_{i+1}$. A subsample of the population is then selected, usually with a tournament selection method + crossover + mutation to form $Q_0$.

Construction of the subsample, $Q_0$ can vary from implementation of NSGA-II. The size of $Q_0$
\textbf{fast-non-dominated-sort}(P)
\begin{align*}
\text{for each } p & \in P \\
S_p & = \emptyset \\
n_p & = 0 \\
\text{for each } q & \in P \\
\text{if } (p \prec q) & \text{ then} \\
S_p & = S_p \cup \{q\} \\
\text{else if } (q \prec p) & \text{ then} \\
n_p & = n_p + 1 \\
\text{if } n_p & = 0 \\
p_{\text{rank}} & = 1 \\
F_1 & = F_1 \cup \{p\} \\
i & = 1 \\
\text{while } F_i & \neq \emptyset \\
Q & = \emptyset \\
\text{for each } p & \in F_i \\
\text{for each } q & \in S_p \\
n_q & = n_q - 1 \\
\text{if } n_q & = 0 \\
q_{\text{rank}} & = i + 1 \\
Q & = Q \cup \{q\} \\
i & = i + 1 \\
F_i & = Q \\
\end{align*}

If \(p\) dominates \(q\)  
Add \(q\) to the set of solutions dominated by \(p\)  
Increment the domination counter of \(p\)  
\(p\) belongs to the first front  
Initialize the front counter  
Used to store the members of the next front  
\(q\) belongs to the next front

Figure 5.2: The NSGA-II fast sorting process, taken directly from [5]
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Figure 5.3: The NSGA-II Generational Process, taken directly from [5].

\[ R_t = P_t \cup Q_t \]
\[ F = \text{fast-non-dominated-sort}(R_t) \]
\[ P_{t+1} = \emptyset \text{ and } i = 1 \]
until \[ |P_{t+1}| + |F_i| \leq N \]
\[ \text{crowding-distance-assignment}(F_i) \]
\[ P_{t+1} = P_{t+1} \cup F_i \]
\[ i = i + 1 \]
\[ \text{Sort}(F_i, \prec_{ni}) \]
\[ P_{t+1} = P_{t+1} \cup F_i[1 : (N - |P_{t+1}|)] \]
\[ Q_{t+1} = \text{make-new-pop}(P_{t+1}) \]
\[ t = t + 1 \]

combine parent and offspring population \( F = (F_1, F_2, \ldots) \), all nondominated fronts of \( R_t \)
until the parent population is filled
\( \text{calculate crowding-distance in } F_i \)
include \( i \)th nondominated front in the parent pop
check the next front for inclusion
\( \text{sort in descending order using } \prec_{ni} \)
choose the first \( (N - |P_{t+1}|) \) elements of \( F_i \)
use selection, crossover and mutation to create a new population \( Q_{t+1} \)
increment the generation counter

does not even need to equal the size of \( P_0 \). In that case, a tournament selection method is used to draft as many individuals from the population as desired. The scope of such methods is outside this thesis. It will be assumed that the entire population is duplicated and then standard genetic operators (crossover and mutation) are used to modify that duplication to form \( Q_0 \).

\( Q_0 \) and \( P_0 \) are combined to form \( R_0 \). The fast sort of Figure 5.2 is then run on \( R_0 \) and the best members are used to fill the next population, \( P_1 \). In every subsequent generation, the same selection+crossover+mutation operations are applied to draft a \( Q_t \) from \( P_t \). The code of Figure 5.3 describes the process thereafter, beginning by combining \( Q_t \) and \( P_t \) to make \( R_t \).

First the fast sort of Figure 5.2 is used on \( R_t \). To preserve the elitism of previous generations, and to preserve diversity of the solutions that will comprise \( P_{t+1} \), the crowding distance operator is used (see Figure 5.4). That crowding distance measures the distance between points of the same front, and is then sorted so that least crowded, most dominating solutions are preferred. Those solutions then fill the population of \( P_{t+1} \) to end the generation. This process can be repeated until a stopping criteria specifies termination of the process.

Undefined from this process are the crossover+mutation operators which have parameters of their own. These are described in the next subsection, which discusses how NSGA-II is implemented in JMOO, a software package implemented for the reproducibility of the results from this thesis.
5.1.3 In JMOO

In JMOO, NSGA-II is implemented using the DEAP toolkit [205]. DEAP (Distributed evolutionary algorithms in Python) implements the core fast sort (Figure 5.2) and the crowding distance function (Figure 5.4). JMOO wraps those two functions to define NSGA-II in an evolutionary framework as follows.

1. Build initial population, $P_0$. Initialize the generation number: $t = 0$.
2. Repeat until stopping criteria is met:

   (a) Select $R_t = P_t$.

   (b) Perform crossover($cx = 0.9$) and mutation($mx = 0.1$, $eta = 1.0$) operators on $R_t$.

   (c) Run the fast sort and crowding distance functions of NSGA-II to combing $R_t$ and $P_t$ into $P_{t+1}$.

   (d) Increment generation number $t = t + 1$.

   (e) Collect Stats and evaluate stopping criteria

3. Final reporting mechanisms

This implementation makes use of the following parameters that warrant further discussion. Other than those, the implementation is no different than that of the original NSGA-II as first proposed. Crossover works as follows. Every even-indexed element is paired with even odd-indexed element, and at the chance $cx = 0.9$ (90%), some elements might be swapped. The secondary chance depends on the number of decision attributes of each element, and is defined parameterless as $1.0/D$ where $D$ is the number of decision attributes. In this manner, about half of the attributes are expected to be swapped.

---

**Figure 5.4:** The NSGA-II Crowding Distance Operator, taken directly from [5].
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```python
x = individual[i]
xl = low[i]
xu = up[i]
delta_1 = (x - xl) / (xu - xl)
delta_2 = (xu - x) / (xu - xl)
rand = random.random()
mut_pow = 1.0 / (eta + 1.)
if rand < 0.5:
    xy = 1.0 - delta_1
    val = 2.0 * rand + (1.0 - 2.0 * rand) * xy**(eta + 1)
    delta_q = val**mut_pow - 1.0
else:
    xy = 1.0 - delta_2
    val = 2.0 * (1.0 - rand) + 2.0 * (rand - 0.5) * xy**(eta + 1)
    delta_q = 1.0 - val**mut_pow
x = x + delta_q * (xu - xl)
x = min(max(x, xl), xu)
individual[i] = x
```

Figure 5.5: Python Code for Random Mutation (as used by NSGA-II and SPEA2).

Mutation applies to each solution independently whereas crossover applies to pairs of solutions. Mutation is implemented exactly as used by the original proposal in C by Deb [205]. The eta parameter describes how similar the mutant will be to its parent; a high eta indicates closer resemblance. Here, \( \eta = 1.0 \). The parameter \( \eta x = 0.1 \) describes the chances by which a solution’s attribute is mutated. Every solution is technically passed through the mutation operator. About 10% of the time, an attribute is modified with code of Figure 5.5.

The discussion of SPEA2 uses an implementation very similar to NSGA-II. In the next section, SPEA2 is first overviewed and then its details are given and lastly a section details its implementation in JMOO.

5.2 SPEA2

In this section, an overview of the SPEA2 and its history are discussed before detailing the algorithm. Lastly, a JMOO subsection adapts the algorithm for inclusion in the experiments of this thesis, by detailing the specifics of its implementation.
Figure 5.6: On the left, SPEA assigns fitness by counting the number of dominated solutions. On the right, SPEA2 employs an improved fitness assignment scheme. Taken from [112].

5.2.1 Overview & History

SPEA2 (Zitzler, 2001 [112]) is an improved version of its original prototype (SPEA [206]) proposed in 1999 by Zitzler and Thiele. SPEA stands for Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm.

Like the NSGA-II, the SPEA2 had received criticisms which led to the development of the improvements in SPEA2. Those criticisms were threefold and summarized as following. Firstly, the fitness assignment methodology of SPEA was to count how many other solutions were dominated, called the strength of a solution. This approach could result in lots of ties whenever the solutions varied by very little. With too many ties, the SPEA would revert to completely random search. For example, in Figure 5.6.

Secondly, that small variance could lead to another problem: diversity preservation was poor due to the inability of the density estimation techniques (which was done via clustering of the solutions). Lastly, the SPEA kept track of an archive of most dominant solutions, but the clustering technique of density estimation would truncate the boundary solutions at the extremes along the Pareto frontier.

The SPEA2 addresses each of those three issues. Firstly, poor fitness assignment has been upgraded to an improved fitness scheme. Its details (and details for these remaining two points) are given in the next subsection. Secondly, density estimation was adapted to a nearest neighbor
scheme which replaces clustering altogether. Graphically, the differences between the two estimation techniques are shown in Figure 5.6. Lastly, with no clustering technique, the new density estimation technique preserved those extreme solutions along the Pareto frontier.

5.2.2 Algorithm Details

At the high level, the pseudo-code for SPEA2 is given in Figure 5.7. First, an initial population $P_0$ is built along with an empty archive, $\bar{P}_0$. Those two sets are evaluated, and then given a fitness via a strength-fitness scheme. To calculate that, first the strength is computed, which counts the number of solutions dominated by an individual (see Equation 5.1), where $t$ is the generation number.

$$S(i) = |\{j | j \in P_t + \bar{P}_t \land i \succ j\}|$$ (5.1)

After the $S(i)$ have been computed, the fitness of each candidate is given in Equation 5.2, as the sum of the strengths of its dominators. Here, it is assumed that fitnesses are to be minimized: 0 refers to a non-dominated individual.

$$R(i) = \sum_{j \in P_t + \bar{P}_t, j \succ i} S(j)$$ (5.2)

Step 3 of the SPEA2 outline in Figure 5.7 updates the archive by copying any solutions with a fitness lower than 1. This results in a variable archive size that must be controlled if the size becomes too small or large. In the case of too small, the best remaining solutions from the previous archive and population are considered, with their fitness assignments all sorted. In the latter case, the archive truncation method is called.

The archive truncation works iteratively, removing solutions from the archive with the smallest nearest-neighbor distances. In the case of ties, the second-nearest neighbor distances are used, and so on. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.8. It is important to note that this archive truncation method is $O(M^3)$ where $M = N + \bar{N}$, although in the average case, the complexity is polynomial. In this thesis, the experiments sections show that SPEA2 was much slower than NSGA-II, indicating that perhaps, the worst case runtime here is more common than reported in the original publication for SPEA2.

In step four of Figure 5.7, the termination criteria is tested (no specific criteria are specified by the original authors). Lastly, step five and six perform standard selection+crossover+mutation op-
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Figure 5.7: Pseudocode for the SPEA2 Algorithm. Taken from [112].

Input:  
\[ N \] (population size)  
\[ \overline{N} \] (archive size)  
\[ T \] (maximum number of generations)  
Output:  
\[ A \] (nondominated set)

Step 1: **Initialization**: Generate an initial population \( P_0 \) and create the empty archive (external set) \( \overline{P}_0 = \emptyset \). Set \( t = 0 \).

Step 2: **Fitness assignment**: Calculate fitness values of individuals in \( P_t \) and \( \overline{P}_t \) (cf. Section 3.1).

Step 3: **Environmental selection**: Copy all nondominated individuals in \( P_t \) and \( \overline{P}_t \) to \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \). If size of \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \) exceeds \( N \) then reduce \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \) by means of the truncation operator, otherwise if size of \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \) is less than \( N \) then fill \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \) with dominated individuals in \( P_t \) and \( \overline{P}_t \) (cf. Section 3.2).

Step 4: **Termination**: If \( t \geq T \) or another stopping criterion is satisfied then set \( A \) to the set of decision vectors represented by the nondominated individuals in \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \). Stop.

Step 5: **Mating selection**: Perform binary tournament selection with replacement on \( \overline{P}_{t+1} \) in order to fill the mating pool.

Step 6: **Variation**: Apply recombination and mutation operators to the mating pool and set \( P_{t+1} \) to the resulting population. Increment generation counter \( t = t + 1 \) and go to Step 2.
Figure 5.8: An Illustration of Archive Truncation for the improved SPEA2. Taken from [112].

operators in the same manner as NSGA-II. In the next subsection, these two steps are given specifics as they are implemented in JMOO.

5.2.3 In JMOO

In JMOO, SPEA2 is implemented using the DEAP toolkit [205]. DEAP implements the core fitness assignment scheme (Equation 5.1, Equation 5.2) along with the density estimation technique and archive truncation method (Figure 5.8) of SPEA2. JMOO does not deal with the archive for SPEA2, rather, DEAP can calculate them during each pass on its own. JMOO implements SPEA2 in an evolutionary framework as follows:

1. Build initial population, \( P_0 \). Initialize the generation number: \( t = 0 \).
2. Repeat until stopping criteria is met:
   (a) Select \( R_t = P_t \).
   (b) Perform crossover (\( cx = 0.9 \)) and mutation (\( mx = 0.1, eta = 1.0 \)) operators on \( R_t \).
   (c) Run fitness assignment and archive updates to combine \( R_t \) and \( P_t \) into \( P_{t+1} \).
   (d) Increment generation number \( t = t + 1 \).
   (e) Collect Stats and evaluate stopping criteria
3. Final reporting mechanisms
Chapter 6

Models

I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work. –Thomas A. Edison

This chapter discusses models used in the experimentations for this thesis, per the recommendations of chapter 3 and its principles of designing rigorous experimental methods.

An optimization model is one that is used to study the mapping between its inputs and outputs, e.g. the decisions and objectives. Refer to the generalized form of Equation 2.2. A high level summary of all models used in the experiments of this thesis are given in Figure 6.1 along with their runtimes and references. All of these models (except for CDA) are available inside of the JMOO software package (CDA is a proprietary model). Note that \( n \) = number of decisions and \( k \) = number of objectives and \( c \) = number of constraints.

Per principle #4, any reported runtime should also document the machine it was obtained from. For CDA, runtimes were collected on a NASA Linux server with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8GB of memory. For other models, runtimes were measured with Python running on a 2 GHz Intel Core i7 MacBook Air, with 8GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 memory.

This chapter organizes the models from most complex to least complex: CDA, POM3, Constrained Lab Models, and Unconstrained Lab Models. The following sections address each of these classes of models.

6.1 CDA

The CDA model is a very expensive model, taking 8 seconds to evaluate on the average. This makes studies with CDA very difficult for NSGA-II or SPEA2, which require evaluating CDA thousands of times. In this section, some aviation background is given before detailing the model
### Figure 6.1: Various models implemented in JMOO. Sorted by Runtime. Runtimes are averaged over 1000 evaluations of arbitrary candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>Runtime(ms)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.1 sec</td>
<td>[122–126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM3C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94.798ms</td>
<td>[207, 208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM3A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.465ms</td>
<td>[207, 208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM3B</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.060ms</td>
<td>[207, 208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.326ms</td>
<td>[209]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osyczka2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.250ms</td>
<td>[210]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.042ms</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.039ms</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.038ms</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.028ms</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.024ms</td>
<td>[211]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.020ms</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golinski</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.014ms</td>
<td>[212]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kursawe</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.013ms</td>
<td>[213]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fonseca</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012ms</td>
<td>[214]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poloni</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012ms</td>
<td>[215]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constrex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.011ms</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwoBarTruss</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011ms</td>
<td>[216]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.011ms</td>
<td>[217]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienet3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.010ms</td>
<td>[218]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienet4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.009ms</td>
<td>[218]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.008ms</td>
<td>[219]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienet2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.008ms</td>
<td>[218]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.006ms</td>
<td>[220]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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itself. CDA is a realistic model, and it is also a proprietary model that is difficult to obtain. Hence, while it is very valuable to study, the results will only be reproducible by few researchers who have access to CDA. For that purpose, the next section details POM3, a realistic model which is included in the JMOO package for reproducibility. After JMOO, a few more sections detail some standard lab problems that provide even more reproducibility and offer a wider generality to the results.

The inspiration for the CDA model came with the crash of the Asiana flight in June of 2013 at SFO [221]. The crash resulted when the aircraft was approaching the SFO runway, and had approached with a less-than-nominal nautical airspeed. Thus, the bottom had essentially ‘dropped out’, and the aircraft crashed into the runway. A number of casualties were reported. The reasoning behind the crash, at least in the theoretical inspiration behind the CDA model, is that the pilots onboard the Asiana flight had forgotten to keep airspeed nominal. The reason they had forgotten this critical task is because they were caught up on other tasks. In other words, the HTM (Maximum Human Taskload) of those pilots was less than the number of actual tasks that the pilots had to work with. And as such, one (or more) of the tasks had gone forgotten.

6.1.1 Aviation Background

CDA stands for Continuous Descent Approach. It is an alternative approach to the standard descent. In the standard descent, an aircraft must request clearance and descend via several steps, requesting new clearance at every step. As a consequence, flight times are longer and more fuel is burned. Also, at lower steps, the aircraft is effectively closer to the city itself, emitting lots of noise as the aircraft passes by. With wait times involving the aircraft to reroute and encircle an airport before a runway is clear to land on, that equates to much noise for the city. Additionally, it is harder to fly at lower altitudes due to changes in the atmosphere and wind environments.

Continuous descent approach offers a continuous non-stepped descent in which only one single request for landing is needed. This simplifies the communication overhead between radio towers and pilots, and also avoids extended duration at low altitude. In addition, a continuous descent can more accurately approach the runway, and less noise is emitted onto the city. See Figure 6.2. In that figure, the red flight path represents the CDA route, while the green represents the traditional stepped approach.

CDA is made possible with satellite technology called RNP (Required Navigation Performance). That satellite positioning technology allows the pilot to fly the aircraft very precisely.
Figure 6.2: Diagram of Continuous Descent Approach (CDA). The smoother red line represents the CDA route, while the green stepped line represents the traditional approach. Note that the traditional approach is closer to the city, so the city hears the noise emitted from the aircraft, whereas the red CDA line is further away from the city, so that there is less noise for the city.

6.1.2 Building a Model for CDA

CDA was not on its own, assembled as a model for multi-objective optimization. It had to be built using a prototype during a 2-month visit to the NASA Ames Research Center in the Summer of 2013. It remains a NASA proprietary model accessibly only via their remote-access servers.

The CDA model, hereon described as simply "CDA", is a model of cockpit avionics during approach to runway. CDA models human pilots interacting with the cockpit avionics, so it is heavy with cognitive models combined with physical models of flight and aerodynamics. CDA is just one "work" model contained within the Work Models that Compute (WMC) framework, with
According to Leveson [222], safety in the CDA model cannot be modeled without also reflecting on the environment of the cockpit, including the automation of flight procedures, interactions with the automotive features, interactions among the pilots and radio towers as well as physical aspects of the aircraft.

Hence, CDA is a complex model that takes about 8 seconds to run. That runtime was measured from a NASA Ames Linux server running on a 2.4gGHz Intel Core i7, with 8GB of memory. CDA fits into a category of models called Wicked Problems. That phrase describes a problem that is difficult or impossible to physically test. Popular examples consider the problem of landing a spacecraft on the surface of the moon or Mars. Obviously a simulation is necessary, but there are no right or wrong solutions until it is tried and tested.

Analysts at NASA have a lot of scenarios they would like to explore with CDA. Given standard MOEAs like NSGA-II or SPEA2, that exploration would require 300 weeks to complete. With GALE however, that time can be considerably shrunk, so the CDA model is an excellent candidate to demonstrate the true potential of such an active learner.

### 6.1.3 Decisions and Inputs of CDA

In short, the CDA model consists of four decisions and five objectives, with no current constraints. Those four decisions control the autonomy of the flight’s onboard avionics (FA), the cognitive model control mode of the simulated pilots (CCM), the scenario that describes the type of air environment (SC), and the maximum human taskload (HTM), in which the value describes how many tasks can be handled at once before there are incurred delays, errors, or the possibility of the task being forgotten.

Inside CDA, there are various scenarios that can be handled:

1. **Nominal** (ideal) arrival and approach.
2. **Late Descent**: controller delays the initial descent.
3. **Unpredicted rerouting**: pilots directed to an unexpected waypoint.
4. **Tailwind**: wind push plane from ideal trajectory.

CDA also models *function allocation*. That defines the different ways the pilots can configure auto flight controls:

1. **Highly Automated**: The computer processes most of the flight instructions.
2. *Mostly Automated:* The pilot processes the instructions and programs the computer.

3. *Mixed-Automated:* The pilot processes the instructions and programs the computer to handle only some of those instructions.

As a cognitive model for human interaction in the cockpit, CDA also understands pilot *cognitive control modes*:

1. *Opportunistic:* Pilots monitor and perform tasks related to only the most critical functions.
2. *Tactical:* Pilots cycle through most of the available monitoring tasks, and double check some of the computer’s tasks.
3. *Strategic:* Pilots cycle through all of the available monitoring tasks, and try to anticipate future tasks.

Lastly, CDA also models how many things can be handled at once. That is, a pilot handles many different tasks as they arise, but sometimes, due to there being so many tasks, some of them are delayed, interrupted by other more important tasks, or sometimes forgotten entirely. This number is called *maximum human taskload*.

### 6.1.4 Goals of CDA

Goals are modeled in CDA as follows. There are five objectives that keep track of how many tasks were delayed, interrupted or forgotten entirely. Those goals can impact the relative safety of the flight itself. Better pilot organizational structures can be found by exploring different inputs of CDA to optimize these goals so that safety is improved.

1. *NumForgottenActions:* tasks forgotten by the pilot;
2. *NumDelayedActions:* number of delayed actions;
3. *NumInterruptedActions:* interrupted actions;
4. *DelayedTime:* total time of all of the delays;
5. *InterruptedTime:* time for dealing with interruptions.

### 6.1.5 Connecting CDA to JMOO

Since CDA was implemented in C++, and JMOO was implemented in Python, there were issues with connecting the two. Fortunately, Python provides bash script tools so that if you can run it via the command line, you can run it with Python.
CDA is hooked up into JMOO through the use of a liaison python script. This liaison uses python tools to invoke command line bash calls that run the CDA simulator code. Although JMOO is implemented in python and CDA is implemented in C++, the organizational structure of JMOO allows for such a liaison to allow communication between the two languages. In general, JMOO can allow communication between any language, as long as bash can invoke calls to that language from the command line.

CDA then simulates the aircraft approach using the decisions sent into it. After about 7-8 seconds (the average runtime of CDA on the NASA linux server used), files are written to store output data. The python liaison script then fetches those files and collects objective scores from them. (So one minor driver of runtime attaches itself to the number of evaluations problem because of the extra file I/O calls invoked with each addition evaluation.)

6.1.6 Future Work: Expanding the CDA Model

In the future, there is work planned to expand on the CDA model by bringing in more decisions and objectives. An example of these include the flight deviation from command course, deviations from commanded acceleration and altitude, and checks to see whether or not the flaps were deployed for landing.

6.2 POM3

POM3 is a realistic model (at the business level) for Software Engineering. It is fairly large in that it takes much more runtime than the standard lab models (2-100ms, not 0.006-0.3ms). CDA is a complex model that is not publicly available, whereas POM3 is provided with the JMOO package. A study on POM3 is thus recommended by principle #1 of chapter 3: realistic models should be used and models should be publicly available for reproducibility. POM3 is also a model of practical use for the SE domain. Its study not only validates research with GALE and other search tools, but the findings can be applied to agile software projects in the real world.

POM3 is based on Turner & Boehm’s model of agile development [223,224]. Its decisions are described in Figure 6.3. POM3 explores requirements prioritization (how a team decides which requirements to implement next). In traditional plan-based prioritization, the ordering is performed once prior to starting work. On the other hand, in agile-based prioritization, orderings may change often. POM3 incrementally reveals the requirements in a random order. In response, developers
then incrementally plan their work assignments. Note that these assignments are made using some current estimate of the development cost and priority of the requirement.

The trap here is that, in a dynamic environment, the cost and priority of implementing a requirement can change after developers have made their work assignments. That is, with the benefit of hindsight, it can be shown that some developers spend some time focusing on the wrong requirements.

### 6.2.1 Scales Affecting Prioritization

In highly dynamic environments, the standard argument is that agile is a better method for reacting to the arrival of new requirements and/or existing requirements changing value. In the literature, the agile versus plan-based debate is often cast as a “one or the other” proposition. This is a false dichotomy that ignores development practices that use interesting combinations of plan-based and agile development. A more nuanced view is offered by Boehm and Turner [223, 224]. They define five scales that can characterize the difference between plan-based and agile-based methods:

1. project size
2. project criticality (and more critical projects cost more).
3. requirements dynamism (changes to priorities and costs).
4. personnel: (the developer skill-level).
5. organizational culture (the larger this number, the more conservative the team; i.e. they are less willing to adjust the priority of a current task-in-progress).

### 6.2.2 History - POM1

In 2008, Port, Olkov and Menzies offered a partial implementation of the Boehm and Turner model, which they called “POM” [207]. Using that model, they explored the effects of different prioritization policies while adjusting the rate at which new requirements arrive and/or change value.

Other researchers have also explored trade-offs in planning agile processes such as Noor, Rabiser & Grünbacker [225]. Grünbacker, in a personnel communication, criticized the POM1 model, noting that it explores only one of the five scales proposed by Boehm and Turner. To handle all five scales, POM2 [208] was built.
6.2.3 POM2

POM1 assumed one team implemented the requirements while, in POM2, there are multiple teams [208]. While POM1’s requirements had no dependents, POM2’s requirements have dependents (and parent requirements must wait for completed child requirements). Further, POM1 assumed small projects with 10 developers per project and a maximum of 25 requirements. POM2 simulates projects with up to 300 developers and expanded the maximum number of requirements from 25 to 750.

6.2.4 POM3

In POM3, requirements are now represented as a set of trees. Each tree of the requirements heap represents a group of requirements wherein a single node of the tree represents a single requirement. A single requirement consists of a prioritization value and a cost, along with a list of child-requirements and dependencies. Before any requirement can be satisfied, its children and dependencies must first be satisfied.

POM3 builds a requirements heap with prioritization values, containing 30 to 500 requirements, with costs from 1 to 100 (values chosen in consultation with Richard Turner). Initially, some percent of the requirements are marked as visible, leaving the rest to be revealed as teams work on the project.

**Task Division:** The task of completing a project’s requirements is divided amongst teams relative to the size of the team (by “size” of team, refer to the number of personnel in the team). In POM3, team size is a decision input and is kept constant throughout the simulation. As a further point of detail, the personnel within a team fall into one of three categories of programmers: Alpha, Beta and Gamma. Alpha programmers are generally the best, most-paid type of programmers while Gamma Programmers are the least experienced, least-paid. The ratio of personnel type follows the Personnel decision as set out by Boehm and Turner [224] in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Size</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After teams are generated and assigned to requirements, costs are further updated according to decision for the Criticality and Criticality Modifier. Criticality affects the cost-affecting nature of the project being safety-critical, while the criticality modifier indicates a percentage of teams
affected by safety-critical requirements. In the formula, $C_M$ is the \textit{criticality modifier}:

$$\text{cost} = \text{cost} \times C_M^{\text{criticality}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

\textbf{EXECUTION} After generating Requirements & Teams, POM3 runs through the follow five-part shuffling process (repeated $1 \leq N \leq 6$ times, selected at random).

1) \textit{Collect Available Requirements}. Each team searches through their assigned requirements to find the available, visible requirements (i.e. those without any unsatisfied dependencies or unsatisfied child requirements). At this time, the team budget is updated, by calculating the total cost of tasks remaining for the team and dividing by the number of shuffling iterations:

\[ \text{team.budget} = \text{team.budget} + \frac{\text{totalCost}}{\text{numShuffles}} \]

2) \textit{Apply a Requirements Prioritization Strategy}. After the available requirements are collected, they are then sorted per some sorting strategy. In this manner, requirements with higher priority are to be satisfied first. To implement this, the requirement’s cost and values are considered along with a strategy, determined by the plan decision.

3) \textit{Execute Available Requirements}. The team executes the available requirements in order of step2’s prioritization. Note that some requirements may not get executed due to budget allocations.

4) \textit{Discover New Requirements}. As projects mature, sometimes new requirements are discovered. To model the probability of new requirement arrivals, the input decision called Dynamism is used in a Poisson distribution. The following formula is used to add to the percentage of known requirements in the heap:

\[ \text{new} = \text{Poisson} \left( \frac{\text{dynamism}}{10} \right) \] \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

5) \textit{Adjust Priorities}. In this step, teams adjust their priorities by making use of the Culture $C$ and Dynamism $D$ decisions. Requirement values are adjusted per the formula along a normal distribution, and scaled by a project’s culture:

\[ \text{value} = \text{value} + \text{maxRequirementValue} \times \text{Normal}(0, D) \times C \]

\textbf{FINAL SCORING}: The POM models score a planning policy by comparing a developers’ \textit{incremental} decisions to those that might have been made by some omniscient developer (that has access to the \textit{final} cost and priority of requirements).
## 6.2.5 POM3 Sub-models

To provide variety in the kind of projects modeled by POM3, sub-models of POM3, i.e. different modes of POM3, are offered in this section. Experimentation thereby uses these sub-models. In brief, POM3a represents the untapped version of POM3 with no constraints on any of the decisions. In other words, POM3a represents a broad class of both big and small projects. POM3b and POM3c are two versions of POM3 with constrained decisions, for instance small projects or large projects. There is no claim that this represents all possible kinds of projects. Rather, these three sub-models mark an interesting variety of projects to study.

- POM3a: The unconstrained version of POM3 will full ranges of all decisions.
- POM3b: Small projects, high criticality.
- POM3c: Large projects, high dynamism.

For details on the exact decision constraints, refer to Figure 6.4.

### 6.3 Constrained Lab Models

The constrained lab models are problems that extend to the simplistic nature of the unconstrained models, by introducing constraints that the decisions must adhere to. While every decision has its own inherent constraint upper and lower bounds, the constrained models have additional constraint functions by which a function of all the decisions must satisfy. Refer to Figure 6.6 for the formulations behind each of these models.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>POM3a</th>
<th>POM3b</th>
<th>POM3c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A broad space of projects.</td>
<td>Highly critical small projects</td>
<td>Highly dynamic large projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>$0.10 \leq x \leq 0.90$</td>
<td>$0.10 \leq x \leq 0.90$</td>
<td>$0.50 \leq x \leq 0.90$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticality</td>
<td>$0.82 \leq x \leq 1.26$</td>
<td>$0.82 \leq x \leq 1.26$</td>
<td>$0.82 \leq x \leq 1.26$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticality Modifier</td>
<td>$0.02 \leq x \leq 0.10$</td>
<td>$0.80 \leq x \leq 0.95$</td>
<td>$0.02 \leq x \leq 0.08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Known</td>
<td>$0.40 \leq x \leq 0.70$</td>
<td>$0.40 \leq x \leq 0.70$</td>
<td>$0.20 \leq x \leq 0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Dependency</td>
<td>$0.0 \leq x \leq 1.0$</td>
<td>$0.0 \leq x \leq 1.0$</td>
<td>$0.0 \leq x \leq 50.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamism</td>
<td>$1.0 \leq x \leq 50.0$</td>
<td>$1.0 \leq x \leq 50.0$</td>
<td>$40.0 \leq x \leq 50.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>$x \in [3, 10, 30, 100, 300]$</td>
<td>$x \in [3, 10, 30]$</td>
<td>$x \in [30, 100, 300]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Size</td>
<td>$1.0 \leq x \leq 44.0$</td>
<td>$1.0 \leq x \leq 44.0$</td>
<td>$20.0 \leq x \leq 44.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>$0 \leq x \leq 4$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x \leq 4$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x \leq 4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4: Three classes of projects studied using POM3.

The Two Bar Truss [216] is an interesting model of a real world architectural design problem. With three decisions, the objectives include minimizing cost and maximizing supportive strength of the truss; i.e. a horizontal bar assembles a truss via two diagonally placed bars at either end that drop below to a pivot point. The design decisions there then, are the vertical distance below the truss to place the pivot, and also the diameter of each diagonal bar. It would be simple to maximize support just by choosing the fattest bars possible, but that would incorporate huge costs. The challenge is thus to find an optimal trade-off.

A much harder model however is the 4-decision and 5-objective model of a water problem. The authors of [217] have reportedly used their new MOEA tool at the time to solve the water model but have failed to do so effectively. In the experiments of this thesis, each MOEA is shown to be effective at optimizing this model, albeit, GALE was able to solve it much more efficiently.

The Osyczka2 [210] model is an interesting constrained model with 6-decisions, but only 2-objectives and 6-constraints. The Tanaka [209] model however, weighs in as the most computationally expensive model among the lab problems, at three-tenths of a millisecond.

These two models often seem to spend much time regenerating decisions due to evaluating infeasible solutions, which rises the concern of constrained models: when the algorithm spends time and care to avoid generating infeasible solutions, the algorithm gains complexity. In each of the algorithms tested for this thesis, this issue is avoided. NSGA-II and SPEA2 ignore whether they have generated infeasible solutions, discarding any infeasible solutions and preferring better
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Variable Bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BNH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( f_1(x) = 4 + x_1^4 + 4x_2^2 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = (x_1 - 5)^2 + 2 + x_2^2 ) ( \leq 25 )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_1 \leq 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_2(x) = (x_1 - 5)^2 + (x_2 - 5)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = (x_1 - 8)^2 + (x_2 + 2)^2 ) ( \geq 7.7 )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_2 \leq 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constrex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( f_1(x) = x_1 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = (9 + x_1 + x_2) ) ( \geq 6 )</td>
<td>( 0.1 \leq x_1 \leq 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_2(x) = \left( \frac{1 + x_1}{3} \right) )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = (9 + x_1 - x_2) ) ( \geq 1 )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_2 \leq 5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozycka2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>( A(x) = 25(x_1 - 2)^2 + (x_2 - 2)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = x_1 + x_2 - 2 ) ( \geq 0 )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_1 \leq 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( B(x) = (x_3 - 1)^2 + (x_4 - 4)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = 6 - x_1 - x_3 ) ( \geq 0 )</td>
<td>( 1 \leq x_3, x_4 \leq 5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( (x_5 - 2)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_3(x) = 2 - x_2 + x_1 ) ( \geq 0 )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_2 \leq 6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( f_1(x) = (x_1 - 2)^2 + (x_2 - 1)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = x_2 + 9x_1 ) ( \geq 6 )</td>
<td>( -20 \leq x \leq 20 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_2(x) = 9x_1 - (x_2 - 1)^2 )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = -x_2 + 9x_1 ) ( \geq 1 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( f_1(x) = x_1 )</td>
<td>( A(x) = 0.1 \cos(16 \arctan(\frac{x_1}{x_2})) )</td>
<td>( -\pi \leq x \leq \pi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_2(x) = x_2 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = 1 - x_1^2 - x_2^2 + A ) ( \leq 0 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( (x_2 - 0.5)^2 \leq 0.5 )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = (x_1 - 0.5)^2 + ) ( (x_2 - 0.5)^2 \leq 0.5 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-bar Truss</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( x_1(x) = \frac{20 + \sqrt{16 + x_2^2}}{80 + \sqrt{1 + x_2^2}} )</td>
<td>( s_1(x) = \frac{20 + \sqrt{16 + x_2^2}}{80 + \sqrt{1 + x_2^2}} )</td>
<td>( 0 \leq x_1, x_2 \leq 0.01 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( x_2(x) = \frac{x_1(x) + \sqrt{16 + x_2^2}}{2} + x_2 ) + \sqrt{1 + x_2^2}</td>
<td>( s_2(x) = \frac{x_1(x) + \sqrt{16 + x_2^2}}{2} + x_2 ) + \sqrt{1 + x_2^2}</td>
<td>( 1 \leq x_3 \leq 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_1(x) = \max(x_1, x_2) )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = (\max(x_1, x_2)) ) ( \leq 100000 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( f_1(x) = 106780.37 + (x_2 + x_3) + 61704.67 )</td>
<td>( g_1(x) = (\frac{1}{16} x_1 + 1.944 + x_3 - 0.08) )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{16} \leq x_1 \leq 45 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_2(x) = 3000 + x_1 )</td>
<td>( g_2(x) = (\frac{1}{6} x_2 + 0.096 + 1.082 + x_3 - 0.0986) )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{16} \leq x_2, x_3 \leq 45 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_3(x) = \frac{\text{100700 plus 2289 plus } x_2}{100} )</td>
<td>( g_3(x) = (\frac{10000}{12} x_3 + 4.9408 + x_3 - 4051.02) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( E(x) = e^{-3.9 \cdot 5 \cdot x_2 + 9.9 \cdot x_3 + 2.74} )</td>
<td>( g_4(x) = (\frac{16000}{12} x_2 + 804633 + x_3 - 696.71) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_4(x) = 250 + 2289 + x_2 + E(x) )</td>
<td>( g_5(x) = (\frac{10000}{12} x_3 + 7883.39 + x_3 - 705.04) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( f_5(x) = 25 + \frac{x_2 + x_3}{100 + x_2 + x_3 + 887} )</td>
<td>( g_6(x) = (\frac{2000}{12} x_3 + 1721.26 + x_3 - 136.54) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \frac{\text{1050 plus 2289 plus } x_2}{100} )</td>
<td>( g_7(x) = (\frac{550}{12} x_3 + 631.13 + x_3 - 54.48) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( g_8(x) \geq 0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5: Constrained standard mathematical test problems. Note: all objectives are to be minimized unless otherwise denoted.

feasible solutions. Even when there are no feasible solutions, those two algorithms will falsely elect infeasible solutions as viable candidates. GALE on the other hand will reject a mutation if an infeasible candidate is generated, reverting back to its parent.

The rest of the constrained lab models (Srinivas, Constrex, BNH) are seen often in literature and have been the subject of optimization testing for at least a decade.

6.4 Unconstrained Lab Models

Unconstrained models (no constraint functions on feasible candidates) offer the widest space of models and they are also the majority of those studied in this thesis. The unconstrained lab models are those standard practice models often used to study a new MOEA tools, however they are very simple models that evaluate decisions with just a few objective functions. As such they require very little runtime (often less than one-twentieth of a millisecond). Due to their simplicity, it is insufficient to study a new MOEA tool using one of these unconstrained lab models alone.
Refer to Figure 6.6 for the formulations behind each of these models.

In addition, most of these unconstrained lab models are bi-objective problems with a similar number of decisions. The ZDT family of models investigate 30 decisions (ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3) while ZDT4 and ZDT6 involve 10 decisions [204]. Each of the ZDT models present a challenge to optimization in terms of 1) convergence to the optimal Pareto frontier and 2) spread of solutions that cover that frontier [226]. ZDT1 has a convex Pareto optimal front, and ZDT2 has a non convex front. ZDT3 consists of several non-contiguous discrete parts. ZDT4 consist of 21^9 local fronts (of which only one is the most optimal front). ZDT5 (not implemented here) presents a deceptive problem but represents decisions as a binary string - this feature is not currently capable in JMOO (it has a discrete Pareto front), so the model was discarded. ZDT6 involves a non-uniform search space.

The Vienett family of models [218] are a set of tri-objective problems that also feature discrete sets of Pareto frontiers. Kursawe [213] and Fonseca [214] are scalable models to the number of decisions, but not on the number of objectives. In this thesis, both of those models use $n = 3$ decisions.

The Schaffer [220] model is built directly so that the two objective conflicts each other. Golinski [212] is a trimmed-down model of a speed-reducer for two objectives and seven decisions. Although as cited it has many constraints, in these experiments, it is an unconstrained model. Lastly, the Poloni [215] consists of non-linear inputs.

All of the above models and algorithms (except CDA) are publicly available in JMOO, along with the code and details required to reproduce the results of this thesis. The next chapter gives details on JMOO so that other researchers can understand the experiments of this thesis and be able to use JMOO for their own experiments.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Unconstrained Multi-Objective Functions</th>
<th>Variable Bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fonseca</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = 1 - e^{-\sum (x_i - \frac{2}{n})^2}$</td>
<td>$-2 \leq x \leq 2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = 1 - e^{-\sum (x_i + \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}})^2}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golinski</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$r = 0.7854$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$s = 14.933$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$t = 43.0934$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$u = -1.508$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$v = 7.477$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A(x) = x_1 x_2^2 \left( \frac{x_1}{1000} + s x_4 - 1 \right)$</td>
<td>$2.6 \leq x_1 \leq 3.6$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B(x) = s x_1 (x_2^2 + x_3^2) + v (x_3^2 + x_2^2) + r (x_4 \times x_2^3 + x_5 \times x_2^2)$</td>
<td>$0.7 \leq x_2 \leq 0.8$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$aux(x) = 745.0 \times 10^{-x_1^2}$</td>
<td>$17.0 \leq x_3 \leq 28.0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_1(x) = A + B$</td>
<td>$7.3 \leq x_4, x_5 \leq 8.3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = \sqrt{e^{x_1^2} + e^{x_2^2}}$</td>
<td>$2.9 \leq x_6 \leq 3.9$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.0 \leq x_7 \leq 5.5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kursawe</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (-10 + e^{-0.2 + \sqrt{x_i^2 + x_i^3}})$</td>
<td>$-5 \leq x \leq 5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (abs(x_i)^{0.8} + 5 \times sin(x_i^2))$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poloni</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$A_1 = 0.5 \times sin(1) - 2 \times cos(1) + sin(2) - 1.5 \times cos(2)$</td>
<td>$-\pi \leq x \leq \pi$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A_2 = 1.5 \times sin(1) - cos(1) + 2 \times sin(2) - 0.5 \times cos(2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B_1(x) = 0.5 \times sin(x_1) - 2 \times cos(x_1) + sin(x_2) - 1.5 \times cos(x_2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B_2(x) = 1.5 \times sin(x_1) - cos(x_1) + 2 \times sin(x_2) - 0.5 \times cos(x_2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maximize $f_2(x) = 1 + (A_1 - B_1)^2 + (A_2 - B_2)^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maximize $f_2(x) = (x_1 + 3)^2 + (x_2 + 1)^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x^2$</td>
<td>$-10 \leq x \leq 10$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = (x - 2)^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vierret 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1 x_2 - x_1 x_2 - x_1 x_2 + x_1 - x_2 - x_2 + 1 + 3$</td>
<td>$-4 \leq x_1 \leq 4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = (x_1 x_2 - x_1 + x_2 - x_1 + x_2 + 3) \times (x_1 + x_2 + 2) / (x_1 + x_2 + 2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_3(x) = (x_1 + x_2 - 1) / (x_1 - x_2 - 1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vierret 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$A(x) = 3 \times x_1 - 2 \times x_2 + 4$</td>
<td>$-3 \leq x_2 \leq 3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B(x) = x_1 - x_2 + 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_1(x) = 0.5 \times (x_1^2 + x_2^2) + sin(x_2^2 + x_2^2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = x_1^2 + x_1 + 15$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_3(x) = \frac{1}{x_1 + x_2 + 1} - 1.1 \times e^{-\sqrt{x_1^2} - (x_2^2)}$</td>
<td>$-4 \leq x_2 \leq 4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vierret 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = (x_1 x_2 - x_1 + x_2 + (x_1 + x_2 + 1) + 3$</td>
<td>$-4 \leq x_2 \leq 4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = (x_1 x_2 - x_1 + x_2 + 3) \times (2 x_2 - x_1) / (x_1 - x_2 + 1) - 13$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_3(x) = (x_1 x_2 + 2 x_2 - 4) / (x_1 x_2 + 2 x_2 + 4)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_4(x) = (x_1 x_2 + 2 x_2 - 4) / (x_1 x_2 + 2 x_2 + 4)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{x_1}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{\sqrt{n}}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{\sqrt{n}}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{\sqrt{n}}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{\sqrt{n}}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$f_1(x) = 1 - e^{-x_1^2 + \sqrt{sin(6 \times \pi \times x_1)^3}}$</td>
<td>$0 \leq x_1 \leq 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_2(x) = g \times (1 - \sqrt{\frac{f_1(x)}{\sqrt{n}}})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g(x) = 1 + \frac{g}{9} \sum_{i=2}^{n} (x_i)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.6: Unconstrained standard mathematical test problems. Note: all objectives are to be minimized unless otherwise denoted.
Chapter 7

JMOO

This chapter discusses JMOO, a package for reproducibility of the results. Joe’s Multi-Objective Optimization (JMOO) is a software suite for testing of multi-objective optimization, implemented in Python and works best with version 2.6 or 2.7. Due to a large number of experiments, a standard method for performing experiments with Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) was necessary to reduce complexity and maintain efficient research hours. JMOO is available on the web at [http://unbox.org/open/tags/JMOO](http://unbox.org/open/tags/JMOO).

To access JMOO, use the SVN checkout tool to download all the files to a directory of your choosing:

```
shell $ svn checkout http://unbox.org/open/tags/JMOO
```

This chapter will overview some of the main components of JMOO and then discuss how to setup experiments, run them, and then read their output.

### 7.1 Overview of Components

There are several components in JMOO that work together to make experimentation on multi-objective optimization possible.

- Problem Design
- Population Structure
- Evolutionary Algorithm
- JMOO Stats Box
7.1.1 Problem Design

To distinguish between problem and model; a model is a generalization of behavior between inputs and outputs. For example, the Constrex model generalizes the behavior between its inputs and outputs. A model on its own serves little purpose for multi-objective optimization unless a problem is defined from it. A problem specifies further detail regarding a model that provides something to solve, by describing the inputs and outputs and asks specifically, what inputs optimize the outputs, and furthermore, describes optima to the problem.

A multi-objective problem (MOP) therefore, is a problem with multiple objectives. A sample of roughly twenty MOPs is already implemented in JMOO. Those models are implemented in jmoo_problems.py. For example, a Constrex constrained problem is implemented as shown in Figure 7.1.

A plethora of models are available at increasing rates every year. For example, at the AAAI Formal Verification and Modeling in Human-Machine Systems Workshop, a large percentage of the presentations discussed new models. Three steps involve creating a class instance that represents the problem inside of the jmoo_problems.py script. A bare bones structure for implementing a new problem is in Figure 7.2 which over-elicits the details of that code for the reader.

1. Define the Decisions and Objectives (lines 4-13)
2. Define the Evaluation Methods (lines 16-31)
3. Define Constraint Functions (lines 34-47 and 50-65)

Defining Decisions and Objectives

Decisions and objectives are inputs and outputs of the model. The __init__() method of Figure 7.1 (lines 3-6) and Figure 7.2 (lines 3-13) defines the decisions and objectives, as well as the name of the problem. The main components are as follows:

- name: a string; (line 4 of Figure 7.2, line 4 of Figure 7.1)
- decisions: a python list: (line 9 of Figure 7.2, line 5 of Figure 7.1)
- objectives: a python list: (line 13 of Figure 7.2, line 6 of Figure 7.1)
class constrex(jmoo_problem):
  "ConstrEx"
  def __init__(prob):
    prob.name = "ConstrEx"
    prob.decisions = [jmoo_decision("x1", 0.1, 1.0), jmoo_decision("x2", 0, 5)]
    prob.objectives = [jmoo_objective("f1", True), jmoo_objective("f2", True)]
  def evaluate(prob, input = None):
    if input:
      for i, decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
        decision.value = input[i]
    x1 = prob.decisions[0].value
    x2 = prob.decisions[1].value
    prob.objectives[0].value = x1
    prob.objectives[1].value = (1.0 + x2)/x1
    return [objective.value for objective in prob.objectives]
  def evalConstraints(prob, input = None):
    if input:
      for i, decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
        decision.value = input[i]
    x1 = prob.decisions[0].value
    x2 = prob.decisions[1].value
    if (9*x1 + x2 < 6):
      return True
    if (9*x1 - x2 < 1):
      return True
    return False
  def evalConstraintOversages(prob, input = None):
    if input:
      for i, decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
        decision.value = input[i]
    x1, x2 = prob.decisions[0].value, prob.decisions[1].value
    g1 = max(6 - (9*x1 + x2), 0)
    g2 = max(1 - (9*x1 - x2), 0)
    return [g1, g2]

Figure 7.1: The Constrex Model in JMOO
class whatismyname(jmoo_problem):
    "whatismyname"
    def __init__(prob):
        prob.name = "whatismyname"
        lows = [10,10,10]  #lowerbounds for each decision
        highs = [20,20,20]  #upperbounds for each decision
        names = ["x1", "x2", "x3"]  #names of the decisions
        prob.decisions = [jmoo_decision(names[i], lows[i], highs[i]) for i in range(min(len(lows), len(highs)))]
        goals = ["f1", "f2"]
        lessIsMore = [True, True]
        prob.objectives = [jmoo_objective(goals[i], lessIsMore[i]) for i in range(min(len(lessIsMore), len(goals)))]

def evaluate(prob,input = None):
    #grabbing the input decision values
    if input:
        for i,decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
            decision.value = input[i]
        #simpler to represent each decision as x1, x2, x3, etc.
        x1 = prob.decisions[0].value
        x2 = prob.decisions[1].value
        x3 = prob.decisions[2].value
        # be sure to assign values to each objective
        prob.objectives[0].value = x1+x2+x3
        prob.objectives[1].value = -x1-x2-x3
        #return the objective fitness scores as an array
        return [objective.value for objective in prob.objectives]

def evalConstraints(prob,input = None):
    #grabbing the input decision values
    if input:
        for i,decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
            decision.value = input[i]
        #simpler to represent each decision as x1, x2, x3, etc.
        x1 = prob.decisions[0].value
        x2 = prob.decisions[1].value
        x3 = prob.decisions[2].value
        #the actual constraints here. To return "True" means "constraint is violated" and solution is infeasible
        if (x1 + x2 + x3 < 35): return True
        if (x1 + x2 + x3 > 55): return True
        return False

def evalConstraintOverages(prob,input = None):
    #grabbing the input decision values
    if input:
        for i,decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
            decision.value = input[i]
        #simpler to represent each decision as x1, x2, x3, etc.
        x1 = prob.decisions[0].value
        x2 = prob.decisions[1].value
        x3 = prob.decisions[2].value
        #these are the same as the constraints except they measure how much the constraints are violated
        g1 = max( 35 - (x1 + x2 + x3) , 0)  #if not violated, then 0
        g2 = max( (x1 + x2 + x3) - 55 , 0)
        #return the constraint overages as an array
        return [g1, g2]

Figure 7.2: Copy this code as a starting point for implementing a new problem.
class jmoo_decision:
    "representation of a decision"
    
def __init__(dec, name, low, up):
        dec.name = name  # name of decision
        dec.low = low    # lower bound
        dec.up = up      # upper bound
        
    def normalize(dec, x):
        "return a normalized value between 0 and 1"
        tmp = float(x - dec.low) / (dec.up - dec.low + 0.000001)
        if tmp > 1: return 1
        elif tmp < 0: return 0
        else: return tmp

Figure 7.3: Decisions in JMOO

The name of the model is used for the generation of data files. Decisions are implemented as a python list of JMOO Decision objects. And lastly, the objectives are implemented similarly as a python list of JMOO Objective objects.

The jmoo_decision.py script defines JMOO Decision objects. See Figure 7.3. Each decision has a name, a lower bound, and an upper bound. The normalize method on line 9 of that figure provides an easy way to normalize decision values between 0 and 1 using the upper and lower bounds.

Objectives are defined similarly, in the jmoo_objective.py script. See Figure 7.4. Each objective has a name, and a 'lismore' (short for less is more) boolean value that describes whether or not less is more. That boolean is False for objectives with the goal of maximization, and True when minimizing. Objectives can have lower and upper bounds, but typically, they are undefined. For normalization, those ranges are inferred after evaluating many solutions.

Evaluating the Model

The evaluation methods allow for the transformation of inputs to outputs as defined by behavior generalized by the mode. There are three code segments for this: gathering of inputs, transform the inputs, and then return them.

The evaluate() method of the problem (lines 7-15 of Figure 7.1 or lines 15-31 of Figure 7.2) defines how to evaluate the model. The evaluator method accepts a parameter called input, which contains the values of the decisions to evaluate in list format. Lines 8 through 12
class jmoo_objective:
    "representation of an objective"

def __init__(obj, name, lismore, low=None, up=None):
    obj.name = name  # name of objective
    obj.lismore = lismore  # lismore(less is more). True for minimization.
    obj.low = low  # lower bound if any; set to none if unknown
    obj.up = up  # upper bound if any; set to none if unknown

Figure 7.4: Objectives in JMOO

of Figure 7.1 assign those decision values to $x_1, x_2$ for simplicity in writing the evaluation functions. On lines 13 and 14 of Figure 7.1, the evaluation functions score each of the objectives sequentially.

Finally on line 15 of Figure 7.1 each of those raw objective scores are returned in a python list data structure. (For the bare bones model, inputs are gathered on lines 16-19 and then are transformed on lines 21-28, and then lastly returned on line 31.)

Handling Constraints

Constraints exist to constrain the decision space. While upper and lower bounds limit the ranges by which decisions may exist, constraints work on the whole vector of decisions. JMOO adopts the following convention: constraints are functions that return True when constraints are violated (solution is infeasible), and False otherwise. It is worth noting here, that some optimization suites implement the algorithms so that initial populations contain both infeasible solutions and feasible solutions. In JMOO, initial populations contain only solutions that are feasible.

There are two constraint methods in problems within JMOO. First, the `evaluateConstraints()` method (line 16 of Figure 7.1 or line Figure 7.2) determines the feasibility of a solution. That solution has its decisions parsed, and then the constraint functions themselves, which are a set of inequalities, return True on any violation. If there are no violations, the False at the end is returned instead.

Secondly, the `evaluateConstraintOverages()` method is used for any tool that needs to know by how much constraints are violated. This method is useful for any search algorithms that maintains populations containing (possibly) infeasible solutions which are then iteratively refined until the populations contain little to no infeasible solutions.
If for example, some first constraint evaluates to 4, then the overage for that constraint is \( 6 - 4 = 2 \). Those constraint overages are used for example in NSGA-II, which sorts solutions in terms of first, how good they are if feasible, and then the infeasible solutions are sorted in terms of how much they violate the constraints. For NSGA-II that means some infeasible solutions may appear in the final solutions found. For GALE, it is explicitly impossible for infeasible solutions to be found, as mutation methods for GALE discard any solution that becomes infeasible via mutation.

### 7.1.2 Population Structure

As part of evolutionary algorithms and most multi-objective optimization methods, a population is used for the search that contains a set of individuals which are solutions (decision values) + fitnesses (evaluated objectives) to the problem that may or may not have been evaluated. This section serves to elaborate on how JMOO stores population information.

At the high level, populations are just Python lists containing JMOO Individuals. The `jmoo_individual.py` script defines the individual for JMOO. Refer to Figure 7.3. Individuals contain:

- A link to the problem (line 4)
- Values (Python list) to the problem’s decisions (line 5)
- A JMOO Fitness (line 6)
- An evaluate method (lines 7-12)
- A property that checks for valid fitness (lines 13-16)

Every individual must have a copy of the problem for which it offers a solution to. That gives the individual access to problem information such as the number of decisions and objectives. Individuals contain decision values as a candidate solution to the problem. The `__init__()` method on line 4 initializes an individual by describing its three main members: problem, decisionValues and fitness. Decision values and the parameter fitness are both Python list structures (the fitness here is given as a list, and later given to build the fitness object).

Those decision values are not typically evaluated immediately (fitness = `None` when unevaluated) unless provided by the constructor init method, or when the evaluate method is called, at which time the decision values are transformed into objective values stored in a JMOO Fitness object. The `evaluate()` method on line 7 allows for the easy evaluation of any individual.
class jmoo_individual:
    def __init__(ind, problem, decisionValues, fitness = None):
        ind.problem = problem
        ind.decisionValues = decisionValues
        ind.fitness = jmoo_fitness(problem, fitness=fitness)
    def evaluate(ind):
        if ind.fitness:
            ind.fitness.setFitness( ind.problem.evaluate(ind.decisionValues) )
        else:
            ind.fitness = jmoo_fitness(ind.problem)
            ind.fitness.setFitness( ind.problem.evaluate(ind.decisionValues) )

@property
def valid(self):
    if self.fitness == None: return False
    else: return self.fitness.valid

Figure 7.5: Individuals in JMOO

When called, that individual calls the evaluator of the problem it is a solution for, and receives the objective scores from that evaluator to assign fitness for the individual.

If the decision values have not been evaluated, then its fitness values do not exist, and so a property checks for that - defined in the `valid` method starting on line 14. An individual is a valid individual if its decision values have been evaluated.

7.1.3 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms tend to have the same general outline. That consistent outline structure is exploited within JMOO. Although traditional evolutionary algorithms evaluate all members of the population, JMOO employs an `evaluate it only if you need it` policy. At the high level, that outline is as follows:

- 1.) Initialization
- 2.) Initial Population
- 3.) Collect Stats on Initial Population
- 4.) Iterative Phase:
   - a.) Selection
   - b.) Adjustment
   - c.) Recombination
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– d.) Collect Stats Re the Iteration
– e.) Test for Stopping Criteria

• 5.) Final Operations & Return Results

This generic outline is scripted in the jmoo_moea.py file. All of the search algorithms implemented in GALE currently use this standard outline. A discussion on how they fit into the outline is given shortly after some brief notes on the outline.

Inside the jmoo_moea.py script is a single method, called jmoo_evo(). At most three parameters are given: the problem to optimize, the algorithm (MOEA) used for search, and a stopping criteria. Refer to Figure 7.6.

In JMOO, algorithms for search are implemented as liaison scripts to their actual code. They are currently implemented in the jmoo_algorithms.py file. For example, the GALE algorithm is encoded in Figure 7.7. That code simply defines each of the three main iterative phase methods: the selector (step 4a), the adjustor (step 4b) and the recombiner (step 4c). Those three methods are written in the GALEgale_components.py script. Similarly, for NSGA-II and SPEA2, the actual methods are implemented partially by the DEAP toolkit [205].

Step 1: Returning back to Figure 7.6, the evolutionary structure follows a five step process which begins with initialization of a stats collector object called a stat box (JMOO Stats Box) (line 6). The stopping criteria (a boolean, initialized to False) and current generation (integer, initialized to 0) are also initialized.

Step 2: In step 2, the initial population is loaded from data (the initial population must pre-exist before running the MOEA). Population data is stored and maintained via the population variable (line 10). The population is simply a Python list of individuals.

Step 3: In step 3, the initial stats regarding the initial population are collected using the initialized stats box of step 1 (line 13). Stats are implemented in the jmoo_stats_box.py script. Details about the stats box are given in the next section.

Step 4: The main phase of search begins in step 4. Step 4 describes the core processes of the MOEA. Each iteration is a generation which reiterates until the stopping criteria triggers.

Step 4a: Starting on line 19, step 4a selects a subset of individuals from the population while only evaluating individuals if it is necessary, and keeping track of the number of evaluations needed to do so, storing the selected subset in the selectees list structure.

Step 4b: On line 24, step4b mutates those selectees with the adjustor method of the algorithm. Mutation essentially constitutes the actual search, by changing individuals in hopes that they are...
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def jmoo_evo(problem, algorithm, toStop = bstop):

    # 1) Initialization
    stoppingCriteria = False # Just a flag for stopping criteria
    statBox = jmoo_stats_box(problem,algorithm) # Record keeping device
    gen = 0 # Just a number to track generations

    # 2) Load Initial Population
    population = problem.loadInitialPopulation(MU)

    # 3) Collect Initial Stats
    statBox.update(population, 0, 0, initial=True)

    # 4) Generational Evolution
    while gen < PSI and stoppingCriteria == False:
        gen+= 1

        # 4a) Selection
        problem.referencePoint = statBox.referencePoint
        selectees,evals = algorithm.selector(problem,population)
        numNewEvals = evals

        # 4b) Adjustment
        selectees,evals = algorithm.adjustor(problem, selectees)
        numNewEvals += evals

        # 4c) Recombination
        population,evals = algorithm.recombiner(problem, population, selectees, MU)
        numNewEvals += evals

        # 4d) Collect Stats
        statBox.update(population, gen, numNewEvals)
        #for row in population: print row.valid

        # 4e) Evaluate Stopping Criteria
        stoppingCriteria = toStop(statBox)

    # 5) Return the record keeping device
    return statBox

Figure 7.6: Evolutionary Algorithm Framework in JMOO
class jmoo_GALE:
    def __init__(self):
        self.name = "GALE"
        self.selector = galeWHERE
        self.adjustor = galeMutate
        self.recombiner = galeRegen

Figure 7.7: The GALE high level driver object.

evolved into better solutions.

  **Step 4c**: On line 28, the recombiner method is used to maintain the population size, by combining the now-mutated members of selectees with the population. For GALE, that means regrowing the population, but for NSGA-II and SPEA2, it means culling the weakest members. (Note: standard genetic algorithms define a recombiner as a method for crossover. In the context of JMOO, crossover is a part of mutation. In general throughout the course of this paper, whenever mutation is mentioned, crossover is considered.)

  **Step 4d**: On line 33, stats for the iteration are updated. This mainly involves keeping track of individuals and computing summary statistics for the generation.

  **Step 4e**: At the end of each iteration, on line 37, the stopping criteria is evaluated. JMOO uses the $\text{bStop}(\lambda)$ stopping criteria, which examines the median objective scores of every individual for the generation. If none of those medians have improved upon their respective best-seen medians from previous generations, then the stopping criteria loses patience: that is, $\lambda$ is decremented. When all patience has been lost and hits zero, then the stopping criteria says it is time to stop.

  **Step 5**: Lastly, step 5 returns the stat box as output from the MOEA. The stat box will contain information on all generations. A most preferred or best generation among them must thereafter be determined. This happens in the controller that calls the evolutionary process, which is contained in the $\text{jmoocore.py}$ script. JMOO reports the generation by which the best overall solution quality is scored.

### 7.1.4 JMOO Stats Box

The JMOO Stats Box is a record keeping device for keeping and tracking stats of search algorithms. The $\text{jmoostatsbox.py}$ script implements the stats box. It is essentially a simple Python list of many smaller boxes, where each box is a collection of stats for each generation.
There are only two main methods for the JMOO stats box. Firstly, the init constructor, and secondly, the update method which is called after every round of iteration from search. The initializer is provided a copy of the problem and search algorithm that the stats are being tracked for. In addition, a number of other minor parameters are set, for instance; the patience (lives) of the stopping criteria is defined (at default to be 3).

The update method implements any tracking information that is desired. Namely, the quality score is computed for each generation.

**Quality Score**

JMOO uses the “Quality Score” metric to assess populations of solutions, as discussed in Chapter 2. To recap: quality score is a metric that avoids the computational complexity of hypervolume (HV) and the impracticality of knowing the true Pareto frontier.

Quality scores measure the loss in quality between members of the population and the precomputed baseline (generated by repeating the model with random inputs and collecting the outputs). The median objective score defines the baseline, and the median of the loss in qualities defines the quality score. Lower numbers are better and numbers higher than 1 (100%) indicate loss of quality, while numbers less than 1 indicate improvements in quality. For the code to compute quality score, refer to Figure 2.8.

### 7.1.5 The Core

The core interface is what allows the user to run JMOO from the command line. It is implemented in two separate layers. The core interior file is abstract from the user and implemented in `jmoo_core.py`. The core is then connected to the most outer layer connecting the user to JMOO, called the interface and is implemented in `jmoo_interface.py`. The interface is responsible for parsing command line arguments. Details on running JMOO and command line arguments are in the section on Running JMOO.

The core is responsible for conducting an experiment. In the context of JMOO, an experiment is defined as such:

**Definition 12** (JMOO Experiment). An Experiment in JMOO is a set of search tools called the **algorithms**, a set of search problems called **problems** and a number of times to repeat them. The **experiment** thereby runs every combination of algorithm+problem for repeat-many times.
algorithms = [jmoo_GALE(), jmoo_NSGAII()]
problems = [srinivas(), tanaka(), osyczka2()]
MU=100
repeats = 20
PSI =20

Figure 7.8: Common Properties for JMOO

Experiments can be setup within the interface of JMOO, as explained in the next section on the properties module.

7.1.6 JMOO Properties Module

Properties are they key to setting up experiments. They are implemented in jmoo_properties.py and in general, they are accessible by any python script. For example, in Figure 7.8 the lines shown are those required to set up an experiment using GALE and NSGA-II for optimizing the Srinivas, Tanaka and Osyczka2 problems with a population size of 100. Each algorithm is repeated 20 times and the maximum number of generations that will run is 20 (the bstop(\(\lambda\)) stopping criteria usually terminates prior 20 generations).

Other properties include the data file prefixes and suffixes to use for JMOO. Those are used for writing data files that are recorded after an experiment is run. For details on that, see the section on reading output.

7.2 Running JMOO

The high level driver for JMOO is in the interface: i.e. jmoo_interface.py. Any experiment is conducted by executing that script as follows:

```
shell $ python jmoo_interface.py
```

The JMOO interface script contains a simple command line parser to allow for options to be sent in to the script. The most useful of these arguments it the ”-new” argument, which tells the script to build new datasets for each problem. This must be done at least once or else the code will return an error saying the initial population does not exist.

```
shell $ python jmoo_interface.py -New
```
Other command line arguments are given in Figure 7.9. They allow the user to specify the use of reporting tools such as graphs, decision frequency reports and statistical summary reports. A very brief description of them is given here. The graphs can effectively plot 2 objective spaces for visualizing Pareto frontiers. Typically however, graphing is used to visualize overall objective improvement from the baseline across each generation. Frequency reports yield lists of bins, where each row of bins sums to 100 and each value indicates a percentage that the decisions in that bin were used in the final generation of the algorithm. Lastly, the statistical reports list average objective and quality scores.

### 7.3 Reading Output

After an experiment concludes, there is an output to the terminal screen as well as to several files. The terminal output for an arbitrary run of GALE (MU=100, PSI=20, repeats=1) on Constrex is shown below:
To understand that output, consider just one of the lines of values. Some background on ConstrEx is required: that problem has two objectives. The first number in each line indicates the number of accumulated evaluations thus far. Furthermore, each line is a generation. Before convergence and termination, GALE needed 44 evaluations for this problem (third-to-last line beginning with 44). The second number, 0.6679, indicates the median objective score of the first objective in that final generation. The percentage which follows is the relative change from the initial baseline (looking at the first generation, which starts at 0 evaluations, the first objective began at 0.7582). The 97.2% is the percent difference (improvement) to 0.6679 from 0.7582. The third value is the last in that objective tuple: the spread (defined as the 75th percentile − 25th percentile). That says there was about a 0.0576 error rate in the median of 0.6679.

The next three values are the 3-tuple for the second objective. After that is shown a final 3-tuple that aggregates each objective using continuous domination to combine them. Those values are all below 1.0 if there is improvement from the baseline. In the last generation, here, the aggregated quality score was 0.6913, which is precisely 69.1%. Lastly, the error rate or spread of that is similarly defined to show how much variance exists in the quality of the population. In that last generation, there was about 0.0848 or 8.48% variance. That means the quality score might really be anywhere from roughly 60% to 76%

The final bit of output is the number of violations in terms of a percentage indicating how much of the population was feasible. And in the last line, the total runtime is output. Here, ConstrEx took 0.51563 seconds to optimize via GALE. The controller for the optimization will select one
Figure 7.10: Data Files used in JMOO

of those generations as the official representative output of the algorithm. As discussed earlier, the
controller will select the generation with the best (lowest) aggregate score quality. In this particular
run of Constrex, that best generation would be the very last generation.

7.3.1 Data Files

There are a number of data files that are written to as output after the experiment is complete.
Not all of them are necessarily useful, but they’re available. Most of these are used for post-hoc
processes such as graphing final solution spaces or doing statistical testing. Refer to Figure 7.10
for a synopsis. Each of those is then further described in the following subsections.

Initial Datasets

The initial datasets are generated inside the jmoo_problems.py script under the
initialPopulation() method. The syntax for the file written combines the MOP and the
population size, MU. That file contains the initial population of non-evaluated solutions to that
MOP. After the MU-many rows in that file, there is some end-matter appended which contains the
(minimum, average, maximum) objective score, for each objective. Those averages are used as the
baseline for computation of relative objective scores if necessary.

Decision Bin Tables

These files output the solutions of final generations. Those solutions are evaluated candidates,
containing both the decisions and objectives, as well as the number of evaluations to that genera-
tion. The first five lines of a decision bin table for GALE optimizing the BNH constrained problem
(2-decisions, 2-objectives) is shown below:
Each row is a solution returned from a final generation of some run of GALE on BNH. In just the first row of that, 2.12 and 2.15 are the decisions. The 36.35 and 16.46 are the objectives from evaluating those decisions. The final number, the 11, refers to the number of evaluations for the generation that contained that solution.

Results Tables

Results tables contain all generations as output to the terminal during the run of an experiment. For the purposes of tracking objective score improvement from one generation to another, this data file may be useful. Unlike the other data files, this one contains a header:

| NumEval, f1_median, (%chg), f1_spread, f2_median, (%chg), f2_spread, IBD, (%chg), IBS, |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| 0, 39.4987, 100.0%, 0.0000, 20.8269, 100.0%, 0.0000, 1.0000, 100.0%, 0.0000 |
| 11, 36.3500, 99.5%, 1.5313, 16.4564, 98.0%, 0.3620, 0.6373, 63.7%, 0.0518 |
| 20, 51.9827, 101.9%, 2.1487, 12.2386, 96.2%, 0.6043, 0.8868, 88.7%, 0.0074 |
| 29, 42.7722, 100.5%, 7.0753, 14.4801, 97.2%, 1.8834, 0.8706, 87.1%, 0.0113 |
| 42, 38.2482, 99.8%, 31.8133, 15.8544, 97.8%, 7.7850, 0.8802, 88.0%, 0.0231 |

Summary Results Tables

Summary results are the best generation from the results tables. An example is shown below, using only the first five row of that datafile for GALE optimizing the Poloni (2-objective (maximize both) and 2-decision) problem:
The first number (7 in the first row) refers to the number of evaluations for that generation that the summary row was taken from. The next several values (10.85 and 43.87) represent the median objective scores of that generation. After those, the relative score (0.81) and variance (0.07) percentages are shown. The last value is the runtime (0.1436).

**Grand Summary Table**

This file contains all the summary results for everything in the experiment. The format is exactly the same as with regular summary results, except all problems and algorithms are combined into one convenient file.

### 7.4 More JMOO Examples: Encoding the Experiments of this Thesis

To provide some more example demonstration of how to setup experiments within JMOO, this chapter shows how each of the experiments of this thesis were setup.

#### 7.4.1 Experiment #1: Unconstrained Problems

The first set of experiments are simple. The algorithms used are NSGA-II, GALE, and SPEA2. Each of those algorithms are run on each of the problems listed in the *problems* python list structure. The *repeats* variable specifies that each algorithm+problem be repeated 20 times, and at most, only 20 generations would be executed, but likely, the stopping criteria would terminate beforehand.

The Kursawe and Fonseca models take parameters in the form of how many decisions to use. In this experiment, each of those models are defined with 3 decisions as specified below. The below is a chunk of code that should replace similar lines in the *jmoo_properties.py* file.
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algorithms = [jmoo_NSGAII(), jmoo_GALE(), jmoo_SPEA2()]
problems = [kursawe(3), fonseca(3), poloni(), schaffer(), viennet2(),
            viennet3(), viennet4(), golinski(), zdt1(), zdt2(), zdt3(),
            zdt4(), zdt6()]
MU = 100
repeats = 20

7.4.2 Experiment #2: Constrained Problems

The second set of experiments use the same set of algorithms as at the first experiment, except
this experiment uses a different set of problems, namely the constrained models implemented
in JMOO. Similarly, each algorithm+problem is to be repeated 20 times, and at most, only 20
generations would be executed, but likely, the stopping criteria would terminate beforehand.

The below is a chunk of code that should replace similar lines in the jmooproperties.py
file. That is, to emulate this experiment, these lines below should be in the properties file.

algorithms = [jmoo_NSGAII(), jmoo_GALE(), jmoo_SPEA2()]
problems = [bnh(), twobartruss(), osyczka2(), srinivas(), tanaka(), water(), constrex()]
MU = 100
repeats = 20
PSI = 20

7.4.3 Experiment #3: POM3 Problems

The POM3 model substantiates a slightly different encoding approach from those standard lab
models used in the previous two experiments. Although the code to edit in the property file is no
different. in this section we will show how to implement the property file and also discuss how
POM3 was hooked up in JMOO.

The code below demonstrates the important lines of code to replace in the properties file
of jmooproperties.py.

algorithms = [jmoo_NSGAII(), jmoo_GALE(), jmoo_SPEA2()]
problems = [POM3A(), POM3B(), POM3C()]
MU = 100
repeats = 20
PSI = 20
Hooking JMOO with POM3

POM3 is different than the standard lab models previously used. Its transformation functions used in the evaluating of solutions exist as a set of complex series of computational instructions. The code for POM3 is provided inside the Problems/pom3 subdirectory. Therefore, the following lines of code are added to the preamble of the jmoo_problems.py:

```python
import os, sys, inspect
cmd_subfolder = os.path.realpath(os.path.abspath(os.path.join(os.path.split(inspect.getfile(inspect.currentframe()))[0], "Problems/pom3")))
if cmd_subfolder not in sys.path:
sys.path.insert(0, cmd_subfolder)
import pom3
```

Next, the code for defining the evaluation functions are slightly different. The evaluate method initiates a caller object to connect to the code where POM3 is defined. That code calls the POM3 code and then receives its output, and then assigns each objective function in that manner. For example, POM3A is defined like such:

```python
class POM3A(jmoo_problem):
    "POM3A"
    def __init__(prob):
        prob.name = "POM3A"
        LOWS = [0.1, 0.82, 2, 0.40, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1]
        UPS = [0.9, 1.20, 10, 0.70, 100, 50, 4, 5, 44]
        prob.decisions = [jmoo_decision(names[i], LOWS[i], UPS[i]) for i in range(len(names))]
        prob.objectives = [jmoo_objective("Cost", True, 0), jmoo_objective("Score", False, 0, 1), jmoo_objective("Completion", False, 0, 1), jmoo_objective("Idle", True, 0, 1)]
    def evaluate(prob, input = None):
        if input:
            for i, decision in enumerate(prob.decisions):
                decision.value = input[i]
        else: input = [decision.value for decision in prob.decisions]
p3 = pom3.pom3()
output = p3.simulate(input)
for i, objective in enumerate(prob.objectives):
    objective.value = output[i]
return [objective.value for objective in prob.objectives]
def evalConstraints(prob, input = None):
    return False #no constraints
```
7.4.4 Experiment #4: CDA Model

The CDA model is similar to POM3 in its hookup, but because the code is not implemented in Python, but rather c++, a separate liaison script is used to federate the connection from CDA to JMOO. Starting with the properties module, the code is no different than other experiment:

```python
algorithms = [jmoo_NSGAII(), jmoo_GALE(), jmoo_SPEA2()]
problems = [WMC3CDA()]
MU=100
repeats = 20
PSI =20
```

The code that defines the problem in `jmoo_problems.py` is in fact not much different than for POM3 as well. Its evaluate method defines a calling object to the liaison script instead of the actual code. The liaison script is written in Python and enables tools for issuing command line calls that are capable of executing c++ programs.
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Experiments

*It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t matter how smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.* – Richard P. Feynman

8.1 Overview

In this chapter a number of experiments are conducted to show the efficiency and effectiveness of GALE. In each of these experiments, GALE is compared to NSGA-II and SPEA2 (for the most part), and some additional studies for CDA are given using GALE alone since NSGA-II and SPEA2 are far too inefficient.

The experiments are separated into four main areas:

- CDA
- POM3
- Constrained Lab Models
- Unconstrained Lab Models

Further details are given to specify the experimental methodologies applied within this chapter. The next section addresses each of the principles of chapter 3 in order to provide a rigorous experimental design. The chapter thereafter discusses different quality assessment metrics before delivering the details of each experiment and their findings in the subsequent sections.
**8.2 Experimental Design and Specification**

This thesis took much care to define rigorous experimental methods. Each of the four areas of experimentation address the seven principles outlined in chapter 3. Those concerns are alleviated in the following passages of this section.

**Principle #1: Models** - a total of 22 models are used to assemble 40 different problems that explore each of the above four areas of experimentation. Each of these areas satisfy some part of the principle; there should be both constrained and unconstrained problems; there should be both standard lab models and realistic models; and the problems should have a wide range of number of decisions and objectives.

- 13 Unconstrained Lab Models
- 7 Constrained Lab Models (range of 1-6 constraint functions)
- The real-world POM3 Model (Three Modes)
- The real-world CDA Model (Default CDA + 16 Modes)
- A range of 1-30 decisions and 2-5 objectives across these 40 problems

**Principle #2: Repeats** - each area of experimentation repeats the studies 20 times because the results are stochastic. Thus, statistical methods are used (see next paragraph) to discern the differences between groups in the data.

**Principle #3: Statistics** - first, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was applied. The results of that are the same for every experiment: the data is non-normal. Hence, a non-parametric methodology is thereafter applied. There are three groups to compare (GALE, NSGA-II, SPEA2), so a multiple-group comparison method is used: the Friedman Test. Whenever differences are found among the group, the Nemenyi’s Test is thereafter used to identify which groups have the significant differences. These tests are all performed at the 99% level of confidence ($\alpha = 0.01$).

**Principle #4: Runtime** - runtimes are reported to provide information on computational resources required by the algorithm. For CDA, runtimes were collected on a NASA Linux server with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8GB of memory. For other models, runtimes were measured with Python running on a 2 GHz Intel Core i7 MacBook Air, with 8GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 memory.

**Principle #5: Evaluations** - the number of evaluations needed by each algorithm is reported, to provide information on how often the algorithm needs to run the model. This can be important for real models where the runtime costs of that model are high.

**Principle #6: Parameters** - parameters are an important part of any study. Without a careful
detail and analysis of the parameters used, it would not be possible to reproduce the findings of the study. This thesis tries its best to define and defend all of its parameter choices:

- Population size = 100, due to personal experience and per recommendations of the literature
- Maximum Generations = 20, due to personal experience regarding the stopping criteria (see next bullet)
- Stopping Criteria is implemented via bstop(\(\lambda = 3\)). In other words, the search decrements \(\lambda\) after no improvements to any objective have been reported. Once \(\lambda = 0\), the search terminates.
- Reproducibility is provided via JMOO, which was detailed in the last chapter.
- GALE-specific parameters were discussed in the chapter on GALE (Chapter 4)
- NSGA-II and SPEA2-specific parameters were discussed in chapter 5.

Principle #7 - Threats - threats to validity are important to discuss in any study, as their implications may threaten the stability and believability of any finding. Although the points made by these last several paragraphs remove much of the threat, there may still be concerns and they are covered in the next chapter.

These experiments are aimed at the three categories of questioning: evals, speed and quality. Search tools should be able to find good quality approximations to the Pareto frontier in few evaluations, and with minimal runtime costs (speed). In detail, each of these categories of questioning are further discussed:

**RQ1, RQ4, RQ7, RQ10: Evals** Can GALE perform and find approximations to the Pareto frontier in very few evaluations? Very few is both relative and absolute: if GALE requires relatively (very) fewer evaluations than NSGA-II and SPEA2, it would not be as impactful if the absolute number is not very small (20-50)? In the results, the winner has the fewest evaluations, and is dramatically clear in all the data shown later in this chapter. Since this thesis does not care who wins between NSGA-II and SPEA2, no statistics are used to select the winner.

**RQ2, RQ5, RQ8, RQ11: Speed** Can GALE perform and find approximations to the Pareto frontier with low runtime cost? Speed is similar to Evals in that it should be concerned both relatively and absolutely. If GALE requires relatively much less time than NSGA-II or SPEA2, it would not mean much unless absolutely, its runtimes were very small. In the results, the winner has the least runtime. No statistics are used to chose a winner because either the absolute differences are dramatically different, or they are extremely small (it is safe to say that a difference less than a second is of no preference), so a critical difference of 1 second is used to determine winners from
Figure 8.1: Research Question Summary and Null Hypotheses for each. One of \{=, +, -\} are assigned in each column to indicate that the group is the same as others (=), better (+), or worse (-). Statistical tests are used where appropriate.

ties.

**RQ3, RQ6, RQ9, RQ12: Quality** Are the approximations to the Pareto frontier as found by GALE of good quality? Quality here is defined with the Quality Score metric, which had its implementation discussed in the last chapter and will be defended further in the next section of this chapter. These research questions ask which MOEA is best at finding good solutions. Statistics are used as prescribed in chapter 3, to make the assessments on which MOEA performs best.

The table in Figure 8.1 overviews the research questions (RQs) for each area of experimentation and category, assigning at first an equal sign (=) to each of the GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2 columns to indicate the Null Hypotheses of each RQ (the Null Hypotheses states the default stance: there is no difference between the groups). In the conclusion sections of this chapter, this table will be updated to house the answers to each RQ, using a plus sign (+) whenever a positive difference (in favor of that search tool) was found, or a negative sign (-) whenever the difference was negative (the search tool was worse than some plus signed column).

Next, assessment metrics are recapped before giving details on the experiments further within.
8.3 Assessment Metrics

Assessment metrics were discussed in chapter 2. In summary, JMOO avoids the difficult complexity of Hypervolume and the unavailability of optimal Pareto frontier information required for computing those. Instead, the continuous domination predicate provides information on how much one solution losses over another. With the use of a baseline that defines the average objective scores for the initial population, the loss metric for each solution in the output of the search tool is used to compute the loss of each member to the baseline. The median loss measure is then reported. See Figure 2.8.

This metric complies with the arguments of Shepperd & MacDonnell [81]: the baseline is randomly chosen and other than that, there is no parameter to control. To examine the effect of variance in the losses of the output set of solutions, the spread of those loss measures is reported as an error amount.

The next section begins the experimental discussions. These discussions are split into two main classes: quantitative experiments and qualitative experiments. The research questions of Figure 8.1 concern only the quantitative studies (statements are argued with numbers). A more general qualitative study (statements are argued with logic) is additionally given using the CDA model, at the very end of this chapter.

8.4 Experiment #1: Optimizing CDA

In this experiment, the NASA model of cockpit avionics and human pilot interaction onboard aircraft approaching to runway for landing is studied. This experiment is really two separate studies:

- Comparing GALE vs NSGA-II vs SPEA2
- Studying the effect of changed pilot performance capabilities

In the first study, GALE is compared to NSGA-II and SPEA2 on a theme consistent with the previous three experiments. In the second study, GALE is used when NSGA-II and SPEA2 cannot, due to runtime computational costs. In that second study, the effect of changing the number of tasks a pilot can handle without forgetting some or mixing them up is studied. In short preclusion, when that number decreases, so does performance of the CDA model, but GALE is able to find
the appropriate mitigations that can keep the performance on par with other levels of pilot task handling capabilities.

Studying the CDA model is a difficult task. With many modes of defining the problem, a complete study would be near impossible:

- SPEA2 or NSGA-II would take nearly 300 weeks of runtime.
- CDA itself requires about 8 seconds to run a single evaluation, so the number of evaluations needed by a MOEA is critical to the performance of the search.

An additional study with CDA is given in the one of the last sections of this chapter. In that second study, a qualitative theme of experimentation is employed rather than a quantitative theme as with this section and all of the studies addressed by the RQs in Figure 8.1. In that qualitative experiment, 16 different modes are studied and each mode is repeated 20 times by GALE. More details are given further in the later section regarding it, but the summary of that study is that GALE would require about 83 hours of runtime when NSGA-II or SPEA2 would approximately require about six months of runtime, each. To compare GALE to both NSGA-II and SPEA2, it would require a year of runtime and only during three-four of those days was GALE ever being used. Hence, GALE makes large studies on problems like CDA possible.

8.4.1 Research Questions

**RQ1: Evals** Can GALE find solutions to CDA in very few evaluations?
The question of number of evaluations is asked. By "few evaluations", the aim is to use less than 50 evaluations to find optimal solutions, and to need far fewer (by a factor of 20 to 100 times fewer) evaluations than that of NSGA-II and SPEA2.

**RQ2: Speed** Can GALE find solutions to CDA in little time?
RQ2 concerns the runtime of CDA. Can GALE find solutions much faster than SPEA2 and NSGA-II?

**RQ3: Quality** Can GALE find good approximations to the Pareto frontier for CDA?
If the answer to RQ1 and RQ2 is yes, then it makes little sense to value GALE if poor solutions are found. So this question asks whether or not good solutions can be found by GALE, with respect to the solutions found by NSGA-II and SPEA2.
8.4.2 Evals

The results of this section study the comparison of MOEA tools. In Figure 8.2, the number of evaluations for each search tool is charted. From that chart, GALE needed only 52 evaluations to find solutions while NSGA-II and SPEA2 need several thousands - 2,780 and 2,450 respectively. Those numbers are about 50 times more evaluations than GALE needed.

The answer to research questions use a notation defined as follows. While a ’+’ indicates statistical significance, additional ’+’ signs indicate the number of orders of magnitude different from the observed means; i.e. ’+++’ indicates that GALE performed about two orders of magnitude better.

Answer to RQ1(Evals): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{+++ , = , = \} GALE needs very few evaluations (about 50) to achieve results. NSGA-II and SPEA2 on the other handed needed about 50 times more than that. CDA is a real-world model which is very complex, and so hence, evaluations are an integral metric of performance. As shown in the next subsection, such a high number of evaluations leads to astronomical runtimes for NSGA-II and SPEA2.

8.4.3 Speed

The raw runtimes for CDA are averaged and reported in Figure 8.3. Because of the evaluation differences reported in the previous subsection, these runtimes are vastly in favor of GALE. GALE only needed about 10 minutes to optimize CDA while NSGA-II and SPEA2 needed about 4 hours each.

These runtimes are very large, and so a closer look at the runtimes is warranted. Figure 8.4 shows the minimum, maximum and standard deviations of the 20 repeats of each search tool on
The standard deviation for GALE is almost 3.5 minutes, while the standard deviations for NSGA-II and SPEA2 are about 27 minutes and 38 minutes, respectively. NSGA-II and SPEA2 had previously reported runtimes of about 14,000 and 12,500 seconds, respectively. This suggests that the runtimes for NSGA-II and SPEA2 are about the same, because while NSGA-II had a higher reported runtime average, it also had a smaller standard deviation.

In summary, GALE can optimize in anywhere between about 6 minutes and 20 minutes, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 need roughly 3 to 5 hours each, which means GALE is about 9 to 50 times faster. However, the real improvement is not the relative performance gain over NSGA-II and SPEA2, but the absolute performance gain. In Figure 8.5, the absolute times for performing this entire study are documented. Nearly an entire week of computational time was spent (151 hours) to get these results. Of that week, only 2% of the total time was spent on GALE.

Answer to RQ2(Speed): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{+++,=,=\} GALE needed about 10 minutes to find solutions to CDA, but that is much less than the 3-5 hours needed by SPEA2 and NSGA-II.
8.4.4 Solution Quality

Quality of solutions is measured per the “Quality Score” metric as defined in the previous section of this chapter (Assessment Metrics). That metric uses continuous domination to measure the loss in quality between solutions in a population relative to the baseline, generated by running the model many times with random inputs, and using the median objective scores across those repeats. For most of these experiments, the baselines are generated with 500 repeats with random inputs.

Lastly, it is not enough that GALE can dwarf the runtimes required by other MOEA tools. In Figure 8.6, the solution quality of each MOEA is shown. The results are so similar that a Friedman Test (99%) failed to find any statistically significant differences. This does not say that GALE can find better solutions than NSGA-II and SPEA2, but it does suggest that GALE finds equivalent solutions.

Answer to RQ3(Quality): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{ = , = , = \} GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2 all find approximately equivalent solutions to CDA. Thus, the Null hypothesis for RQ3 cannot be rejected. The group means here are all the same.
8.4.5 Discussion

GALE was shown to be a better tool for optimizing solutions to CDA. GALE does not find better solutions than NSGA-II or SPEA2, but it finds them much faster (6-20 minutes, not 3-5 hours). For larger experiments with CDA, this runtime is a deal breaker. In an additional experiment at the end of this chapter, a qualitative study is launched in which 16 different modes of CDA are studied. For NSGA-II and SPEA2 to take part in that study and compare to GALE, that study would take an entire year (without any parallelization).

In the next section, an experiment using another real-world model (a publicly available one) is shown. Once all of the quantitative experiments have been discussed, CDA will be discussed again in the last experiment as a qualitative study.

8.5 Experiment #2: Optimizing POM3

In this experiment, the POM3 model of agile software requirements engineering is studied. This model is a real-world model for Software Engineering. Its inclusion in the study represents the need for reproducible real-world models, whereas the CDA was a proprietary model.

8.5.1 Research Questions

(The numbering for research questions continues from the previous section of experiments.)

[RQ4: Evals] Can GALE find solutions to POM3 problems in very few evaluations?

For RQ4, the question of number of evaluations is asked. By “few evaluations”, the aim is to use less than 50 evaluations to find optimal solutions, and to need far fewer (by a factor of 20 to 100 times fewer) evaluations than that of NSGA-II and SPEA2.

[RQ5: Speed] Can GALE find solutions to POM3 problems in little time?

For RQ5, the question is on runtime. For the POM3 problems, this question asks whether or not GALE is just as fast or faster than NSGA-II and/or SPEA2.

[RQ6: Quality] Can GALE find optimal solutions to POM3 problems?

Together with RQ4 and RQ5, if the search algorithm cannot find optimal solutions, then speed and number of evaluations do not matter. This question asks whether or not GALE can find optimal solutions to POM3 problems, and whether or not it can find solutions equivalent to that of NSGA-II or SPEA2.
8.5.2 Evals

POM3 is much more realistic than the standard lab problems, so the number of evaluations needed is an important factor. Figure 8.7 shows the number of evaluations needed by each algorithm. The results clearly show that GALE needs very few (37-45) evaluations, while other algorithms needed more than 3,000. This is a speedup of more than 75 times fewer evaluations.

Answer to RQ4(Evals): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{++++, =, =\} GALE needed only about 37-45 evaluations while NSGA-II and SPEA2 needed 3000-3600 evaluations.

8.5.3 Runtime

The runtimes for search are indicated in Figure 8.8. GALE clearly optimizes much faster, by only a few seconds for POM3B, but by almost a minute faster in POM3A and by almost two minutes for POM3C.

To understand those relative differences in runtime, consider the model runtimes in Figure 6.1. The relative gains for GALE over NSGA-II and SPEA2 were the greatest with POM3C, and POM3C had the largest model runtime at almost 95ms. The relative gains were the least for GALE in POM3B, which had the least model runtime at 2ms.

Evaluation of the POM3 model is a factor that dominates the runtime for NSGA-II and SPEA2,
but represents only a fraction of the total runtime for GALE. For NSGA-II and SPEA2, the more expensive the model, the larger the percentage is. Although the runtimes of POM3 are very small (less than one-tenth of a second), they can still impact the runtime of search very dramatically.

Answer to RQ5 (Speed): \{GALE, NSGA-II, SPEA2\} = \{++, =, =\}

GALE needed 1-10 seconds to search the POM3 models, but NSGA-II and SPEA2 needed 4-110 seconds. This is only about a single order of magnitude better (and for POM3B specifically, which was a smaller model that simulated small agile projects, the improvement was less than one order of magnitude).

### 8.5.4 Solution Quality

Lastly, to consider GALE just for its efficiency would be foolish if good solutions were not also found. Figure 8.9 shows the summary story for solution quality. The results indicate that POM3 could only be improved by about 90%. A Friedman Test at the 99% level of confidence indicated that there were significant differences: a Nemenyi Test (99%) showed that there was only one significant difference between SPEA2 and NSGA-II for the POM3B problem. As for GALE, it was never better or worse, so it is safe to say with the exception of a single case, all the algorithms were equivalent in terms of solution quality.

Answer to RQ6 (Quality): \{GALE, NSGA-II, SPEA2\} = \{=, =, =\}

Although the individual
differences are quite nuanced (SPEA2 was slightly better for just one of the models), the overall theme here is that all of the algorithms were equivalent, with a vast majority of the differences being statistically insignificant.

8.5.5 Discussion

The results have shown that GALE is a very good tool for POM3, a realistic-world model for agile software requirements engineering. This experiment demonstrates that real-world models are very expensive to search, even when the model runtimes are just a few milliseconds. Since GALE needed very few evaluations, GALE avoided the runtime complexities that NSGA-II and SPEA2 suffered from.

8.5.6 Future Work

The validity of models is an important threat to consider that can affect the conclusions. Hence, future work includes validating the sanity of POM3 and its sub models to determine whether or not the recommendations of GALE, NSGA-II or SPEA2 are consistent with the real-world data recommended by experts in the field.
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BNH = BNH
Constrex = CON
Osyczka2 = OSY
Srinivas = SRI
Tanaka = TAN
Two Bar Truss = TWO
Water = WAT

Figure 8.10: Abbreviations for Constrained Lab Problems

Models can always be improved for validity and completeness. As more data becomes available, one possible future work is to improve POM3 so that it is much more accurate and realistic. In the next section, the experiments for the area of constrained lab models are given.

8.6 Experiment #3: Optimizing Constrained Lab Models

Constrained lab models represent a more-challenging aspect of widely available test models. Constrained search tools need to consider whether or not solutions are feasible or not. CDA and POM3 are not constrained in any way, so it is important to include these models in the study to test whether or not GALE can handle constraints.

8.6.1 Experimental Design

Seven problems were used for this experiment in optimizing constrained lab models. Those models are given abbreviations in Figure 8.10. Most of these models run very quickly, in less than a third of a millisecond per evaluation. Some of them are modeled off of real world problems, such as the Two Bar Truss problem and the Water problem. The same experimental setup as used for unconstrained models is used here; e.g. population size of 100, maximum generations is 20, and each MOP+ALG is run for 20 repeats.

8.6.2 Research Questions

(The numbering for research questions continues from the previous section of experiments.)
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RQ7: Evals

Can GALE find solutions to constrained lab problems in very few evaluations?

For RQ7, the question of number of evaluations is asked. By “few evaluations”, the aim is to use less than 50 evaluations to find optimal solutions, and to need far fewer (by a factor of 20 to 100 times fewer) evaluations than that of NSGA-II and SPEA2.

RQ8: Speed

Can GALE find solutions to constrained lab problems in little time?

For RQ8, the question is on runtime. For the constrained lab problems, this question asks whether or not GALE is just as fast or faster than NSGA-II and/or SPEA2.

RQ9: Quality

Can GALE find optimal solutions to constrained lab problems?

Together with RQ7 and RQ8, if the search algorithm cannot find optimal solutions, then speed and number of evaluations do not matter. This question asks whether or not GALE can find optimal solutions to constrained lab problems, and whether or not it can find solutions equivalent to that of NSGA-II or SPEA2.

8.6.3 Evals

The number of evaluations required for each MOP+ALG are shown in Figure 8.11. GALE needed at fewest, 28 evaluations before it terminated search while needing at most 88 for the Water problem. The Water model is actually an outlier in the dataset, with more than double the number of evaluations needed by other problems. This trend holds for NSGA-II and SPEA2 as well.

Answer to RQ7(Evals): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{++,=,=\} GALE only needed between 28 and 88 evaluations. NSGA-II and SPEA2 ranged from 930 to over 3000. This difference is about two orders of magnitude.

The speedup factors for GALE vary per problem, from 25 times fewer evaluations up to 100, and averaging at about 50. Since these models are not real-world models, the number of evaluations may not be a meaningful attribute to runtime and efficiency. The next subsection addresses runtime.

8.6.4 Runtime

The results for runtime of constrained lab problems are shown in Figure 8.12. The runtime story for constrained problems is similar to that of unconstrained problems (given in the next section). GALE and NSGA-II are often similar, and usually NSGA-II is slightly (less than a half a second) faster, while SPEA2 is vastly slower (2-25 seconds slower).
Figure 8.11: Number of Evaluations for Constrained Lab Problems.
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Figure 8.12: Runtimes for Constrained Lab Problems.
Statistically, tests could be run to very the significance of the differences in runtime between NSGA-II and GALE. However, since the runtime differences appear to be less than half of a second, it would not matter either way. Hence, statistical tests are not used and it is safe to say that NSGA-II and GALE tie, even if GALE is really just a few tenths of a second slower.

Answer to RQ8(Speed): \{GALE, NSGA-II, SPEA2\} = \{=, =\} GALE was able to find results in less than 1.5 seconds for all models. NSGA-II was able to do so in less than 1 second. This difference is indiscernible. Hence, the differences between GALE and NSGA-II are declared ties. SPEA2 on the other hand was often many seconds slower (from 2 to 25 seconds slower).

### 8.6.5 Solution Quality

The results for solution quality of constrained lab problems are shown in Figure 8.13. Those results are in favor of GALE. For a majority of those problems, GALE shows a much better (lower) quality score. For BNH, the difference is nearly 20%.

The statistical comparison of the Nemenyi’s Test leads to six comparisons for each MOP. The results of those wins, losses and ties are shown in Figure 8.14. The chart in that figure identifies which MOEA had the most wins, losses or ties.

GALE is shown to be vastly better than NSGA-II and SPEA2 in terms of wins, losses and ties. GALE won 12 times while the others had no wins. GALE never had a loss either, and only two ties.

Answer to RQ9(Quality): \{GALE, NSGA-II, SPEA2\} = \{+, =\} GALE found better solutions a vast majority of the time. NSGA-II and SPEA2 were never declared as winners, and statistically, they are declared as exact ties.

### 8.6.6 Discussion

Constrained problems offer an additional challenge to the MOEA. It would seem however, that GALE can handle constraints much better than NSGA-II or SPEA2. Inside NSGA-II/SPEA2, the constraint handling mechanism does not directly refuse infeasible solutions. Instead, those infeasible solutions are ranked at the end of the list, to be least likely selected. JMOO tracks the number of constraint violations but they are not reported here. It is merely noted that GALE does not allow constraint violations at all in its mutation policy - if an infeasible solution is generated, it is immediately discarded.
Figure 8.13: Summary Quality of Final Solutions for Constrained Lab Problems.
GALE was found to be a much better tool for constrained lab problems. It finds solutions of a much higher quality than NSGA-II and SPEA2, and its runtime is equivalent to NSGA-II. Hence, GALE is a recommended tool for small constrained models, as well as large realistic models as shown in the previous sections.

8.6.7 Future Work

It would be interesting to know as future work, the exact details of why NSGA-II and SPEA2 cannot handle constrained lab problems as well as GALE. NSGA-II and SPEA2 seems markedly worse than for unconstrained problems, which would suggest that constrained problems present some additional hurdle for those tools. It is possible that the models used were just a good sample of models for GALE. Future studies include expanding on the number of models, by implementing new constrained ones for JMOO and running more experiments.

8.7 Experiment #4: Optimizing Unconstrained Lab Models

These experiments GALE are the simplest area of problems available - the unconstrained lab models. These models often run very quickly, in times less than one-twentieth of a millisecond. It
is important to study both large and small models to be able to generalize the findings of a search tool for all kinds of models.

8.7.1 Experimental Design

Each of the 13 unconstrained models are run 20 times with each of the three MOEAs - GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2. These problems are abbreviated in Figure 8.15 for simplicity of delivering results. Population size was set to 100, and the maximum generations set to 20. The bstop(\(\lambda = 3\)) stopping criteria was used for each MOEA, and all MOEAs shared the same initial population for different MOPs.

8.7.2 Research Questions

\[ \text{RQ10: Evals} \] Can GALE find solutions to unconstrained lab problems in very few evaluations?

For RQ10, the question of number of evaluations is asked. By ”few evaluations”, the aim is to use less than 50 evaluations to find optimal solutions, and to need far fewer (by a factor of 20 to
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100 times fewer) evaluations than that of NSGA-II and SPEA2.

RQ11: Speed

*Can GALE find solutions to unconstrained lab problems in little time?*

For RQ11, the question is on runtime. For the unconstrained lab problems, this question asks whether or not GALE is just as fast or faster than NSGA-II and/or SPEA2.

RQ12: Quality

*Can GALE find optimal solutions to unconstrained lab problems?*

Together with RQ10 and RQ11, if the search algorithm cannot find optimal solutions, then speed and number of evaluations do not matter. This question asks whether or not GALE can find optimal solutions to unconstrained lab problems, and whether or not it can find solutions equivalent to that of NSGA-II or SPEA2.

8.7.3 Evals

The number of evaluations required by each MOEA are shown in Figure 8.16. That number shows the absolute number of evaluations needed by each MOEA and MOP on the left hand side. On the right hand side is a bar chart that shows those absolute values relative to each other. For example, GALE finds solutions to Fonseca in just 34 evaluations while SPEA2 and NSGA-II need around 2,000 evaluations. Those bars are charted on a log scale (base 10) so that each bar can be feasibly compared.

These results show that GALE can achieve its convergence on optimal solutions in about 70 times fewer evaluations than NSGA-II or SPEA2. This number however is dependent on the population size.

**Answer to RQ10(Evals):** \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{+++ , = , =\}

GALE needed between 26 and 45 evaluations to find solutions, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 needed from 1200 to over 3000 evaluations. This is a difference of about two orders of magnitude.

8.7.4 Runtime

Raw runtimes are given in Figure 8.17. For the most part, the runtimes for SPEA2 are quite significantly longer than GALE and NSGA-II. As for GALE, the runtimes are comparable with NSGA-II except for the ZDT family of models. In those models, there are a large number of decisions that weigh down the computational efforts of GALE. Even still, the absolute differences in runtime are never more than just a few seconds.

Statistically, tests could be used to discern the significance of the differences between GALE and NSGA-II. However, because the absolute differences are so small, it would not matter or be an
Figure 8.16: Number of Evaluations for Unconstrained Lab Problems.
Figure 8.17: Runtimes for Unconstrained Lab Problems.
issue of preference if one algorithm performed a few tenths of a second faster or slower.

For ZDT (1,2,3), the absolute differences were about 1.5 seconds, which is still a negligible difference. However, to understand that difference, consider the number of decisions in those models from Figure 6.1. GALE finds solutions by clustering the decision space in each generation, which is an operation with complexity based on the number of decisions. The ZDT (1,2,3) models have 30 decisions, which highlights the intensity of the clustering operations in GALE. This identifies a possible concern with models that have more than 30 decisions. While the runtimes for GALE are negligible for 30 decisions, 50 or 100 might be too large (at least for small models like these unconstrained lab models).

Answer to RQ11(Speed): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{ = , = , - \} GALE needed less than 1 second for most of the problems but struggled with the ZDT (1,2,3) models, needing less than 3 seconds of runtime. Hence, for just four of the models, NSGA-II was a clear winner, but for the other nine models, NSGA-II tied GALE. For this reason, it is declared that overall, GALE and NSGA-II tie. On the other hand, SPEA2 was far worse, requiring as much as 28 seconds of runtime.

### 8.7.5 Quality of Solutions

Quality of solutions are measured in terms of relative change from the initial population baseline. Using the continuous domination metric, every member of the final population of solutions is compared to the average of each objective. This metric defines 100% as no change from the initial population, and values below 100% indicate improvement. This metric handles both cases of maximizing or minimizing, so that numbers below 100% still indicate improvement.

The quality of solutions are shown in Figure 8.18. On the left are the actual values for the metric, and on the right are bar charts that compare the qualities of different MOEAs on each MOP. For example, GALE can find mitigations to Fonseca that improve the overall quality of objective scores by about 73% while NSGA-II and SPEA2 only improve those objectives by about 78% and 79% respectively.

Those results indicate that GALE is never worse than other MOEAs by more than 4% - as with ZDT4. Recall that ZDT4 is a model with a very large number of local fronts by which convergence may prefer suboptimal solutions. In many cases, GALE finds equivalent solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2, and sometimes, GALE finds much better solutions. For example, in Golinski, GALE is about 11% better and in Viennet4, GALE is about 13% better.
Figure 8.18: Summary Quality of Final Solutions for Unconstrained Lab Problems.
The statistical comparison of the Nemenyi’s Test leads to six comparisons for each MOP. The results of those wins, losses and ties are shown in Figure 8.19. The chart in that figure identifies which MOEA had the most wins, losses or ties.

GALE won the most, at 10 wins while NSGA-II and SPEA2 showed only 1 and 2 wins, respectively. GALE also loses and ties the least. This makes for an easy argument in favor of GALE.

Answer to RQ12(Quality): \{GALE,NSGA-II,SPEA2\} = \{+,-,=\} GALE statistically had the most wins, with SPEA2 finishing second with two wins and NSGA-II third with just one win. It is easy to say that GALE is the winner, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 tie.

### 8.7.6 Discussion

GALE was shown to be a useful tool that can find better solutions than NSGA-II and SPEA2. Although GALE struggled and performed a little slower for the ZDT (1,2,3) problems, due to a higher number of decisions, GALE is still recommended due to the small absolute difference in runtimes (1.6 seconds at most).
8.7.7 Future Work

To study the limitations of GALE, possible future work includes the use of models with a high number of decisions to test how GALE scales up to problems with more decisions than the ZDT family. Additionally, as noted with ZDT (1,2,3), there was a complication in finding comparable solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2. More work is needed to explore that complication and more thoroughly understand how many decisions can be handled by GALE before it becomes too complex to run.

8.8 Summary of Experiments

In this section, a summary of the experimental results is given. The table in Figure 8.20 summarizes each research question with the associated (+, -, =) signs, where a + is given for significant difference in favor of that algorithm, and a - is given whenever the algorithm performed worse than others. Otherwise, an equal sign (=) was used if significant differences could not be found. In the case that an algorithm performed orders of magnitude better, additional plus signs were rewarded; for example, ++ signifies two orders of magnitude better, while + signifies being better, but by no orders of magnitude.

The below bullets summarize each experimental area:

- CDA: GALE was vastly faster (by two orders of magnitude), but could only find equivalent solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2. The speed compromise of NSGA-II and SPEA2 was a deal breaker for much larger experiments, where only GALE could be used.
- POM3: GALE was much faster (by one order of magnitude), but could only find equivalent solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2.
- Constrained Models: GALE found solutions about as fast as NSGA-II, losing by less than a couple of seconds. This difference is negligible, and certainly warranted since GALE found much better solutions than NSGA-II and SPEA2. These results seem to indicate that GALE is good for constrained models, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 are not.
- Unconstrained Models: GALE found solutions about as fast as NSGA-II, losing by less than a couple of seconds. This difference again, is negligible and certainly worth it since GALE was able to find better solutions than NSGA-II or SPEA2.

The overall summary is simple: GALE was much better than the other two algorithms in terms of evals and speed, but was only equivalent in terms of quality, except for the constrained and
### Figure 8.20: Research Question Summary and conclusions for each. One of \{=, +, -\} are assigned in each column to indicate that the group is the same as others (=), better (+), or worse (-). Statistical tests are used where appropriate. Whenever the differences were by more than an order of magnitude, an extra + was used. For example, "+++" indicates better by two orders of magnitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ#</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Experiment Area</th>
<th>GALE</th>
<th>NSGA-II</th>
<th>SPEA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Evals</td>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Evals</td>
<td>POM3</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>POM3</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>POM3</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Evals</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Evals</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unconstrained lab models. The nature of GALE is a deterministic guided search, whereas NSGA-II and SPEA2 are more random with their mutation policy. This provides solid evidence that directed search is perhaps, a good idea when combined with active learning and spectral learning to cluster the decisions in near-linear time.

In the next section, a qualitative study on CDA is given. The outline of that section is substantially different than the previous experiments. Each of the previous four experiments were quantitative studies, meaning that the conclusions and statements were all drawn based on numeric data. In the next section, conclusions are given based off of logical statements rather than numeric data.

### 8.9 Experiment #5: Qualitative Studies with CDA

Previously, it was shown that GALE was a good tool for search with the CDA model. Whereas NSGA-II and SPEA2 would require several hours to run, GALE only need about 10 minutes. This kind of runtime enables a larger study with 16 different modes of CDA. In this section, the details and semantics of CDA are further explored.

Consider the story behind the motivation for CDA. In the Summer of 2013, the Asiana flight which approach San Francisco (SFO) airport crashed into the seawall before touching down safely. That aircraft more or less crashed because of pilot errors - the speed of the aircraft had dropped below some nominal level required to keep the craft in the air, and without that required airspeed, the aircraft had basically “bottomed-out” and dropped out of the air and touched down on the runway hard. Many people were injured and a few people had died.

Internally, the pilots in the cockpit were burdened with a number of tasks that had caused them to forget about keeping airspeed above a nominal level. The CDA models this by tracking the number of tasks forgotten, interrupted or delayed. It is reasonable to assume that the number of tasks currently on the load of the pilots of the Asiana aircraft exceeded the number of tasks they could handled at any given time. (Further: that number was unexpectedly high because of malfunctions to some of the automatic functions of the aircraft, and so the pilots had to manually perform additional tasks.)

The number of tasks a pilot can handle simultaneously is modeled by the HTM (maximum human task load) decision parameter of CDA. While unexpected situations are hard to model for and predict, it is not difficult to model the case where a pilot has a very low HTM. In general, it makes no difference if the task load is unexpectedly large versus a pilot having an unexpectedly
low HTM. As long as the relative overlap between HTM and task load is large, the consequences can be dire.

In theory, the result of experimentation on low levels of HTM can be applied in practice to defend against unexpected scenarios. The hope of this research is to prevent future disasters similar to the Asiana aircraft disaster. In this section, GALE is used to explore the effect of fixing the HTM parameter. NSGA-II and SPEA2 are not included in this experiment, because they would take entirely too long.

8.9.1 Research Questions

Recall that HTM is one of the decisions to CDA. HTM stands for Maximum Human Task load and represents the number of simultaneous tasks that the pilot of an aircraft can handle. Typically, whenever this number is low, the results of CDA simulations are less efficient in terms of the five objectives of delays, interruptions, forgotten tasks and time lost due to delays and interruptions. Whenever those objective scores are high, the safety of the approach is compromised, as the pilot may be forgetting or delaying a critical task which may cause severe failure of the approach. Hence, studying HTM is a safety critical task.

HTM is not a controllable decision in practice. Hence, it is interesting to know if pilots with low HTM are a safety hazard in the cockpit. In other words, we would like to know if GALE can find mitigations to low HTM such that the time objectives are not badly compromised.

**RQ13: Mitigations Due to HTM** Can GALE find mitigations to CDA when pilot HTM levels are compromised?

To recap, opportunistic mode is one of the cognitive control modes (CCM) of a pilot, and it is a decision parameter for CDA that defines pilots who are very relaxed in the cockpit; they monitor flight operations very opportunistically at the bare minimum intervals required of them. Monitoring activities count as additional tasks that can complicate the pilot task load. Other CCMs include the Tactical mode and Strategical mode, which model increasingly observing monitoring behaviors of the pilot.

While OPP (opportunistic) is very relaxed and keeps task loads smaller, they may miss critical observations that can cause the pilot to ‘correct’ flight operations, which also can introduce extra task load (e.g. flight deviation is spotted late, so much work is necessary to bring the flight back to commanded path). On the other hand, TAC and STR modes offer more obsessive behavior modes, with the pilot monitoring flight operations more closely. Those two modes can prevent
flight deviations and the like, but they incur heavier task loads.

This study yields qualitative results. Those results tell a story. More details are given below, but the moral of that story begs for a sanity check to test the results found. In other words, it will later become useful to know if mitigations to low HTM can be found if the pilots are forced to a non-opportunistic mode of cockpit management. In short, the opportunistic mode is also a non-controllable decision that describes the behavior of the pilot in terms of how obsessive he or she is with checking gauges and monitors. The opportunistic pilot will not have many tasks to handle, and the non-opportunistic pilot is constantly checking gauges and adding to the task load.

Hence, the CCM can be an important design parameter to study in addition to the HTM. The next research question considers the effect of restricting opportunistic modes from CCM, because in the experiments associated with RQ13, the opportunistic mode was often always recommended for low HTM.

**RQ14: Mitigations Due to HTM And Non-Opportunistic CCM**

*Can GALE find mitigations to CDA for non-opportunistic pilots when HTM levels are compromised?*

Only GALE was used for this experiment, and it is important to note that NSGA-II and SPEA2 were unable to participate because of very high runtimes. In the following subsection, runtimes are discussed before we return to RQ13 and begin to detail the results.

### 8.9.2 Runtimes

The highlight of this subsection discourages real-world model studies with tools like NSGA-II and SPEA2, and encourages the use of tools like GALE. This experiment utilized the same experimental methods of the quantitative experiments, except only GALE was used, as NSGA-II and SPEA2 were unable to be used for this experiment due to runtime costs. 16 different modes of CDA were explored, and GALE was repeated 20 times on each mode.

Referring to Figure 8.21, about 83 hours of runtime was necessary for GALE to complete 20 runs of the 16 different modes of CDA. From those tabled numbers and the previously reported runtime comparisons between GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2, it is possible to extrapolate how long both NSGA-II and SPEA2 will need to repeat the experiments performed with GALE: about 6 months for each of NSGA-II and SPEA2. To run a full quantitative study with all three search tools, a full year of runtime would be needed, and only in 4 days of the year would GALE be running.

This quantifies the reasoning why NSGA-II and SPEA2, or similar blind search tools cannot be
used for such a large study like this. Even for GALE, the study is quite computationally expensive, and whenever runtimes get to be more than a few days long, the study can become impractical due to unexpected circumstances, such as network or power failures, which can terminate a study and force a restart.

In defense of such long runtimes, this study did not actually take 83 hours with GALE, since parallelization was used. With 8 different remote connections, those runtimes were reduced to just under a day. It is noted however, that to setup and enable parallel processing, additional resources were needed and such resources are not always available. Hence, it can be useful to report the unrolled computational expenses in a report such as this.

The runtimes also tell a story. For high HTM, GALE needed much more time to find mitigations. In the next subsection, we see that those mitigations are good at optimizing the objectives for lower HTM, but at high HTM, the objectives were already pretty low, and mitigations found are not particularly well-worth the expensive runtimes. On the other hand, whenever opportunistic mode was disabled (the second half of the 16 modes), the runtimes for lower HTM were much higher and no mitigations could be found after exhausting all possible effort.

**8.9.3 RQ13: Effect of Changed HTM**

Recall that RQ13 questions whether or not good mitigations can be found in the case of fixed HTM (Maximum Human Taskload), GALE was used to explore CDA with 8 levels of HTM (HTM
= 1...8). If unexpectedly high task loads can compromise the safety of aircraft, such as with the Asiana flight, then unexpectedly low HTM can also compromise the safety and is important to study.

The charts in Figure 8.22 describe both the non-optimized (baselines, top) and optimized (GALE, bottom) objective outputs as averaged across 20 runs of GALE on each of the first eight modes of CDA (which allow opportunistic CCM), for different levels of fixed HTM. Those baselines show median objective scores whenever the CDA model was run 1000 times with arbitrary decisions, and so they represent normal situations with no care taken to consider effective decision designs. The goal of GALE is to improve upon those baselines, or to reduce them to near-zero.

For low levels of HTM, the objective scores are generally worser than at high levels of HTM, as seen in the baseline scores of Figure 8.22. At high levels of HTM, GALE was hardly needed to find improvements. While high HTM yields very promising results, they offer only a best-case case analysis of a safety critical problem. It is not sufficient to ignore the worst case of low HTM when such cases can compromise the safety of human lives.

The GALE results part of Figure 8.22 show the improvements that can be made over the baselines. The improvements are very large for low HTM. The (orange-)shaded bars indicate the rel-
ative changes across different levels of HTM in both the GALE results and baselines. In the baselines, there is an obvious decreasing trend in the objective scores, indicating that higher levels of HTM are more efficient. In the GALE results however, there is an inherent bell-shape curve (or a “bump”) with a crux at HTM=4 (the worst scores for some of the objectives are at HTM=4 in the GALE results). That bump raises questions that are explored in the next subsection after the below conclusion.

The data suggests two qualitative relationships. 1) First, GALE is effective at reducing the baseline objective scores, and 2) secondly, something is happening at HTM=4, that requires further investigation. Conventionally, it makes little sense that lower HTM yields better results than mid-level HTM, unless the recommendations of pilots with low HTM are to let the onboard computer do all the work.

Answer to RQ13(HTM): Yes. As shown in Figure 8.22, relative to the baselines, GALE could reduce each of the objectives by a vast amount. This amount was not relatively as much for higher HTM, but the objective scores were already very low for those higher levels of HTM, and so mitigations were not always necessary. From this, it is concluded that GALE can successfully find good mitigations for low HTM.

8.9.4 Exploring the Bump

From Figure 8.22, there is a small “bump” in the objective scores for nFA, nDA, and nIA, in which the worst objective scores across all levels of HTM occurs at HTM=4. This is curious, because higher levels of HTM should undoubtedly decrease those objectives, not worsen them.

To explore the “bump” at HTM=4, the mitigations (the actual decisions recommended as input) as found by GALE were collected and compiled in Figure 8.23. Across all 20 runs of GALE, the relative percentage of recommended decisions are numbered in each cell group for each decision category and each level of HTM.

To understand Figure 8.23 refer back to chapter 6 on models. In summary, the decisions modeled in CDA (in addition to HTM) are reiterated follows:

Scenarios (SC)

1. Nominal (ideal) arrival and approach.
2. Late Descent: controller delays the initial descent.
3. Unpredicted rerouting: pilots directed to an unexpected waypoint.
4. Tailwind: wind push plane from ideal trajectory.
Function Allocation (FA):

1. **Highly Automated**: The computer processes most of the flight instructions.
2. **Mostly Automated**: The pilot processes the instructions and programs the computer.
3. **Mixed-Automated**: The pilot processes the instructions and programs the computer to handle only some of those instructions.

Cognitive Control Mode (CCM):

1. **Opportunistic**: Pilots monitor and perform tasks related to only the most critical functions.
2. **Tactical**: Pilots cycle through most of the available monitoring tasks, and double check some of the computer’s tasks.
3. **Strategic**: Pilots cycle through all of the available monitoring tasks, and try to anticipate future tasks.

Two notable effects are outlined in red (darker cell borders for black & white printouts) in Figure 8.23. For instance, the Level of Autonomy seems to have two modes: at HTM=1, there is a clear preference for a HIGH level, but at HTM=2 through HTM=8, a MOST (mostly-autonomous) level is instead preferred.

This “low HTM = high autonomy” effect explains why sometimes lower HTM yields better results than mid-level HTM. 88% of the time, for HTM=1, the computer is doing most of the work and hence the delays are minimal since a computer does not introduce the same kind of mental errors that a human pilot can.
The other effect from Figure 8.23 explains the bump at HTM=4. For HTM levels 1 through 3, the Opportunistic CCM is preferred, while at HTM=4 and above, there is a paradigm shift in the mitigations from Opportunistic to Tactical. Semantically, this suggests that at low levels of HTM, the pilots are less obsessive with checking gauges and dials, perhaps due to higher levels of autonomy. At higher levels of HTM, the level of autonomy decreases and allows pilots to spend time monitoring gauges, while the computer does most of the work.

This begins to tell a story. The relationship between the onboard computer and human pilot is important: whenever the pilot wants to monitor activities and check gauges, the onboard computer should be set to a high level of autonomy. This should only happen if the pilot has low HTM, and otherwise, with high HTM the pilot should switch to Tactical CCM and do most of the work. In no cases however, was it recommended that the human pilot set the computer autonomy level to MIX nor should the pilot perform per to a Strategical CCM. This is perhaps due to the fact that aircraft systems are too complex for a human pilot to fully operate them without any computer aide.

This subsection offers many qualitative statements. To further explore and validate those statements, the opportunistic mode is turned off in the next set of CDA modes as a sanity check to see what happens to the objective scores whenever opportunistic mode is disabled.

### 8.9.5 Disabled Opportunistic CCM

In Figure 8.24, the baselines and GALE results for CDA excluding opportunistic mode are shown for various levels of fixed HTM. In both the baselines and Gale results, there is a decreasing trend across the objectives. This is different than previously shown when opportunistic mode was included in the study (see Figure 8.22).

These results are good news and bad news. The good news is that they validate the qualitative statements of the previous subsection. The bad news is that no mitigations can be found for low HTM. These results thus suggest that it is very bad to disable opportunistic CCM whenever the pilot has low HTM. For example, the objective scores showed no improvement from the baseline for HTM=1, and the objective scores are very high: about 22 tasks were forgotten and 72 tasks were delayed. This is a severe loss of integrity to the safety of approach whenever these objectives are so high.

For completeness, the resulting recommendations by GALE are shown in Figure 8.25. The only observable patterns are that level of autonomy was never recommended to be MIX, scenario was generally always preferred to be the Normal scenario (except for lower HTM, which is strange),
Figure 8.24: Excluding Opportunistic Mode: Median Objective Scores for different settings of HTM.

and the CCM should never be Strategic.

Contrary to Figure 8.23, in which no scenario was preferred by the recommendations, here the scenario is preferred, which indicates that the non-normal scenarios were causing problems that could not be handled by the pilot. In the previous set of recommendations, the scenarios were roughly evenly-distributed (a slight tendency towards Normal, but only by a few percents), indicating that non-normal scenarios could handled by the pilot without any compromise to objective score.

Answer to RQ14(Disabled OPP): No The GALE results for CDA modes with opportunistic CCM disabled were generally bad: no improvements could be made at lower HTM.

These results warrant even further studies as future work to explain, for example, why MIX or STR were never preferred. In the next few subsections, a discussion concludes these experiments and some future works are suggested.
8.9.6 Discussion

In this section it was shown that GALE can be used for large studies of CDA. The results lead to a qualitative discussion on the effect of low pilot HTM levels. Several conclusions were found. Firstly, at low levels of HTM, the opportunistic mode was preferred, and for HTM=1, the highest level of autonomy was needed. These results showed a paradigm shift at HTM 4, when opportunistic mode was no longer preferred.

Secondly, to explore that shift, opportunistic mode was disabled to see how the performance of CDA changed without opportunistic mode for low HTM. The results showed that GALE was largely unable to find any good mitigations for low HTM, identifying a flight risk whenever HTM is low and the pilots cannot be modeled by an opportunistic cognitive mode.

8.9.7 Future Work

In conclusion, these results suggest that a further study on opportunistic mode is necessary to validate the findings. Plans are made to investigate the levels of HTM at which real-world aircraft are manned in order to assess risks that follow if those findings are validated.

Additional studies are planned in order to further study the effect of fixed design decisions. For example, the STR cognitive mode nor MIX level of autonomy was hardly ever preferred. Also, studies with different scenarios are also interesting, to understand their effects and implications upon the safety of approach.

In the next section, this chapter on experiments is concluded with a tabled summary of all the

Figure 8.25: Excluding Opportunistic Mode: Decision Mitigations Identified for different settings of HTM.
results. That table seems to hold a unanimous theme: GALE was a better search tool for each of the experiments.

In the next chapter, threats to the validity of these findings are assessed, per the recommendation of the last principle from chapter 3, so that these findings can be further defended.
Chapter 9

Threats to Validity

Threats to validity are serious reasons to doubt the findings of any research. In this research, the subject is software, so there is very little human error or bias. This section discusses a number of potential threats to validity that might exist within the experiments shown later in this thesis, and the conclusions drawn from them. Some of the content in this chapter was inspired from the work of [227] and [228].

The first section in this chapter links this chapter to the principles of chapter three. Since those principles already cover most of the biases of MOO studies, they are readdressed here in tabled format. Afterwards, any remaining causes for concern are addressed in a section each for each type of threat: Internal, External, Construction, and Conclusion.

9.1 Alleviated Threats

The table in Figure 9.1 addresses some threats to validity in terms of the four categories: internal, external, construction and conclusion. Selection of models is a concern for generalizability and hence, external validity. By selecting a wide variety of models, both real-world and standard lab, publicly available, constrained and unconstrained, and large and small models, the external validity is good.

The number of repeats affects external validity as well, because if many runs can achieve the same results, then those results can be more trusted. Mostly however, the use of repeats to improve conclusion validity, along side a statistical reasoning.

Principle three: statistics; a good statistical methodology reduces threats to conclusion validity. That is, statistical methods are used to decrease the Type I error associated with making the wrong
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle #</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Models</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Repeats</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Runtimes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Evaluations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Parameters</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Threats</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.1: Tabled list of threats already addressed by Chapter 3

Conclusion. Type II errors are ignored in light of the experimental findings that nearly all of the data is non-normal. Usually, one can assess the power of an experiment if the data is normal by measuring the amount of Type II error \( (\beta = \text{Type II Error}) \) and \( 1 - \beta = \text{power} \). Although there exists methods to transform non-normal data into normal data, those methods are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Runtimes and evaluations are a metric. Their measurement methods are mostly likely unbiased, and are discussed later in this chapter, but if anything, these two principles address construction validity: the validity of methods of measurement.

Principle six addresses the description and assessment of parameters to a study and the algorithms involved. An appropriate assessment of the parameters should be included in the study, as was done in this thesis in the early parts of chapter 8. This reduces threats to internal validity. That is, do the parameters affect the cause-effect relationship between algorithms and their search results? The answer is yes, and the assessment given helps to explain that better. Hence, this is why it is important to explain the details of all parameters to a study.

The last principle is to include a threats to validity section as given here. The rest of this chapter discusses any other possible biases that might exist in this thesis.

9.2 Internal Validity

Internal validity explores any reason that conclusions regarding the cause and effects of the study might be invalidated. In this thesis, possible internal threats to validity consists of effects
that might have biased the results. There are a few of these: execution bias, encoding bias, and analytic bias.

**Execution Bias:** This bias refers mainly to the effect of memory caching on hardware that experiments are executed on. Sometimes, that hardware and operating system are capable of predicting executions and that thus speeds the operations and biases them depending on how frequent they are run. In this thesis, that bias may exist but its effects on runtimes do not impact the conclusions made, mainly because absolute runtimes are not the particular focus of the study, but rather, the focus is on relative runtimes when compared to other tools executed. For that matter, all tools run on the same hardware, so that any execution bias that occurs for one tool should also happen for the other tool.

Another form of execution bias occurs when other tasks are performed on the hardware unexpectedly while experiments are being performed. For example, Windows updates or other scheduled tasks may occur while experimentation is ongoing. Again, this is an effect on runtimes, and is a more serious one that cannot be guarded against. In this thesis, the results may be subject to such a bias. One manner of neutralizing this threat is to repeat the tools a number of times - a subject which is discussed in the chapter on how to study optimization. That alone may not fully neutralize this threat, and in fact, if an unexpected background activity runs only during certain parts of the experiment, then the ordering of the experiments is compromised.

In the future, this thesis recommends the following. Repeat the experiments a number of times, say just for example, 20 times as was used in the experiment sections later in this thesis. Instead of running those repeats sequentially across each tool, it is recommended to randomly shuffle the sequence so that each of the 20 repeats is distributed somewhat normally across each tool. That is, tool #1 runs twice, and then tool #2 runs three times, followed by tool #1 running once, and onward until both tools have run all 20 repeats. In that way, if any unexpected background activity occurs during the execution of some tool, it only impacts some of the runtimes, and they would be treated as outliers when averaging them together.

**Encoding Bias:** This bias occurs whenever there are programming flaws or bugs in the code. Such bias can impact a study or compromise the integrity of that software in terms of the reasons it was being used in the study. For example, there are many models encoded in this thesis and some of them may not have been encoded correctly. In general, simple error-checking can verify them humanly, but that process is never a full-proof one. There are tools available that can check software for bugs, but they are not used in this thesis due to complexity reasons.

Regarding a few of the models: CDA and POM3 (see the models section in the methods chap-
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ter); those models were run thousands of times and all attempts to observe sanity in the results have always been confirmed. Some of the results shown here even confirm that. However, sanity checks are not an ultimate solution. As such, it is noted that encoding bias may exist in this thesis.

Analytic Bias: This bias refers to the method of analysis of results from experiments. It is possible to make errors or use inappropriate methods to make conclusions. To guard from this bias, those methods are defined clearly and justified with the literature.

9.3 External Validity

External validity concerns the generality of conclusions made from experiments. No experiment can utilize every tool available. No conclusion can generalize that some tool is better than ‘all’ the other tools in the world. Furthermore, the use of any tool incorporates the bias of that tool. In this thesis, this kind of threat to validity is broken into a few sub-classes: algorithm bias, model bias and scale bias.

Algorithm Bias: This kind of bias refers to the algorithms used in the study. In this thesis, the GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2 algorithms are studied. To neutralize this bias, it is important to state why those algorithms were chosen. Obviously GALE is the focus - but the choice of comparing it to NSGA-II and SPEA2 is one that cannot be taken lightly.

NSGA-II and SPEA2 are well justified algorithms in literature and they have been repeatedly the subject of comparisons. So, they are well tested and if any biases were known with them, they would certainly have been well reported. Another justification is that those algorithms are most alike to GALE, in that they are all evolutionary algorithms. Availability is also a concern. Some tools are privatized or too complex to implement.

Model Bias: This kind of bias concerns the models used to study optimization with. Each model defines a problem to solve. There are uncountably infinite models available in the world. The only way to neutralize this bias is to study as many models as possible, and to study a well-variegated selection of them.

In this thesis, the models are numerous. Among the majority of them are ”lab” models that are often used in literature many times. These models have been the subject of experimentation for over a decade, and many of them offer niches to explore that may commonly cause an algorithm to fail at solving it.

Scale Bias: Sometimes tools only study models of a certain scale. For instance, NSGA-II works well on most of the lab models, but when the number of objectives is high (> 5), there...
are decreases in solution quality [73]. In addition, NSGA-II requires a lot of runtime when the model is large and complex, such as the POM3 and CDA models discussed in this thesis. Without a study on extreme scales, conclusions are subject to this kind of bias. In general however, the consequence of having this bias is usually just a limitation to the usefulness of a tool.

9.4 Construct Validity

Construct validity concerns the use of internal metrics used to measure and gauge experimental summaries. The conclusions are constructed from a number of assessment methods that may be biased methods of measurement. For this kind of validity, two types of bias are discussed: the metric bias and the parameter bias.

**Metric Bias**: This bias concerns the use of assessment measures in the study. In this study, those metrics were runtime, number of evaluations and quality of solutions. As for runtimes, measurements were taken using the generic python timers available to clock the system performance of running the tool. Very little bias exists with those timers: the actual precision varies across platform, as Python attempts to use a clock with the highest precision available. Whatever bias exists is removed with a number of repeats, and the fact that all tools include the same possible bias.

The number of evaluations are collected with counters that increment every time a necessary evaluation was made. In addition, that counter is checked with the number of solutions that have been evaluated afterwards, and is never mismatched. The most that can be said about any bias towards this metric is a possible code bug - but sanity checks have worked hard to neutralize such a bias.

Lastly, the assessment of quality of solutions is a matter of high discussion in literature. In multi-objective optimization, there are many objectives to aggregate into a single performance score. This is called aggregation - the objectives are all aggregated into a single score. Much more detail was given on this topic earlier in this thesis, in the section on background and how to study optimization. This thesis uses an aggregation method called Relative Quality Score, which considers the quality of solutions relative to the starting baseline point. There is a bias that exists with summarizing those scores, because the median score is reported of the final generation, when the median may or may not be a good representative of the optimal population given by the MOEA tool.

**Parameter Bias**: Parameter bias occurs with the selection of parameters used in the study. Those parameters are largely discussed in the chapter on experiments and justifications for their
selection are given in the chapter on how to study optimization. It is noted that parameter tuning is the task of neutralizing parameter bias, and the experiments on parameter tuning are very large, and often the subject of research papers in their own right. For example, Corazza et al. use Tabu Search for parameter tuning in [229].
Chapter 10

Conclusions

This thesis has shown that the popular methods in NSGA-II and SPEA2 for multi-objective optimization can be improved. In several sets of experiments, a consistent theme was shown: GALE is much faster (never much slower) and could always find solutions of equivalent quality (usually much better quality).

A core issue was identified in the standard stochastic processes of search methods like NSGA-II or SPEA2: random search can explore too much of the solution space and thus requires many evaluations. For real world models, this can incur huge computational costs and lead to complicated comprehension of the approximated Pareto frontier, due to the over-exploration of the solution space.

For example, the CDA problem is one such real world model with a high computational cost of evaluation. NSGA-II and SPEA2 were very slow (3-5 hours) whereas GALE could optimize CDA in 6-20 minutes. In a further, much larger study with CDA, NSGA-II and SPEA2 would have taken, combined, an entire year of runtime. Hence, only GALE could be used for that study. To further heighten the urgency of the problem, that larger study is just a mere subset of the total space of options to explore in CDA, and so incredible computational costs could be wasted by exploring the wrong options. This was cautioned even as GALE explored 16 modes of CDA and further work is necessary to explore other modes.

The details and values of Geometric Active Learning (GALE) were discussed in depth. For example, GALE used directed-search to quickly guide the search and find piece-wise approximations to the Pareto frontier. In this manner, fewer candidates are discarded in favor of better ones, and convergence to good solutions is quicker.

This thesis also gave the results of a critique on various multi-objective optimization literature:
a set of guiding principles that can be used to develop the rigorous experimental methods that can be used to support the key claims of this work:

1. Models: Study lots of both lab and realistic-setting models improve External Validity.
2. Repeats: Run the experiments many times to improve Conclusion Validity.
5. Evaluations: Report the number of evaluations to improve Construct Validity.
6. Parameters: Detail and defend parameters choices to improve Internal Validity.
7. Threats: Include a threats to validity section to assess Conclusion Validity of the results.

Experimental methods were constructed using the advice of those guiding principles. Those methods test the value of GALE relative to NSGA-II and SPEA2. The findings for numerous studies suggest GALE is a good match for all kinds of problems, and for real-world models, GALE is a vastly faster algorithm. The summary of those results are below:

- CDA: GALE was vastly faster (by two orders of magnitude), but could only find equivalent solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2. The speed compromise of NSGA-II and SPEA2 was a deal breaker for much larger experiments, where only GALE could be used.
- POM3: GALE was much faster (by one order of magnitude), but could only find equivalent solutions to NSGA-II and SPEA2.
- Constrained Models: GALE found solutions about as fast as NSGA-II, losing by less than a couple of seconds. This difference is negligible, and certainly warranted since GALE found much better solutions than NSGA-II and SPEA2. These results seem to indicate that GALE is good for constrained models, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 are not.
- Unconstrained Models: GALE found solutions about as fast as NSGA-II, losing by less than a couple of seconds. This difference again, is negligible and certainly worth it since GALE was able to find better solutions than NSGA-II or SPEA2.

In general, these results comment on the value of directed, less-stochastic search. Whereas random search can spend too much time evaluating many thousands of solutions, directed-search can employ a decision-space clustering algorithm to assess the relative directions of more-promising solutions and then mutate old candidates in those directions.

Additional findings contribute to specific domains: POM3 is a model of agile software development in software engineering and CDA is a model of aircraft approach to runway in aeronautical engineering. These specific findings are grouped in the next few sections.
10.1 Impact on Multi-Objective Optimization

GALE is a tool for multi-objective optimization that was compared to NSGA-II and SPEA2. Sayyad and Ammar [7] comment that NSGA-II and SPEA2 are two of the most often used algorithms for comparison of novel search techniques. They raise the concern that NSGA-II and SPEA2 are often selected for comparison uncritically. This thesis addresses a key concern: algorithms like NSGA-II and SPEA2 cause studies on expensive real-world models like CDA to last very long (3-5 hours for just 1 run of the tool). This thesis suggests that authors should consider the computational needs of their case studies before uncritically applying tools like NSGA-II and SPEA2.

This thesis suggest the need for a paradigm shift in studies on evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimization. If large models with high runtime costs can easily swamp the running time of a search algorithm because of a high number of evaluations, then perhaps it is time to address that problem. GALE is one way to deal with that problem, and good results can still be found despite a low number of evaluations. This makes studies with large models like CDA possible, and authors should consider tools like GALE when developing case studies that are expensive to evaluate.

10.2 Impact on Search-based Software Engineering

This research has an impact to Search-based Software engineering (SBSE): GALE is a tool capable of studying both small and large models. POM3 is a mid-sized model (much larger than standard lab models, but much smaller than CDA) that GALE was able to successfully explore and report mitigations that can be applied as a business practice to improve the performance of agile software development and requirements engineering.

In further detail, GALE was able to explore POM3 and find mitigations that best improve upon productivity (completion and idle rates) while keeping total project costs low. NSGA-II and SPEA2 were also able to achieve those same performance scores, however, GALE was much faster (2-10 seconds, not 4-110 seconds).

Although those time differences are not a deal breaker as it was for CDA (6-20 minutes versus 3-5 hours in CDA), there remains a comprehension problem that can complicate the understanding of search results. Tools like SPEA2 and NSGA-II over-explore solution spaces, requiring thousands of evaluations which generates very large and densely crowded Pareto frontiers. This makes
the task of choosing just one decision from the Pareto frontier a very difficult task. As software systems grow ever larger and more complex, it becomes harder to explore all their internal effects. Hence, tools like GALE are required to map out and better understand the shape of the Pareto frontier.

This is good news for agile project managers. Tools such as GALE can be used effectively by those managers to find mitigations that best improve the performance of agile projects, and as decision makers, a small Pareto frontier can be easily understood to apply some design-decision in their practice.

10.3 Impact on Aeronautical Research

The standard convention is to apply human-in-the-loop approaches to designing approach schematics, but aircraft are a part of a wicked class of models - they are extremely expensive to study and designs cannot be tested. As such, the human factors community has developed software such as WMC to implement models such as CDA.

In this thesis, an aeronautics engineering study of aircraft approach to runway was studied, namely, CDA. In that model, the effect of changed approach parameters can affect the response times of pilots with respect to finishing tasks required to land safely. Standard tools such as NSGA-II and SPEA2 are too slow to efficiently study CDA. A full study that considers all possible modes of CDA could take more than 6 years to complete. Tools like GALE enable such large studies: a subset of CDA was explored with GALE, by studying 16 different modes of CDA. In those 16 modes, it was extrapolated that NSGA-II and SPEA2 would collectively require an entire year of runtime to repeat the experiments that GALE finished in just over 80 hours.

It was shown that GALE is not just a fast tool for studying CDA, but it was able to reduce the objectives (the response time delays) to near-zero. This offers good news for continuous descent approach profiles, which have been the subject of study this decade in terms of whether or not it is safe to switch over from a traditional descent approach profile.

The additional study with 16 modes of CDA explored the effect of reduced pilot HTM (maximum human task load) and considered a question: can aircraft designs for continuous descent profiles be found such that pilots can still perform well in light of reduced performance capabilities?

The results suggest a storied answer. As long as pilots can behave opportunistically (via the OPP mode for the CCM parameter), then yes, good mitigations can be found. However, if pilots
are in the “tactical” or “strategical” modes for CCM, then they feel the need to monitor tasks and
gauges so frequently that GALE was unable to find good mitigations - the monitoring activities
were dominating the objectives too seriously.

More work is necessary to validate these findings. As given by the definition of external valid-
ity, not all models and situations can be studied. More studies are always desirable to confirm or
deny the findings of this thesis. In the next section, such future work is discussed in detail.

10.4 Future Work

Future work always exists to validate and reproduce findings. In this thesis, a strong effort
was made to provide rigorous experimental methods with high reproducibility. For example, all of
these experiments can be implemented with the JMOO Python software. Beyond reproducibility,
much other future work exists.

Those future work are discussed in the following subsections along three main categories:

1. Improving multi-objective optimization
2. Improving GALE
3. New and Old Case Studies

10.4.1 Improving multi-objective optimization

Multi-objective optimization (MOO) is the field of primary interest addressed by this thesis.
GALE is an algorithm that improves MOO. GALE addressed the problem of too-many evaluations
of a MOO algorithm, and enabled vast speedups for real-world models where the model evaluation
costs are high.

That said, there are other areas of MOO that remain to be improved. For instance, the “Quality
Score” metric that measures the quality of solutions is a novel technique that can be improved or
further defended with more experimentation. The Hypervolume (HV) is its contender, but it is an
expensive metric which requires the true Pareto frontier to be known (an assumption that is very
seldom true).

Additionally, there is much work to be explored with stopping criteria for MOO algorithms.
While much work insists on using maximum number of generations or a number of evaluations
as a stopping criteria, they ignore the problem of too-many evaluations for expensive real-world
models. Very few research papers for MOO have been observed to employ stopping criteria. The
work in this thesis considers a novel stopping criteria based on the work of others, but it has not be extensively defended beyond that.

More models and more algorithms are always welcome additions to general MOO studies. Future work can also involve finding and implementing new models, and then running all the algorithms to perform a comparative analysis as was done in this thesis between GALE, NSGA-II and SPEA2. According to Sayyad and Ammar [7], most authors uncritically compare their algorithms to NSGA-II and SPEA2, concluding that their tool is faster and better. With so many better tools, there is much future work available in comparing GALE with all those new tools.

10.4.2 Improving GALE

GALE is a prototype. It may be worthwhile to focus on other future work and wait for other researchers to assess GALE. The NSGA-II and SPEA2 are two popular algorithms that have undergone similar evolutions. Hence, future work involves the evolution of GALE that addresses any future criticisms as they arrive. GALE can also be improved with parameter tuning, as some of its parameters were weakly defended based on personal interactions with GALE.

Moreover, the comprehension problem of understanding the elements of the approximated Pareto frontier have not been fully discussed. Future work exists to build the tools (or built as an improvement to GALE) that can explain those approximations and present them to a decision making expert of the field, as well as to emulate the decision making process entirely and obtain validations from experts of the field.

10.4.3 New and Old Case Studies

Future work exists to develop new case studies (that GALE can be used for) and to refine old case studies. For example, POM3 is a model for agile software requirements engineering. It was based on data available at the time of its development, and as more data becomes available, the POM3 model can be improved.

The CDA model is also a prototype model, although its underlying physics and aerospace mechanics have been through several iterations. As always, whenever new data becomes available, the models can always be improved to uphold to higher standards and realistic precision.

Additionally, more work with CDA is necessary to explore the effect of changed HTM. For example, the MIX and STR modes were never used, and it interesting to say the least, to wonder why they were never preferred, because aircraft cockpits are very complex with many dozens of
gauges and aspects by which a pilot must learn, and the MIX and STR modes pertain directly to how much of that complexity is managed by the pilot.

Lastly, to reflect on the initial work towards this thesis: this work began as a study on gaming and on what makes a game fun or enjoyably capable of retaining an audience. The challenges of that study had motivated the interest to study multi-objective optimization. That work is not forgotten, and future work exists to 1) build a model that can accept user designs and evaluate the fun, playability, etc, of a game, and then 2) use GALE to study the effects of different designs.

10.5 Availability

GALE is publicly available on the web along with all of the experiments in this thesis (except CDA, which is proprietary of NASA), for the purpose of reproducibility. GALE and all the other models and algorithms is implemented and included as part of JMOO. It is encouraged that researchers use JMOO to reproduce those results and perform experimentation of their own, and implement their own models and search tools for even broader experimentation.
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